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Abstract
Spin injection from epitaxial Heusler alloy thin films into
InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells
A study has been carried out on the suitability of using the Heusler alloy, Co2MnGa as
spin injector into GaAs. A range of appropriate theoretical and experimental tools has
been employed.
Our calculations predict Co2MnGa to have a spin polarization P = 63 %. Calculations
have been made on off-stoichiometric crystals and crystals with site swapping defects.
Significant decrease in the spin polarization has been predicted for disorder defects in-
volving especially Co onMn or Ga sites. From an estimate based on the calculated defect
formation energies it is found that Mn on Co-sites are likely to exist with a concentration
of 2 %, while Ga on Mn-sites are likely to exist with a concentration of 21 %.
Epitaxial magnetic Co2MnGa thin films have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy.
The reproducibility is approximately within 2 % of the correct stoichiometry. Further-
more epitaxial growth of hetero-structures of Co2MnGa and Al and AlxOy layers has
been performed succesfully. In the growth optimization process, inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectroscopy has been found to be a reliable and efficient way of
determining the stoichiometry of thin films.
The thin films have been characterized structurally, magnetically, and electrically.
The crystal structure has been studied by X-ray diffraction techniques. The expected
Heusler structure L21 has been observed.
Anisotropy of in-plane magnetization in near stoichiometric thin films grown on a
2 × 4 Ga-rich reconstructed GaAs surface has been observed while no anisotropy is seen
for near stoichiometry thin films on an ordinary GaAs surface. Typically thin films grown
on GaAs show lower saturation magnetization than expected from bulk properties.
The electrical characterizations have revealed resistivities around ρ = 350µΩcm at
300K. Generally, the near stoichiometric films have a veryweak temperature dependence,
with resistivity dropping slightly when cooled. A small room temperature anisotropic
magneto resistance has been measured to 0.062 %. From transmission line measurements
at lowcurrent, interface resistance in δ-dopedGaAs-ferromagnet is found to typically 0.02-
0.1 Ωmm2 for Fe and Co contacts but two orders of magnitude higher for the Co2MnGa
contacts. Point contact Andreev reflection measurements on an off-stoichiometric thin
film (Co2.4Mn1.6Ga) show a spin polarization of P ≈ 50 %.
i
Furthermore spin injection into a InGaAs/GaAsquantumwell have been characterized
optically in the oblique Hanle geometry. The highest steady state spin polarization in the
quantumwell has been found to P ≈ 6 % at T = 5 K. The spin polarization decreases with
increasing temperature and is unmeasurably small above 20 K, contrary to Fe reference
samples exhibiting a room temperature steady state spin polarization of P = 2.3 %.
ii
Resume´
Spininjektion fra epitaksielle tyndfilm af Heuslerlegering ind i
InGaAs/GaAs kvantebrønde
Et studie af egnetheden af Heuslerlegeringen Co2MnGa til spininjektion ind i GaAs er
blevet gennemført. En række udvalgte teoretiske og eksperimentielle værktøjer er blevet
benyttet.
Vores beregninger forudsiger at Co2MnGa har en spinpolarisering på P = 63 %.
Beregninger er blevet lavet på ikke-støkiometriske krystaller og på krystaller med uorden
i atomplaceringen. Specielt defekter der involverer Co på Mn eller Ga pladser er blevet
forudsagt at medføre en signifikant formindskelse af spinpolariseringsgraden. Et estimat
baseret på defektformationsenergier forudsiger, at Mn på Co pladser forefindes med en
koncentration på 2 %, og Ga på Mn pladser forefindes med en koncentration på 21 %.
Epitaksielle magnetiske tyndfilm er dyrket ved hjælp af molekylær stråleepitaksi.
Reproducerbarheden skønnes at være indenfor 2%af denkorrekte støkiometri. Ydermere
er der med succes blevet dyrket epitaksielle heterostrukturer af Co2MnGa, Al og AlxOy-
lag. I optimeringen af dyrkningen har vi fundet, at induktivt koblet plasma optisk
emission spektroskopi er en troværdig og effektiv metode til at bestemme støkiometrien
af tyndfilm.
Tyndfilmene er blevet karakteriseret strukturelt, magnetisk og elektrisk.
Krystal strukturen er blevet undersøgt ved brug af røngtendiffraktionsmetoder. Den
forventede Heuslerstruktur L21 blev observeret.
Anisotropi af magnetiseringen i filmplanet blev observeret pånær støkiometriske tyn-
dfilm dyrket på en Ga-rig 2×4 rekonstrueret GaAs overflade. Nær-støkiometriske tyn-
dfilm dyrket på en ordinær GaAs overflade viste ikke anisotropi. Typisk viste tynd-
film dyrket på GaAs en mindre mætningsmagnetisering end den forventede fra krystal-
egenskaber.
Elektriske karakteriseringer har vist resistiviteter på omkring ρ = 350µΩcmved 300K.
Generelt har nær-støkiometriske film en svag temperaturafhængighedmed en resistivitet,
som daler ved køling. En lille stuetemperatur magnetisk anisotropimodstand er blevet
målt til 0.062 %. Transmissionslinjemålinger ved lav strøm har typisk vist ”interface”-
modstande for en δ-doteret GaAs-ferromagnet kontakt på 0.02-0.1 Ωmm2 for Fe og Co,
men 2 ordner større for Co2MnGa kontakter. Punktkontakt Andreev reflektionsmålinger
på en ikke-støkiometrisk film (Co2.4Mn1.6Ga) viser spinpolarisering på P ≈ 50 %.
iii
Ydermere er der optisk, ved brug af ”oblique Hanle” geometri, vist spininjektion ind i
en InGaAs/GaAs kvantebrønd. Den stationære spinpolarisering i kvantebrønden er målt
til P ≈ 6 % ved T = 5 K. Spin polariseringen falder med stigende temperatur og er ikke
målbar over 20 K, modsat Fe-referenceprøver, der udviser en stuetemperatur stationær
spin polarisering på P = 2.3 %
iv
Preface
This thesis is submitted in candidacy for the PhD degree from the Technical University of
Denmark (DTU). It is based on work carried out in the Nano Structured Materials Group
at the Department of Physics, from February 2003 till March 2006 under the supervision
of Associated Professor Jørn Bindslev Hansen (main supervisor), Associated Professor
Claus Schelde Jacobsen, and Professor Poul Erik Lindelof. Part of the work was done
during a stay abroad in the spring of 2004 in the group of Dr. Stuart N. Holmes and Dr.
Anke Husmann at Cambridge Research Laboratory (CRL), Toshiba Research Europe Ltd.
(TREL), UK.
Our goal with this project was to achieve high efficient spin injection into a semi-
conductor at room temperature. This would get us one step closer to a functional room
temperature spin field effect transistor as proposed by Datta and Das in 1990 [1]. In
February 2003, when this project started, Heusler alloys seemed to be a promising ap-
proach to achieve high spin polarization, due to their candidacy of being half metals [2].
Our collaborators Dr. Stuart N. Holmes and Dr. Anke Husmann at CRL, TREL, UK
already had obtained some promising results on Co2MnGa [3, 4], which is a full Heusler
alloy almost lattice matched with InP(1.7 %) or GaAs(2%) [5]. Theoretical predictions
showed a bulk spin polarization P < 100 % [6, 7] (our own predictions show P = 63 %),
implying that Co2MnGa is not a half metal. We did, however, initiate the synthesis, even
though Co2MnGa does not theoretically show half metallic properties. Our choice of this
particular Heusler was made for the following reasons:
• The structure is lattice matched with GaAs, indicating that the formation of high
quality interfaces should be possible.
• The material is ferromagnetic at room temperature (TC = 694 C◦).
• The spin polarization is predicted higher than other conventional injector materials,
such as Fe, FeNi, Co etc.
• By varying strain or stoichiometry we hoped to increase the spin polarization.
This study should also be considered to bemethodological. We have selectedmethods
and techniques both theoretical and experimentally to investigate halfmetallic candidates.
This thesis presents structural, electrical, and magnetic properties of Co2MnGa thin
films. Furthermore electrical spin injection into a GaAs/InGaAs QuantumWell (QW) has
been investigated optically.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter includes introductions to the essential topics of the thesis. At First some
spintronic devices will be described. Secondly a selection of the relevant spin processes
in semiconductors will be given, followed up by the theory involved in injection of
electron spins into different materials. Finally different approaches to establish a high
spin injection efficiency will be discussed.
1.1 Spintronics
The main idea in spintronics is to use the intrinsic angular momentum S of an electron,
as an extra degree of freedom in electronic devices. S is also called the electron spin. An
electron is often said to have either a spin up or a spin down. The reason for this is the
two anti-aligned possible projections of S onto the axis of observation (for example z)
Sz = ±1/2 (in units of ~). As a result from the electron spin the electron carries a magnetic
moment of µz = ±µBg/2, where µB = 9.27 · 10−24 J/T is the Bohr magneton, and g = 2.002
is the electron g-factor. Ferromagnets possess a natural approach for introducing the
electron spin in electronic devices, due to the intrinsic imbalance in the electron spin. The
reason for this is the quantum mechanical exchange interaction between electron spins
contributing from valence and conduction bands. The spin-imbalance in the conduction
electron system of ferromagnetic metals such as Fe, Ni, and Co are generally specified by
the spin polarization coefficient
P = n↑(EF) − n↓(EF)/(n↑(EF) + n↓(EF)) (1.1)
where n(EF) is the density of states at the Fermi energy, and varies typically from 20 % to
45 %. By using ferromagnetic materials combined with other materials such as normal
metals and insulators the spin imbalance can be injected into other materials and may
be electrically utilized due to longer spin lifetimes. A very promising spintronic device
was proposed by Datta and Das in 1990 [1]. They described a ballistic device which
could control spin transport through the system. The device was named a spin Field
Effect Transistor (spinFET) and was the first of its kind which involved semiconductors
in spintronics. A sketch of the device can be seen in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: A sketch of a spinFET. Concept adapted from [1]
Due to the spin-orbit interaction a gate voltage rotates the spin of an injected electron
in a two Dimensional Electron Gas (2DEG). If the electron moves in the x-direction, the
conductance of the device is controlled by the charge current as a usual Field Effect
Transistor (FET), but also by the spin current. The spin current is controlled by the
direction of the injected electron spin at the interface to the drain-contact compared to the
spin direction in the source-contact. As an example the conductance of the device shown
in Figure 1.1 is zero. The direction of the electron spin in the 2DEG has been rotated
(precessed) to be anti-aligned, compared with the spin direction in the drain-contact.
By either increasing or decreasing the gate voltage the conductance will increase. The
precession process has been experimentally investigated by many groups and in various
2DEG systems. Promising results have been obtained in InAs QW systems by Nitta et al.
[8] and Grundler et al. [9] and in InGaAs QW systems by Yamada et al. [10], all showing
tunable spin-orbit coupling. Further review of the obtained results in the various systems
can be found in [11].
The SpinFET has not yet been realized due to problems with injection and detection
of electron spin in a semiconductor. The main problem is caused by the conduction
mismatch between the ferromagnetic metal and the semiconductor together with poor
spin polarization in the ferromagnetic metal. This is described in further details in section
1.3.2.
To give an impression on how close the realization of a spinFET is, we will in the
following describe some of the spintronic devices already realized.
GMR Giant Magneto Resistance devices
MTJ Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
SpinLED Spin Light Emitting Diodes
1.1.1 Giant Magneto Resistance devices
Giant Magneto Resistance (GMR) is observed in a hetero junction consisting of ferro-
magnetic contacts connected through a Normal metal (F/N/F) [12, 13]. A schematic
representation of spin polarized transport from an ideal 100 % spin polarized ferromag-
netic contact into a normal metal and further into a second 100 % polarized ferromagnetic
contact is seen in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: A schematic representation of spin polarized transport from an ideal 100 % spin
polarized ferromagnetic contact into a normal metal and further into a second 100 % polarized
ferromagnetic contact. Adapted from [14].
When the contacts are magnetized in parallel configuration (↓↓) the injected spin ↓
electron in the normal metal can easily travel further into the free spin ↓ states. This
results in a low resistance, whereas the antiparallel configuration (↓↑) results in a high
resistance due to the scattering of the spin-states at the interface. The GMR-effect is
the relative difference between the resistance with aligned and anti-aligned spin-states
∆R/R = (R↓↑−R↓↓)/R↓↓. The GMR-effect of a device with ferromagnetic metals as contact
material is typically from5% to 10% [15]. The best room temperatureGMReffect reported
is 110 % obtained by several alternating Co/Cu layers [16].
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By pinning 1 one of the contacts to a givenmagnetization direction, the junctionwill be
able to detect and distinguish between parallel and antiparallel magnetization directions.
Such a device is often refereed to as a spin-valve. This makes it possible to detect the
magnetization direction of very small magnetic bits on a hard disk [17].
1.1.2 Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJs)
TheMTJ differs from theGMRdevice by having an insulator in between the ferromagnetic
contacts (F/I/F). Again parallel configuration (↓↓) of the ferromagnetic contacts result in
a low resistance whereas the antiparallel configuration (↓↑) results in a high resistance.
The size of the Tunneling Magneto Resistance (TMR) effect ∆R/R = (R↓↑ − R↓↓)/R↓↓ in
a MTJ is typically 20 % to 40 % [15] with ferromagnetic metals as contacts. The best
room temperature MTJ effect reported (Djayaprawira et al.) is 230 % obtained by a
MgO barrier layer sandwiched between amorphous CoFe ferromagnetic electrodes [18].
Another remarkable device showing TMR effect, is an all-semiconductor device reported
by Ruster et al.. The ferromagnetic contacts are, in this device, made of Dilute Magnetic
Semiconductor (DMS) GaMnAs-layers, while the intermediate tunnel barrier is made of
a GaAs. Figure 1.3 shows a sketch of the device and some of the results.
1An antiferromagnetic layer in direct contact with one of the contacts ”fixes” or ”pins” the magnetization
direction. [15]
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Figure 1.3: (a) Layer stack and (b) sample layout. (c) 4 K magneto resistance near each in-
plane easy axis showing both positive and negative 40 % effects. (d) 4 K magneto resistance in
perpendicular field showing a 400 % signal. Adapted from [19].
At 1.7 K the effect was measured to 150000 %. At temperatures above the GaMnAs
Curie temperature Tc ≈ 120 K the effect disappears.
The TMR effect was recently exploited in a device called Magnetic Random Access
Memory (MRAM). This type of RAM is promising due to the fact that it does not need a
battery to remember bits.
1.1.3 Spin Light Emitting Diodes (spinLEDs)
In the search of an all electrical spin-dependent component (e.g spinFET) optical methods
have been used to determining the efficiency of spin injection into a semiconductor. By
use of a PN-junction with a ferromagnetic metal as injector, spin polarized carriers are
injected into the semiconductor and through recombination the device emits light. The
emitted light is circularly polarized with the polarization degree determined by a set of
selection rules (see section 1.2.3). The highest reported spin injection efficiency in a semi-
conductor was obtained by a DMS GaMnAs-injector and a Zenor diode GaAs/AlGaAs
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heterostructure giving a spin injection efficiency of 82±10 % at T = 4 K. The spin injection
was analyzed in the oblique Hanle geometry (see section 1.2.3) and vanishes at T = 120 K
corresponding to the Curie temperature of GaMnAs (Van Dorpe et al. [20]).
The highest spin injection efficiency from a ferromagnetic metal into a semiconductor
measured by electroluminescence is obtained by a CoFe contact through aMgO tunneling
barrier into a GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well (QW). The steady state spin polarization in
the QW was analyzed in the Faraday geometry (see section 1.2.3) and shows 57 % at
T = 100 K and 47 % at T = 290 K placing the device at the top of the list for room
temperature spinLEDs (Wang et al. [21, 22]).
Studies of a spinLED with InAs/GaAs self-assembled Quantum Dots (QDs) as spin
detector, have recently been reported with a spin injection efficiency on 20 % at T = 15 K
. The spin injection was done by a Fe contact through a AlGaAs Schottky barrier and was
analyzed in the oblique Hanle geometry (Itskos et al. [23]).
The highest spin injection efficiency from a Heusler alloy into a semiconductor mea-
sured by electroluminescence is obtained by a Co2MnGe contact through a highly doped
AlGaAs Schottky barrier into a GaAs/AlGaAs QW. The spin injection in the QW was
analyzed in the Hanle geometry and shows 27 % at T = 2 K (Dong et al. [24])
1.2 Spin processes in semiconductors
Spin equilibrium in a system is reached by the process of spin relaxation and spin de-
phasing [25, 11]. The processes are described by characteristic two times called the spin
relaxation timeT1 (longitudinal or spin-lattice time) and the spindephasing timeT2 (trans-
verse or decoherence time). Traditionally the processes are definedwithin the framework
of the Bloch-Torrey equations for magnetization dynamics of a spin ensemble [25, 26, 27].
For mobile electrons, the characteristic times are defined through precessing, decay, and
diffusion of the electronic magnetization M = (Mx,My,Mz) in an applied magnetic field
B(t) = B0zˆ + B1(t), with a static longitudinal component B0 and a transverse oscillating
part B1:
∂Mx
∂t
= γ(M × B)x − MxT2 +D∇
2Mx (1.2)
∂My
∂t
= γ(M × B)y −
My
T2
+D∇2My (1.3)
∂Mz
∂t
= γ(M × B)z − Mz −M
0
z
T1
+D∇2Mz (1.4)
γ = µBg∗/~ is the electron gyromagnetic ratio (µB is the Bohr magneton and g∗ is the
effective electronic g-factor),D is thediffusion constant, andM0z = χB0 is themagnetization
in thermal equilibrium where χ is the static susceptibility.
T1 is the time it takes for the longitudinal magnetization to reach equilibrium or
equivalently the time of thermal equilibrium of the spin population with the lattice.
During T1 energy must be taken from the spin ensemble and given to the lattice. T2 is the
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time it takes a spin ensemble initially precessing in phase around the longitudinal field,
to loose the phase due to, for example, spatial fluctuations.
In isotropic and cubic solids T1 = T2 if γB0  1/τc where τc is the correlation (also
called interaction) time. The correlation time is the time overwhich phase losses occur and
it is usually smaller than a picosecond, which corresponds to several tesla. In electronic
systems τc is given by the momentum scattering time τp or by the time of the interaction
of electrons with phonons and holes. The fact that T1 = T2 can be explained classically
by observing precession of a spin ensemble that is oriented along the direction of an
applied magnetic field B0. For low magnetic fields spins precess a full period about
the perpendicular fluctuating field, feeling the same dephasing or relaxing fields as a
transverse component, which imply the same physical mechanism for relaxation and
dephasing. The equality is very convenient when comparing experiments with theory,
since measurements often yields T2 and theory often predicts T1
When working with conduction electrons in metals and semiconductors four mecha-
nisms for spin relaxation or dephasing are relevant: Elliot-Yafet (EY), D’yakonov-Perel’
(DP), Bir-Aronov-Pikus (BAP), and hyperfine-interactions (HFI). The mechanisms are
schematically drawn in Figure 1.4
Figure 1.4: Spin relaxation mechanisms: In the ElliottYafet (EY) mechanism electrons have
a small probability of being scattered (here illustrated on a phonon) with a spin flip. In the
DyakonovPerel (DP) mechanism the electron spins precess in between scatterings. Scattering
events change the precession direction. The BirAronovPikus (BIP) mechanism applies for p-doped
semiconductors. Here electron spin is exchanged with the spin of holes (preserving the total spin),
while the hole spin then soon relaxes. Finally, the mechanism based on the hyperfine interaction
(HFI) is dominant for confined electrons on donors or in quantum dots. The electron spin is
exchanged with that of nuclei. Adapted from [28, 29].
In GaAs and InGaAs/GaAs QWs, which are the semiconductors used in this projet,
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at moderate magnetic fields and impurity densities DP dominates the relaxation process
[25].
1.2.1 D’yakonov-Perel’ mechanism
D’yakonov-Perel’ mechanism is a dephasing effect through spin orbit interaction in solids
which form a crystal lattice without a center of symmetry. Examples of materials with-
out inversion symmetry are III-V and II-VI semiconductors, where the presence of two
different atoms in the Bravais lattice breaks the inversion symmetry [25]. Through spin
orbit interaction, inversion asymmetry results in different energies for spin-up and spin-
down electrons, which is equivalent to a momentum-dependent internal magnetic field
B(k). Typically the electron spin precession frequency (called the Larmor frequency)
Ω(k) = e/mB(k) is much smaller than the rate of ordinary scattering processes such as
phonons, impurities and boundaries. Figure 1.4 (upper right) illustrates this situation.
An electron with momentum k and a spin initially pointing in the z-direction precesses
around B(k). After some time, but before a full precession has occurred, the electron scat-
ters into momentum k′ and the precession axis changes into B(k′). This small random
change of precession angle and frequency dephases the spin ensemble.
The spin relaxation time due to DP mechanism is generally expressed as [30, 31, 32]:
1
τs
= Q
α2CB
~2εg
τp(kBT)3, (1.5)
for bulk semiconductors and
1
τs
=
α2CB〈p2z〉2
2~2m2εg
τpkBT (1.6)
for quantumwell structures. αCB describes the conduction band spin splitting due to lack
of inversion symmetry, εg is the band gap, T is the temperature, Q is a numerical factor
depending on the orbital scattering, 〈p2z〉 is the average square of momentum in the QW
growth direction, and τp is the average momentum relaxation time [25].
1.2.2 Rashba effect
The Rashba effect originates from the spin-orbit interaction caused by the macroscopic
electric field in a semiconductor quantum well. If the potential well in a 2DEG channel is
asymmetric, the electrons are moving in an effective electric field E, which the conducting
electron or hole sees as a effective magnetic field B. This magnetic field gives rise to a
spin splitting. For applications it is essential that the strength of the Rashba effect and
thus the spin splitting can be controlled by means of a gate electrode [11, 33].
1.2.3 Optical methods for measuring spin dynamics
In the solid state the average electron spin polarization P of a spin ensemble with average
spin S is given as:
P = 2|S|, where |S|Max = 1/2. (1.7)
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Throughout this project light has been collected along an axis normal to the sample plane
zˆ. In this geometry the degree of circular polarized light PL is given as 2
PL =
I+ − I−
I+ + I−
= αSz (1.8)
where I+− are the intensities of right (+) and left (-) circularly polarized light and α is
determined by the optical polarization state of the radiative recombination process in the
semiconductor. Through the selection rules shown in Figure 1.5 S has a direct connection
with the net luminescence helicity of circular polarized light. The selection rules are
schematically shown for semiconductors with zincblende structure (e.g. GaAs). The
transitions (arrows) are only shown for photoexcitation, however, the magnitudes are the
same for radiative recombination.
Figure 1.5: Angular momentum selection rules for Γ-point interband transitions. The different
bands are indicated with the s-like conduction band (CB), and the p-like valence bands with heavy-
holes (HH), light-holes (LH), as well as spin-orbit split off holes (SO). The circular polarizations
are dictated by the change in angular momentum,∆mJ =±1. The transition amplitudes are shown
circled numbers. (a) shows interband transitions for bulk GaAs. (c) shows interband transitions
in a QW, where the degeneracy is lifted due to quantum confinement (and strain in InxGa1−xAs
QW). Adapted from [28].
2To distinguish between the spin polarization defined earlier as P and the degree of optical circular
polarization, the latter will be denoted by a L ( Luminescence).
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The relevant transition amplitudes are determined by calculating the dipole matrix
elements as described in [34]. Transitions which do not carry any momentum ∆mJ =
0, are not depicted in Figure 1.5 because it corresponds to linearly polarized light with
polarization axis parallel to the momentum.
In radiative recombination, excitations of the spin-orbit split off subband can be ne-
glecteddue to themuch larger bandgap comparedwith heavy and light hole subbands. In
bulkGaAs recombination process, α can bedetermined fromequation (1.8) by considering
completely polarized electrons resulting in a spin ensemble with |S| = 1/2 recombining
through the selection rules, shown in Figure 1.5,
αBulk = 2 · ((3 − 1)/(3 + 1)) = 1. (1.9)
In QWs recombination process are dominated by heavy hole excitation due to an energy
split of the heavy and light hole subband caused by energy confinement and strain in the
QW [34]. Her from it follows that
αQW = 2 · ((3 − 0)/(3 + 0)) = 2. (1.10)
Though this connection (Equation 1.8), optical or electrical spin probing combined with
optical detection techniques becomes a very sufficient tool for studying electron-spin
dynamics in semiconductors. In order to determine the connection between Sz and S and
thereby the connection betweenP andPL, we have to findS. Within the semiconductor the
evolution of the average electron spin S, with spin injection, spin scattering, and electron
recombination processes taken into account, is described by a Bloch-type equation ([34])
dS
dt
=
S0
τ
− S
Ts
+ [Ω × S] (1.11)
where S0 is the average spin injection (the average electron spin just after injection), τ is
the radiative recombination lifetime of the electrons, Ts is the spin lifetime (T−1s = τ−1+τ−1s ,
where τs is the spin scattering time), and Ω = g∗µBBapp/~ is the Larmor precession fre-
quency, where g∗ is the effective electron g-factor, µB is the Bohr magneton , and Bapp is
the applied magnetic field. In steady state (dS/dt = 0) the solution is very simple. Experi-
mentally the model has been tested by two different configurations, namely Faraday and
oblique Hanle. The geometries will be described in the following.
Faraday geometry
When helicity dependent Electro Luminescence (EL) measurements are performed with
an applied magnetic field perpendicular to the sample plane, parallel to the direction of
observation zˆ as depicted in Figure 1.6 (a), the Sz-component of the solution to [34] is
given as
Sz = ηS0 · zˆ (1.12)
where η describes the longitudinal spin relaxation prior to recombination i.e. the spin
detection efficiency in the semiconductor η = Ts/τ.
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Figure 1.6: Schematically drawn experiment in the Faraday configurations. Adapted from [35]
This configuration is called the Faraday configuration. Figure 1.6 shows the influence
of an applied perpendicular magnetic field. By increasing the applied magnetic field the
magnetic moment will rotate out of the sample-plane and eventually saturate with M‖zˆ
at Bapp ≈ µ0M. By measuring PEL at magnetic fields higher than the saturation field the
average spin polarization in the semiconductor can be found by combining Equations
(1.7), (1.8), and (1.12):
P = 2ηS0 = 2α−1PEL, Bapp > µ0M. (1.13)
This configuration involves high applied magnetic fields to saturate the thin film out-of-
plane typically Bapp > 2T.
Hanle geometry
Another way of measuring the spin polarization of carriers in a semiconductor is using
a more moderate applied magnetic field, is the Hanle configuration, where both electro-
luminescence (EL) and photoluminescence (PL) can be used to yield information about
spin polarization of the carriers, but also the characteristic field scale for precession ∆B
and thereby Ts and τ, and hence the spin polarization just after injection P0 = 2α−1|S0|.
Again light is detected along an axis normal to the sample plane. By applying a
moderate oblique magnetic field B(0,By,Bz) with an angle ϕ to the zˆ-direction, precession
of in-plane injected spins gives an average non-zero and measurable Sz-component. This
component has a direct connection with S and thereby P.
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Figure 1.7: Spin precession in the oblique magnetic field in the case of (a) optical spin injection and
(b) electrical spin injection. Under steady state conditions the spin precession leads to averaging
and vanishing of the component of S perpendicular to B . The remaining component is parallel to
B and is accessible in measurements. Adapted from [36].
Figure 1.7 depicts the Hanle geometry in (a) the optical spin injection (PL) and (b)
electrical spin injection (EL) configuration. At first we look at the optical spin injection
where no bias is applied to the LED-structure. By exciting with circularly polarized light
we can polarize the carriers to have an average spin S0(0, 0,S0z). The solution to Equation
(1.11), in the steady state case, with respect to Sz is
Sz = S0zη
1 + (B/∆B)2 · cos2 ϕ
1 + (B/∆B)2
, (1.14)
where ∆B = ( g
∗·µB
~ Ts)
−1 is the Hanle curve half-width corresponding to the condition
ΩTs = 1. Equation (1.14) shows that for zero applied magnetic field Bapp = 0 we measure
η directly because Sz = S0z ·η, where S0z is known from the incident light-polarization. By
finding the Hanle curve half-width, information about Ts is found (if g∗ is known). From
this measurement all characteristic times in the spin system are measured. This works as
a reference measurement for the electrical spin injection configuration described below.
In the case of in plane electrical injection, which means we define S0(0,S0y, 0), we get
a new solution to Equation (1.11)
Sz = S0yη
(B/∆B)2 · cosϕ sinϕ
1 + (B/∆B)2
. (1.15)
This time Sz is a function of S0y which was precisely what we wanted with this approach.
From Equation (1.15) it is found that Sz increases from 0 at B = 0 and saturates at
Sz = S0yη cosϕ sinϕ for B >> ∆B. This highly nonlinear effect gives an explicit way of
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determining spin injection compared with side-effects which are linear or nearly linear
with B. It can also be seen that the angle which yields the largest change in Sz is ϕ = 45◦.
To find the steady state polarization Pwe again use equation (1.7) and (1.8) together with
the fact that we know S0(0,S0y, 0), i.e.,
P = 2|S| = 2ηS0y = 2Sz,max(cosϕ sinϕ)−1 = 2α−1PEL(cosϕ. sinϕ)−1,B >> ∆B (1.16)
Again we can use the Hanle curve half-width ∆B to give information about Ts, but on
the contrary to the optical case, no direct information on τ is given. If optical reference
measurement has been made or if τ has been measured by use of, for example, Time
Resolved Photo Luminescence (TRPL) measurements, the spin polarization just after
injection can be found by P0 = P/η.
If the magnetization of the thin film in the oblique magnetic field tilts out of the plane
this gives rise to the situation sketched in Figure 1.8.
Figure 1.8: Tilting of the magnetizationM of the thin ferromagnetic film under application of the
oblique magnetic field B(0,By,Bz) in the oblique Hanle effect experimental configuration[36]
.
A new steady state solution to Equation (1.11) needs to be found. With S0(0,S∗0y,S
∗
0z)
where S∗0y = S0cosψ and S
∗
0z = S0sinψ the new solution is
Sz = S∗0yη
(B/∆B)2 cosϕ sinϕ
1 + (B/∆B)2
+ S∗0zη
1 + (B/∆B)2 cos2 ϕ
1 + (B/∆B)2
. (1.17)
From this solution the connection between the spin polarization P and the degree of
circularly polarized light PEL can be found.
Confounding effects
Mainly two confounding effects are present for both Faraday and Hanle geometries.
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MCD The first effect arises from the fact that the obtained light propagates through the
thin semitransparent magnetic film which may have some out-of-plane magneti-
zation. The effect that comes into play is the Magneto-optical Circular Dichroism
(MCD) which is a difference in absorption probability of right and left circularly po-
larized light. This effect is linear with B and can therefore quite easily be taken into
account. By using unpolarized incident light in the optical injection configuration
one can easily measure the MCD effect by simply measuring PPL as a function of B.
A detailed description of the phenomenon can be found in [36].
Zeeman splitting The side effect arises from the Zeeman splitting in the semiconductor.
The side effect is most important in Faraday geometry, where the applied field
typically is above 2T. The average electron spin corresponding the Zeeman splitting
is given by
SZeemann =
g∗µBB
4kBT
. (1.18)
As seen from Equation (1.18) this effect is also linear with B and is therefore easy to
take into account. A detailed description of the phenomenon can be found in [36].
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP)
Furthermore DNP can come into play through hyperfine interaction of electrons and
nuclei [34]. The hyperfine interaction potential is given as:
V =
16pi
3I
µIµB|ψ(R)|2, I · S (1.19)
where ψ(R) is the electronic wave function at the nucleus, I and S are the nucleus spin
and electron spin respectively, and µI and µB are the nuclear and electron spin magnetic
moments. The effect is observed as a change of the effective B-field due to the polarized
nuclei ensemble B = Bapp + BN. BN is given by
BN = bNIav/I (1.20)
bN =
16pi
3gυ0
µIηBξ (1.21)
Iav is the average nucleus spin, I is the nucleus spin, and bN is the nuclear field, which
would be observed in the case of complete nuclear polarization. ξ is the number of
nuclei of the species considered in the unit cell, ηB is the Bloch amplitude at the site of
the nucleus (unity in case of homogenous electron density), µI is the nuclear magnetic
moment. Since the spin-lattice time T1 is in the order of seconds to days, dependent on
temperature and paramagnetic impurity content [34], DNP can be observed differently
dependent on B-field sweep rate, and other time related experimental parameters. The
effect is especially observed for a high spin injection efficiency [36, 35, 37]. A detailed
description of the phenomenon is found in [34].
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1.3 Spin injection theory
Previous section described spin processes and some experimental techniques to measure
the spin quantities inside a semiconductor. This section will describe some electrical
techniques to yield the spin polarization in a given metal by use of superconductors.
Furthermore a diffusive model regarding spin injection into a semiconductor (or normal
metal) will by given .
1.3.1 Ferromagnetic/Superconductor contacts
Methods combining superconducting and ferromagnetic materials to detect the spin po-
larization P in the ferromagnet, have been found to be rather powerful. Mainly two
approaches have been followed, (1) the Tedrow and Meservey approach, based on Zee-
man splitting of the electron level in a superconductor via a tunnel junction between a
ferromagnetic and a superconductor thin film, and (2) Point contact Andreev reflection
approach based on the coherent quantum mechanical phenomenons in a point contact
between a ferromagnet and a superconductor.
Tedrow-Meservey approach
A non-equilibrium of spin states at the fermi energy results in an asymmetry of the
tunneling conductance due to Zeeman splitting in the ferromagnet [38, 39, 40, 41, 42].
This asymmetry can be seen in Figure 1.9. Large applied magnetic field gives a large
asymmetry. The spin dependent conductivities are:
dI
dV
= σ(V) ∼
∫ ∞
∞
1 + P
2
Ns(E + µzB)
1/(kBT) exp(1/(kBT)(E + eV))
(1 + exp(1/(kBT)(E + eV)))2
dE (1.22)
+
∫ ∞
∞
1 − P
2
Ns(E − µzB)1/(kBT) exp(1/(kBT)(E + eV))(1 + exp(1/(kBT)(E + eV)))2 dE,
where P is the spin polarization, T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, µz
is the electron magnetic moment, B is the applied magnetic field, e is the electron charge,
and Ns is the BCS normalized density of states [43]. Two assumptions are made when
doing this analysis:
• The density of states of the superconductor for each spin direction in a given mag-
netic field has the same functional form and is merely displaced in energy by ±µB.
(we neglect spin-orbit and spin-flip scattering in the superconductor).
• There are no spin-flip tunneling processes.
Both assumptions are true for Al.
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Figure 1.9: Magnetic field splitting of the quasi-particle states into spin-up and spin-down density
of states (a). Spin resolved conductances and resulting total conductance (solid line) of a N/I/S (b)
and F/I/S (c) tunnel junctions. Adapted from [44].
The spin polarization P can be calculated from the conductance ”finger print”. From
the four local maximum values called σ1..4, we get
P =
(σ4 − σ2) − (σ1 − σ3)
(σ4 − σ2) + (σ1 − σ3) . (1.23)
From these type of experiments Tedrow et al. have reported 40 ± 2 % in the case of Fe,
23 ± 3 % in the case of Ni, and 35 ± 3 % in the case of Ni [39].
Andreev reflection approach
In 1998 R. J. Soulen et al. [45] used a superconducting point contact to determine the
contact spin polarization at the Fermi energy of several metals. The spin polarization
is then determined from the conduction characteristic of the contact. The method does
not need any applied magnetic field or any special constraints on the sample. Several
different materials have been characterized within this method. Figure 1.10 shows the
results of the work.
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Figure 1.10: Summary of experimental results with Andreev reflection to determine Pc at EF.
Adapted from [45].
As described earlier the spin polarization P can be defined as
P =
n↑(EF) − n↓(EF)
n↑(EF) + n↓(EF)
, (1.24)
where n↑(↓)(EF) is the spin depending density of states at the Fermi energy. The value of P
is usually controlled by the extent of which the d and s band cross the Fermi surface [45].
For a typical transition metal ferromagnet the d bands are narrow and fully or partially
spin polarized, while the s bands are broad and have a lesser degree of spin polarization.
If the ferromagnet has an electronic structure at the Fermi surface which is primarily
d-like, P will be high, while it can be both, if the electronic structure at the Fermi surface
is s-like or s-d-hybridized [45].
The point contact Andreev reflection method does not measure P but a very close
relative, i.e., the contact spin polarization efficiency
Pc =
n↑(EF)υF↑ − n↓(EF)υF↓
n↑(EF)υF↑ + n↓(EF)υF↓
, (1.25)
where υF↑ and υF↓ are the spin dependent Fermi velocities. Since the spin dependent
current I↑↓ is proportional to n↑↓(EF)υF↑↓, the contact spin polarization is
Pc =
I↑ − I↓
I↑ + I↓
. (1.26)
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Figure 1.11: AandC: Schematics of the process for P = 0 andP = 100%. B andD:Measurements
on Cu (Pc = 0) and measurements on CrO2 (Pc = 90%). Adapted from [45].
.
Andreev reflection can be explained from Figure 1.11 where (A) shows the schematics
of a metal with P = 0. An electron with spin up is propagating from the metal towards
the superconductor. At the interface a so-called Cooper pair is made [43] which leads to a
reflection of a holewith spin down. This hole-reflection acts like an additional conduction
channel and gives a doubling of the normal state conductance. This is a second order
process which dominates since the first order process is forbidden due to the energy gap
in the superconductor. Figure 1.11 (B) shows the conductance as a function of applied bias
for a Nb-Cu point contact. The doubling of the conductance inside the superconducting
gap ∆(T = 0) = 1.5meV marked with vertical lines is clearly seen. Figure 1.11 (C) shows
the schematics of ametalwithP = 100%. An electronwith spinup is propagating from the
metal towards the superconductor. This time the formation of a Cooper pair is forbidden
due to the lack of spin-down electrons in the metal. This results in a suppression of the
conduction. For a 100 % spin polarized metal the conduction inside the superconducting
gap∆will be zero. Figure 1.11 (D) shows the conductance as a function of applied bias for
a Nb-CrO2 point contact. The suppression of the conductance inside the superconducting
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gap marked with vertical lines is clearly seen. Pc was initially found from the fact that
1
σn
dI
dV
(eV → 0,T → 0,Z = 0) = 2(1 − Pc), (1.27)
where Z is the interfacial scattering parameter. As long as Z is zero or at least small, this
assumption is valid. If this is not the case another pathmust be chosen. Blonder, Tinkham,
and Klapwijk (BTK) previously developed a theory for analyzing the conductance versus
bias for normalmetal/superconductor contacts [46, 47]. Strijkers et al. extended themodel
to include the spin polarization by decomposing the current into two parts namely the
polarized Ip and the unpolarized Iu current [48]
I = (1 − Pc)Iu + PcIp. (1.28)
The two currents are found by solving the following equation:
Iu,p = 2eCNυF
∫ +∞
−∞
[ f (E − eV,T) − f (E,T)][1 + Au,p − Bu,p]dE, (1.29)
where e is the electron charge, C is the cross-sectional area of the contact, N is the one-
spin density of states at the Fermi energy, υF is the Fermi velocity, f is the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function, Au,p represents the Andreev reflection probability and Bu,p the
probability of normal reflection. The latter two are given in details as a function of energy
by Strijkers et al. [48]. The model includes an interface superconducting layer with a gap
energy ∆1. This parameter is important when dealing with nonmagnetic metals [48]. By
using this model the full conductance versus bias curve may be fitted.
1.3.2 Ferromagnet/Semiconductor contacts
A simple diffusive model can conceptually describe the physics in a ferromagnet/normal
metal (F/N) or ferromagnet/semiconductor (F/SC) junction. The method used to analyze
themodelwas developed by Fert and Jaffres [49] and is based onmethods firstly described
by van Son et al. [50]. Rashba et al. [51] continued the work to include a tunnel
barrier as a possible solution to the conductivity mismatch problem. The methods are an
electrochemical potential-based treatment of the system with the assumption that spin-
scattering occurs on a much longer time scale than other electron scattering events. The
system under consideration is the F/SC-junction .
Two electrochemical potentials µ↑ and µ↓ are defined at any point of the device.
Under the assumption that the current flows only in the x-direction the electrochemical
potentials are connected to the current via the conductivity σ, the diffusion constant D,
and the spin-flip time constant τs f through Ohm’s law and the diffusion equation
∂µ↑,↓
∂x
= −ej↑,↓
σ↑,↓
, (1.30)
µ↑ − µ↓
τs f
=
D∂2(µ↑ − µ↓)
∂x2
, (1.31)
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where j↑ is the current density for spin-up, and j↓ is the current density for spin-down. The
sum of the two spin dependent current densities gives the total current density j = j↑+ j↓.
D is the weighted average of the different diffusion constants for both spin directions. By
solving the above equations and using the continuity of j↑ − j↓ on each side of the F/SC-
interface, we find the chemical potentials and thereby the spin polarized current densities
as a function of x in each material (x < 0 for F and x > 0 for SC). Figure 1.12 (a) shows the
electrochemical potentials anywhere in a F/SC device. Due to non-equilibrium of the spin
states at the boundary a splitting of the electrochemical potentials occurs. The splitting is
proportional to the total current density at the interface and decays exponentially inside
the materials which results in zero difference at ±∞. A typical length scale for the decay
is the spin-flip length ls f =
√
Dτs f of the material. Normally, the spin-flip length in the
semiconductor lSCs f exceeds the spin-flip length in the ferromagnet l
F
s f . This is especially
the case when using a degenerate semiconductor. The current density spin polarization
at the boundary is found to be:
j↑ − j↓
j
=
β + γr∗b/rF
1 + rSC/rF + r∗b/rF
, (1.32)
where β = (σ↑ − σ↓)/(σ↑ + σ↓) is the spin polarization of conduction electrons in the
ferromagnet, γ = (r↑ − r↓)/(r↑ + r↓) is the spin polarization of the interface, and rF =
ρF/(1 − β2) · ls f , rSC = ρSClSCs f , and rb∗ = rb/(1 − γ2) are the effective resistances of the
materials involved. Without interface resistance r∗b = 0, γ = 0 the spin polarization at the
interface
j↑ − j↓
j
=
β
1 + rSC/rF
. (1.33)
From equation (1.32) the conductivity mismatch problem can be observed. If the resis-
tance of the ferromagnet is much smaller than the resistance of the normal metal the spin
injection vanishes. Rashba exploited the situation where the interface between the ferro-
magnet and the normal metal has a finite resistance and a spin polarization. This is the
case for a tunnel barrier where the spin polarization is controlled by the non-equilibrium
of spins on the ferromagnet-side of the barrier. From equation (1.32) it is seen that even
in the case of conductivity mismatch rF/rSC << 1 some injection still remains which is
controlled by the relation between rSC and r∗b. Figure 1.12 shows the chemical potentials in
the case of (a) zero interface resistance and (b) finite interface resistance and polarization.
Figure 1.12 (c) shows the corresponding current spin polarization.
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Figure 1.12: Calculated electrochemical potentials at a ferromagnet/semiconductor interface shown
in the case of (a) zero interface resistance and (b) finite interface resistance. (c) shows the corre-
sponding spin polarized current. To enhance the splitting of the electrochemical potentials at the
interface, some parameters are chosen unrealistically: β = 0.6, lSCs f /l
F
s f = 5, rSC/rF = 12.8, and in
(b) γ = 0.4, and r∗b = 10rF
The degree of spin injection is clearly enhanced by implementing a spin polarized
interface resistance. The effect becomes even more significant when modeling more
realistic ferromagnet/semiconductor junctions. Figure 1.13 shows the spin polarized
current in such a junction with and without interface resistance. In the case of zero
interface resistance r∗b = 0 the current spin polarization rapidly goes to zero resulting
in extremely low spin injection. In case of a finite interface resistance spin injection is
observed.
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Figure 1.13: Calculation of the spin polarized current of a ferromagnet/semiconductor interface
shown in the case of zero interface resistance and finite interface resistance. The parameters are
chosen realistic to: β = 0.46, lSCs f = 2 µm, l
F
s f = 60 nm, rSC = 4 · 10−6, rF = 4.5 · 10−15, γ = 0.4,
and r∗b = rSC
The diffusive model describes a simple approach to understanding F/SC interfaces.
Themodel ignores important mechanisms such as non-linearities in the transport regime,
which in case of tunneling could be highly non-linear and bias dependent. Any ballistic
mechanism, such as e.g. band bending effects at the interface as described by Schmidt et
al. [53], is also ignored.
1.4 Spin injection approaches
From the calculations in the previous section it seems that good efficient spin injection
from a normal ferromagnetic metal into a semiconductor is rather complicated to achieve.
By using a spin selective interface resistance one could ”cheat” the conductivitymismatch,
however, engineering such a barrier is difficult. In this section alternative roads to achieve
spin injection into a semiconductor, will be presented.
If we could make a ferromagnet with the same conductance or even lower than the
semiconductor, rN/rF would not dominate the denominator in Equation (1.32) and spin
injectionwould indeed occur. This approach is possible. DiluteMagnetic Semiconductors
(DMS) is the name of a family of semiconductors doped with a magnetic ion such as for
example Mn2+. The best known material is GaMnAs. The main problem with this
approach is that compared with normal ferromagnetic metals, the Curie temperature is
low TC ≤ 120 K. The highest spin injection into a semiconductor by this material is as
mentioned in section 1.1.3 82 ± 10 % at 4 K [20].
Another interesting approach is g-factor engineered devices as proposed by [54]. Re-
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cently Salis et al. [55] demonstrated a gate-voltage-mediated control of coherent spin
precession over a 13-GHz frequency range in a fixed magnetic field of 6 T. The mea-
surements revealed complete suppression of precession, reversal of the sign of g∗, and
operation up to room temperature.
1.4.1 Half metals
In a half metal, all charge carriers at the Fermi energy is either spin up or down. Having
a half metal as spin injector material the conductivity mismatch would be irrelevant. In
respect to equation (1.32) this would be the same as letting rF → ∞ due to the infinite
spin-flip length in the ferromagnetic lFs f . Figure 1.14 shows a sketch of the spin dependent
density of states for a half metal. One spin direction has a finite density of states at
the Fermi energy (like in a 3d-metal) while the other spin direction has a gap (like in a
semiconductor).
Figure 1.14: Schematic representation of the density of states for a half-metal with respect to
normal metals and semiconductors. Adapted from [56]
.
Several theoretical predictions of half metal materials have been made. The best
known candidate is CrO2 [57]. A very high spin polarization P = 0.96 ± 0.01 have been
verified by Point Andreev Reflection Contacts [58]. Only a few functional devices has
been realized with CrO2, due to difficulties in synthesis. The material has a narrow
stability range near 300 ◦C which extends to high oxygen pressure [59].
1.5 Heusler alloys
In 1983 Groot et al. [2] theoretically predicted the half Heusler alloys NiMnSb and
PtMnSb to be half metals. This initiated both theoretical and experimental investigations
of Heusler alloys.
The Heusler alloys were named after Frederich Heusler who, in 1903, found strong
ferromagnetism in ternary alloys combined of weakly magnetic materials often with Mn
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as one of the components [60]. There are two types of Heusler alloys: Full Heusler alloy
which has the formX2YZplaced in a L21 crystal structure andhalfHeusler alloywhich has
the form XYZ placed in a C1b crystal structure. The X and Y are elements of the transition
metal group whereas the Z component belongs to the group III-V elements. The L21
crystal structure consists of four face-centered-cubic (fcc) sublattices. C1b differentiates
itself from L21 by leaving one of the sublattices empty. Figure 1.15 shows the crystal
structure of the full and half Heusler crystal.
Figure 1.15: C1b and L21 structures adapted by the half- and full-Heusler alloys. The lattice
consist of 4 interpenetrating f.c.c. lattices. The unit cell is that of a fcc lattice with four atoms as
basis, e.g. CoMnGa: Co at (000), Mn at ( 1/4 1/4 1/4 ), a vacant site at ( 1/2 1/2 1/2 ) and Ga at ( 3/4
3/4 3/4 ). In the case of the full Heusler alloys, e.g. Co2MnGa also the vacant site is occupied by a
Co atom. Note also that if all atoms were identical, the lattice simply would be the bcc. Adapted
from [56].
Some of the alloys are used as efficient focusing monochromators for polarized neu-
trons, due to the possibility of growth of very large single domain crystals. Monocrys-
talline Cu2MnAl ingots have been successfully grown up to a length of 150 mm and
a diameter of 60 mm [61]. As already mentioned, it was found theoretically that some
Heusler alloys areHalfmetal candidates [2]. Most research on these alloys have beendone
onNiMnSb [62], [63], Ni2MnGa[64, 65], Co2MnGe [66, 67], andCo2MnSi [68, 69, 70, 71, 72].
In the present studywe have chosen toworkwith Co2MnGadue to its nearly latticematch
with GaAs (about 2.1 %mismatch) and InP (about -1.7 %mismatch) together with the fact
that Toshiba Research Europe Ltd. Cambridge, who is our collaborator, had already done
some growth and obtained promising measurements on this material [3, 4]. In 1970 P. J.
Webster reported magnetic and structural characterization of some bulk heusler alloys,
including Co2MnGa [5]. Table 1.1 summarizes some of the results.
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Lattice parameter [Å] 5.770
Curie temperature [K] 694 ± 3
Total magnetic moment pr. formula unit [µB] 4.05 ± 0.05
Magnetic moment pr. Co atom [µB] 0.52 ± 0.08
Magnetic moment pr. Mn atom [µB] 3.01 ± 0.16
Table 1.1: Bulk properties of Co2MnGa. Taken from [5]
Bulk resistivities of Heusler alloys are found in the range of 20 − 120 µΩcm [73] at
300 K, which seem high compared with e.g. Cu (0.17 µΩcm) and Fe (9.7 µΩcm).
Only little information on Co2MnGa thin films have been published. Recently Pechan
et al. [74] have reported measurements of strain-induced magnetic anisotropy in epi-
taxial Co2MnGa (001) films by epitaxial growth on GaAs/InP to introduce an in-plane
compression/tension strain.
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Chapter 2
Electronic structure: Numerical
calculations
From theoretical predictions done by Ayuela et al. [6] and Fujii et al. [7], we knew
at the beginning of this project that Co2MnGa is not a half metal. During the growth
optimization process of Co2MnGa, we discovered the broad variation in stoichiometry in
which epitaxial films could be grown. This gave us the hope in order to maximize the
spin polarization by changing stoichiometry.
Several theoretical groups have studied the electrical and magnetic properties of
Heusler alloys [6, 7, 75, 76, 77]. All of them are in good agreement with bulk measure-
ments. Picozzi et al. report [75, 76] calculations of dislocation effects on Co2MnGa and
Co2MnSi were made to some extent. To my knowledge no one has reported what effect
site dislocations have on the bulk properties such as spin polarization and local magnetic
moments of the full Heusler alloy Co2MnGa. Wewanted to explore this by ab-initio calcu-
lations. We have used a program developed by professor Hans L. Skriver (Department of
Physics, DTU) to calculate stoichiometry effects, strain effects, and site dislocation effects.
2.1 The method
We use Density Functional Theory (DFT) within the Local Spin-Density Approximation
(LSDA) to investigate the itinerant magnetism of the full Heusler alloy Co2MnGa. In
the calculations the Kohn-Sham equations are solved by the Exact Muffin-Tin Orbitals
(EMTO) method in the spherical cell approximation using a Green Function technique.
The random substitutional alloys are treated within the Coherent Potential Approxima-
tion (CPA) which allowed us to map out the magnitude of the magnetic moments of the
individual atomic species and the spin polarization for a wide range of compositions.
2.1.1 Density Functional Theory (DFT)
We will here shortly introduce the concept of DFT theory [78, 79]. However, we will not
get into the details of the program.
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In 1964 P. Hohenberg and W. Kohn initiated what today is broadly used to compute
material properties, in not only bulkmaterials but also for example in proteins and carbon
nanotubes by stating the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [78]:
The external potential υ(~r) is determined, within a trivial additive constant, by the electron
density n(~r).
From this follows the possibility of replacing the number of electrons N and the
external potential νext(~r) with the electron density n(~r). By considering the energy as a
functional of the electron density the equation for the energy is
E[n] ≡ 〈Ψ[n]|Tˆ + Uˆ + Vˆ|Ψ[n]〉
= 〈Ψ[n]|Tˆ + Uˆ|Ψ[n]〉 +
∫
νext(~r)n(~r)d~r
= F[n] + Eext[n], (2.1)
whereΨ[n] is thewave function, Tˆ is the kinetic energy operator, Uˆ is the electron-electron
interaction operator, Vˆ is the external potential operator, and F[n] is an universal energy
functional, which means that its form does not depend on the particular system under
consideration. Eext[n] is the energy contribution from the interaction with the nucleus
(in the case of a solid with no external field). The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is a
variational principle:
For any given non-interactive trial density, n(~r), that integrates to the correct number of electrons,
N, the true ground state energy E0, satisfies the relation:
E0 = minn(E[n]) (2.2)
The two theorems would result in exact solutions if only the form of F[n] were known
exactly.
2.1.2 Kohn Sham equations
In 1965 W. Kohn and L. Sham came up with an idea on how to get around the problem
[79]. They treat F[n] as the energy functional of a system with the same density as the
real system but in which the electron-electron interaction is missing (this is also called an
non-interacting electron system). To correct for the missing electron-electron interaction
they implement an exchange-correlation part in which the differences between the real
system and the non-interacting system are described
F[n] = T[n] + EHartree[n] + Exc[n], (2.3)
where T is the kinetic energy of electrons in a non-interacting electron system, EHartree is
the classical Coulomb interaction between electrons, and Exc is the exchange-correlation
energy. The exchange-correlation energy includes everything missing in the other energy
contribution such as electron exchange, electron correlation, and kinetic energy.
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Using Hohenberg-Kohns second theorem provides us with a self-consistent set of
equations, the so called Kohn Sham equations(−~
2m
∇2 + νe f f (~r)
)
Ψi(~r) = εiΨi(~r), (2.4)
νe f f (~r) =
∫
n(~r′)
|(~r) − (~r′)|d
~r′ + νext(~r) + νxc(~r), (2.5)
n(~r) =
N∑
i=1
|Ψi|2, (2.6)
E0 = T[n] + EHartree[n] + Exc[n] + EExt[n], (2.7)
where νxc ≡ δExc/δn. The effective potential is given by the functional derivative of F[n]
given in Equation (2.3), where the kinetic potential has been subtracted because it already
is in the one-electron Equation (2.4). The equations are solved by the following steps:
1. Guess an electron density,
2. Calculate the effectivepotential, Equation (2.5) (fornowweassumeknownexchange-
correlation potential νxc(~r)),
3. Solve the one-electron equation, Equation (2.4),
4. Calculate a new electron density by using Equation (2.6) on the eigenfunctions from
previous step.
Step 2 to 4 is repeated until wanted convergence criteria are established. The ground state
energy is found by equation 2.7.
2.1.3 Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA)
All terms in Equation (2.7) are exactly known except from the exchange correlation energy
functional Exc. This term needs to be approximated. The approximation used in this
simulation is the Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA). LSDA is based on the spin
dependent exchange and correlation terms for a homogenous electron gas. To use this
approximation the Kohn-Sham equations are solved for each of the two spin directions.
FromLSDA-solution estimates on other solutions solved by other approximations such as
Gradient Generalized Approximation (GGA) and Local Airy Gas approximation (LAG)
and can be made.
2.2 Co2MnGa calculations
Ourfirst testwas to calculate on a stoichiometric crystal, and compare to other calculations
on Heusler alloys. The calculated crystal parameters are seen in Table 2.1.
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Method LSDA GGA LAG Experimental [5]
a[Å] 5.61 5.75 (5.72) 5.68 5.77
Table 2.1: Calculated estimates of the lattice parameter a, compared with experimental data. The
value in brackets are theoretical predictions reported by Ayuela et al.
The numbers are in good agreement with experimental data [5] and with other cal-
culations on the bulk Co2MnGa crystal [6, 80]. The energy dependence calculated by
GGA-methods seems to be closest to the experimental value. This knowledge will be
used later where the GGA-estimated formation energies will be used to give an idea on
which defects are most likely to happen.
The calculated spin dependent Density Of States (DOS) are shown in Figure 2.1 and
corresponds nicely to other calculations [77].
Figure 2.1: Spin dependent DOS showing the contributions from d-bands in Co2Mn1Ga1 to the
total DOS.
The main contributions to the DOS are from Mn and Co d-electrons. Contributions
from s- and p-electrons are negligible. The spin calculated bulk spin polarization is given
in Equation (2.8)
P =
n↑(EF) − n↓(EF)
n↑(EF) + n↓(EF)
= 63 %. (2.8)
From the calculations local magnetic moments are given on each sub-lattice in the crystal.
The local magnetic moments on the two Co-sites are the same. Table 2.2 shows the local
and total magnetic moments per formula unit.
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Atom Ga Mn Co Total ( 4.05µB [5])
Magnetic moment [µB] -0.09 2.91 0.65 4.12
Magnetic moment [µB] [6] -0.07 2.72 0.76 4.08
Magnetic moment [µB] [80] -0.13 2.78 0.73 4.13
Table 2.2: Calculated local and total magnetic moment per formula unit, Compared with calcula-
tions reported by Ayuela et al. [6], and Kurtulus et al. [80], and experimental data reported by
Webster [5].
From the above calculations it is seen that approximately 2/3 of the magnetic moment
comes from the Mn-sites, and 1/3 comes from Co-sites.
2.3 Stoichiometry variation
Next stepwas to vary the stoichiometry. Wedecided to investigate this bymaking changes
in two atom-sites at the same time. For example as shown in the following we defined
an additional Ga-site on the same lattice site as Co, and likewise an additional Co-site on
the same lattice-site as Ga. The total number of atoms on each site is kept at one. The
formalism used to describe the change in stoichiometry has been chosen as below
Co2−xMn1Ga1+x. (2.9)
The color denotes the sublattice (atom site), while the index numbers denotes stoichiom-
etry, in this case Co and Ga. If for example x = −0.2 the formalism: Co2−−0.2Mn1Ga1+−0.2
tells us that the stoichiometry is Co2.2Mn1Ga0.8 and that the extra Co is situated on Ga
sites.
Changing the stoichiometry has mainly three effects:
1. Change in lattice parameter a
2. Change in spin polarization P
3. Change in the magnitude of the local magnetic moments
The effects are described in the following in the case of changes in Co/Ga and Co/Mn
stoichiometry. In comparison changes due to stoichiometry changes ofMn/Ga are smaller
and can be found in Appendix A.
2.3.1 Variation of Co/Ga-Stoichiometry
Table 2.3 shows the relative change of a when varying the composition of Co and Ga.
Both excess Ga and Co results in an increase of the lattice parameter a, as expected.
Composition GGA change in lattice parameter a
Co2.1Mn1Ga0.9 +0.73 %
Co1.9Mn1Ga1.1 +0.61 %
Table 2.3: GGA estimates a = 5.75 Å for Co2Mn1Ga1.
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Figure 2.2 shows the change in spin polarization and total magnetic moment and
Figure 2.3 illustrates the change in local magnetic moment.
Figure 2.2: Calculation of spin polarization and total magnetic moment vs. Co-Ga ratio
A drastic change in both spin polarization and magnetic moment is seen. The spin
polarization even changes sign. The reason is that the DOS of the d-electrons from Co on
Ga-sites has a peak very close the the Fermi energy. This may be seen in Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.3: Co and Mn magnetic moments vs. Co-Ga ratio.
Figure 2.4: Spin dependent DOS showing the contributions from d-electrons in Co2.3Mn1Ga0.7.
Table 2.4 illustrates the local magnetic moments on each atom-site in the crystal when
calculated in the case of Co2.3Mn1Ga0.7 .
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Sublattice Ga Mn Co Total
Atom Ga (0.7) Co (0.3) Mn (1) Co (2) Ga (0)
Magnetic moment [µB] -0.11 1.95 2.90 1.13 -0.05 5.67
Table 2.4: Local and total magnetic moment for Co2.3Mn1Ga0.7
The local moment from Co on Co-sites has increased with a factor of 1.73 which
together with the moment from Co on Ga-sites adds up to a factor of 2.2. This can as well
be in Figure 2.3. Only little effect is seen on the Mn-moment. In case of excess Ga only a
small magnetic change is observed.
2.3.2 Variation of Co/Mn-stoichiometry
The variation of Co/Mn-stoichiometry has no effect on the lattice parameter, but as it was
the case with Co/Ga, changes are clearly seen on the spin polarization and the magnetic
moments. Figure 2.5 shows the spin polarization and the total magnetic moment as a
function of Mn-concentration.
Figure 2.5: Calculation of spin polarization and total magnetic moment vs. Co-Mn composition.
Again it is found that excess Co is destructive for the spin polarization and this time
the DOS for the d-electrons from Co on Mn-sites is situated exactly at the Fermi energy
This is seen in Figure 2.7 for the case of Co2.3Mn0.7Ga1.
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Figure 2.6: Co and Mn magnetic moments vs. Co-Mn composistion.
The localmagneticmoments changeas seen inFigure 2.6 and in the caseofCo2.3Mn0.7Ga1
in Table 2.5. Co-moments on Co-sites change with a factor of 1.3, which together with the
moment from Co on Mn-sites add up to a factor of 1.76 as also seen in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.7: Spin dependent DOS showing the contributions from d-electrons in Co2.3Mn0.7Ga1.
In case of excess Mn the local moment per Mn decreases. The reason for this is that
Mn on Co sites orders itself antiferromagnetically, as seen in Table 2.6.
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Sublattice Ga Mn Co Total
Atom Ga (1) Mn (0.7) Co (0.3) Co (2) Mn (0)
Magnetic moment [µB] -0.09 2.96 1.83 0.87 -2.37 4.27
Table 2.5: Local and total magnetic moments calculated for Co2.3Mn0.7Ga1
Sublattice Ga Mn Co Total
Atom Ga (1) Mn (1) Co (0) Co (1.9) Mn (0.1)
Magnetic moment [µB] -0.08 2.91 2.43 0.69 -2.32 3.91
Table 2.6: Local and total magnetic moments calculated for Co1.9Mn1.1Ga1
2.4 Atomic-”Swap” calculations
Next step was to calculate the influence of atom-swapping. Stoichiometry is kept con-
stantly on Co2Mn1Ga1 while the sites of the involved atoms are ”swapped”. We investi-
gate for changes in the same effect as described in section 2.3. Again the effects are only
weakly dependent on the Mn-Ga swap. The results can be seen in Appendix A. The
formalism used in the following to describe the swapping has been chosen as follows
Co2−yGayMn1Ga1−yCoy. (2.10)
The color denotes the sublattice (atom-site), while the y denotes the swap(y>0), in this
case between Co and Ga. If for example y = 0.2 the formalism: Co1.8Ga0.2Mn1Ga0.8Co0.2
tells us that 10 % of the Co is on Ga-sites and that 20 % of the Ga is on Co-sites.
2.4.1 Variation of Co-Ga swaps
The influence of Co-Ga swaps on spin polarization and totalmagneticmoment is depicted
in Figure 2.8, while influence on the localmagneticmoment ofMn andCo is seen in Figure
2.9.
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Figure 2.8: Calculation of spin polarization and total magnetic moment vs. Co-Ga swaps.
Figure 2.9: Co and Mn magnetic moments vs. Co-Ga swaps.
AgainCoonGa-sitesdestroys the spinpolarizationas in the caseof theoff-stoichiometry
calculations. The change of Co-moment is in good agreement with the results from the
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off-stoichiometric calculations. The totalmagneticmoment changeswith approximately a
factor of 1.1 in the case where 20 % of theMn has swapped site with 10 % of the Co-atoms.
2.4.2 Variation of Co-Mn swaps
The influence of Co-Mn swaps on spin polarization and total magnetic moment is seen
in Figure 2.10, while influence on the local magnetic moment of Mn and Co is illustrated
in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.10: Calculation of spin polarization and total magnetic moment vs. Co-Mn swaps.
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Figure 2.11: Co and Mn magnetic moments vs. Co-Ga swaps.
The polarization is destroyed again. This time the total magnetic moment decreases
with increasing swapping rate. The reason is the antiferromagnetic ordering of the Mn.
As seen by the decrease of the relative local magnetic moment in Figure 2.11.
2.5 Strain calculations
Finally, wewanted to investigate the influence of in-plane strain. When growing onGaAs
a mismatch of approximately 2 % is present at least until the thin film is relaxed. The
strain was introduced in the calculations by defining a new tetragonal crystal structure,
which in the cubic case(c/a = 1, where c and a are the length of the sides in the unit cell)
is identical to the L21 structure. Figure 2.12 shows that even a 5 % change in the ratio
between the sides of the crystal unit cell only changes the spin polarization with a small
fraction. However if we are able to compress all sides of the unit cell the spin polarization
increases up to approximately 85 % for a decrease in the lattice parameter of 5 %.
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Figure 2.12: Calculations of the crystal shape- and size-dependence on the spin polarization. To
confirm the strain calculations, calculations in the traditional L21 (c/a=1) crystal structure have
been plotted (in squares), to compare with calculations on the tetragonal structure with c/a=1.
Calculations on the traditional cubic L21 crystal structure have been plotted (in
squares) to compare with the calculations on the tetragonal structure with c/a = 1. The
results are in good agreement, implying that the strain calculations are valid.
2.6 Defect formation energies
To estimate which defect process is most likely to happenwe have gathered the formation
energy differences per defect in Table 2.7.
Defect ∆eV/Defect
GGA
Co on Ga-sites 1.40
Co on Mn-sites 0.84
Mn on Co-sites 0.20
Mn on Ga-sites 0.76
Ga on Co-sites 0.84
Ga on Mn-sites 0.08
Co-Mn swapping 0.92
Co-Ga swapping 1.92
Mn-Ga swapping 0.76
Table 2.7: GGA estimates on the difference in formation energy per defect.
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Again we use the ground state estimates. A good control of the calculations is to
compare the swapping formation energy with the sum of the two corresponding stoi-
chiometry defects. The results are in good agreement. We find that Mn on Co-sites and
Ga on Mn-sites are most likely to happen among the stoichiometric defects. Among the
swapping defects we find Mn-Ga to be most likely. The formation energies correspond
nicely to calculation done by Picozzi et al. [76] on Co2MnSi and Co2MnGe. The results
are shown in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8: Formation energy (in eV) and total magnetic moments (in Bohr magnetons) for the
different defects in Co2MnGe and Co2MnSi hosts. Anti-sites refers to Co and Mn-sites only.
Adapted from [76].
To estimate the equilibrium concentration of defects at temperature T, a Boltzmann-
like distribution can be used [75] for low defect concentrations
Dde f = Nsites exp(− ∆EkBT ). (2.11)
At growth temperatures around T ≈ 600 K the antisite concentration is estimated to 2 %
for Mn on Co-sites, and to 21 % for Ga on Mn-sites which is outside the limits of the
model.
2.7 Discussion of the calculations
Both the investigation of stoichiometry-variation and swapping-defects showed that the
alloy with the highest spin polarization is the stoichiometric alloy Co2Mn1Ga1. We did
find some trends to look for experimentally in the total magnetic moment for each of the
defects but the changes are reasonably small and diverse in magnitude. This means that
it is difficult to extract anything from measurements of the total magnetic moment itself.
From the formation energies it seems like this particular alloy has somevery lowdefect
formation energies making the point of eutecticum difficult to determine. To confirm the
calculations experimentally we need measurements of:
• Spin polarization vs. stoichiometry
• Measurements of defect-type and density
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• Local magnetic moments vs. stoichiometry
These types of measurements are indeed possible and some of them are to some extend,
performed in this project. Spin polarization has been measured (see section 3.6 and 4),
but due to the time consuming and difficult measurements there are no systematic results
on spin polarization vs. stoichiometry.
Several techniques exist to measure the disorder effect. Neutron Diffraction (ND),
NMR-techniques, andExtendedX-ray-AbsorptionFine-Structure (EXAFS)measurements
are some of them. Studies on Co2MnSi [70, 69] grown at T = 700− 1000 K show noMn-Si
disorder but extensive Co-Mn disorder as much as 14 % of Mn sites are occupied by Co
atoms and 5-7 % of Co sites are occupied by Mn atoms. Similar results were found by the
same group on high temperature growth T = 700 − 1100 K of Co2MnGe where 12.7 % of
the Mn sublattice were occupied by Co. Van Roy et al. [81] report very low disorder less
than 1 % for each disorder defect in epitaxial NiMnSb thin films grown at T = 230 ◦C.
In 2004wedid contact thegroup inWarszawawhoperformed theNMR-measurements
in [81]. The time of measurements is very long (and thereby also costly). The crystal qual-
ity was at that time poor compared to other Heuslers measured by that group. This made
us reconsider the measurement. We have now indeed learned how to grow better films in
both stoichiometry and structure as described in chapter 3, but due to economical reasons,
we have not pursued this characterization.
2.8 X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) measurements
Another technique that, we have pursued, to quantify the local magnetic moments is
X-ray magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD). The technique, results, and comparisons
with other characterization measurements are discussed in detail in Appendix B. In this
section, results directly comparable to the previous described theoretical predictions are
presented.
2.8.1 XMCD collaboration
Three batches of samples were grown specifically for analyses of the average magnetic
moments of the Co and the Mn atoms in the thin films of Co2mnGa/GaAs(100) by mea-
surements of the X-RayMagnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD). Growth parameters for the
involved samples are presented in Tables B.1 and B.2. The work has been made in a col-
laboration involving DTU, the Univ. of York. UK, the Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation
Source (SRS), Warrington, UK, and Toshiba Research Europe, Ltd., Cambridge Research
Lab., Cambridge, UK. The XMCD measurements were carried out in Dec. 2004 and in
April and Oct. 2005 by a group at the Spintronics Laboratory, Department of Electronics,
University of York: J.S. Claydon, Y.B. Xu and S. Hassan, in collaboration with a group at
the Daresbury SRS: N.J. Farley, N.D. Telling and G. van der Laan.
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2.8.2 Method
The samples were measured at room temperature. The XMCD technique is element
specific as it is based on X-ray absorption spectroscopy of electron core states of the atoms
(the L2,3 absorption edges are used). The samples are placed with the sample plane at
an angle of 45 ◦(see Figure 2.13) or 90 ◦ to the incident X-ray synchrotron beam which is
aligned with an applied magnetic field of approximately 0.8 T.
Figure 2.13: Schematically representation of the XMCD setup. In the sketched configuration the
sample is placed with the sample plane at an angle of 45 degrees to the incident X-ray synchrotron
beam which is aligned with an applied magnetic field of approx. 0.8 Tesla.
During the measurement the field is reversed and the difference between the absorp-
tion lines for the two field directions may be used to calculate the average local moments
(both orbital and spin parts).
Themethod is only probing themagnetic moments in the sample down to about 5 nm.
Therefore rather thin film samples were used (from 2 to 20 nm nominal thickness).
Three batches of Co2MnGa/GaAs samples were grown under varying conditions (19
samples in total). First two samples were grown with a nominal thickness of 20 nm
(VG05-077). This pair of samples were grown at T(substrate) = 300 ◦ and at a total of
rate of about 2.4 nm/min. These samples were not capped. The XMCD analyses showed
signs of oxidation of the Mn. The next two batches were capped with Al after growth:
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VG05-041 with Fe + Al and VG05-040 with 1.0 nm of Al (in all 8 samples with different
CoMnGa thicknesses) and when this Al cap thickness was found to be insufficient (i.e.
some of the Mn was still found to be oxidized) the batches VG05-088, VG05-089, and
VG05-090 were capped with 1.5-1.7 nm of Al (in all 9 samples with different CoMnGa
thicknesses).
Bulk Mn is anti-ferromagnetic. Bulk Co is ferromagnetic with ml = 0.153 µB and
ms = 1.55 µB, Chen et al. [82]. The distribution of magnetic moments within the Co2MnGa
structure is at low temperature expected to be: Co: 0.65 µB, Mn: 2.91 µB, and Ga: -0.09 µB.
From temperature dependent measurements on bulk Co2MnGa, Webster et al. [5],
we expect the local magnetic moments values to decrease with a factor of approximately
10 % at 300 K. i.e. magnetic moment is expected to move from Co to Mn.
The spin and orbital moments have been calculated using the XMCD sum rules as
described in Chen et. al. [82], see the Table below. The moments are proportional to the
number of 3d holes per atom which are estimated to be: nh = 2.2 for Co and nh = 4.5 for
Mn, Schmalhorst et al. [83].
2.8.3 Results
Examples of raw data are shown in Figure B.2 and B.3 in Appendix B. Figure 2.14 shows a
overview of the measuredmtot values from samples VG05-088, VG05-089, and VG05-090.
Figure 2.14: XMCD data for Mn at 300 K (courtesy J. Claydon et al). Samples VG05-
088+089+090. All thicknesses are nominal.
Tables B.1 and B.2 in Appendix B summarizes the sample parameters and estimates
of the stoichiometry.
2.8.4 XMCD Discussion and conclusions
In order to validate the calculations, a systematic study of the local spin and orbital
moments on samples with different thickness and stoichiometry was done. The obtained
results did not exhibit the expected systematic change.
All analyses of the XMCD data on the Co2MnGa thin films show magnetic moments
on theMn atomswhich aremuch smaller than expected. On average theMnmoments are
4-5 times smaller than expected in a well ordered Co2MnGa crystal at low temperature:
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At 300 K the measured average value ofmtot for Mn falls between 0.25 µB and 0.85 µB, the
theoretical value is 2.91 µB and measured bulk value is 3.01 µB, Webster et al. [5].
The measured values of the Co moments at 300 K lies between 0.1 µB and 0.45 µB
and thereby on average fall abelow the expected theoretical value of 0.65 µb, and the
experimental bulk value 0.52 µB with a factor of 2. All in all the XMCD data indicates that
at 300 K the grown Co2MnGa thin films do not exhibit the expected magnetic properties
of a Heusler alloy: the hypothesis that a large magnetic moment is transferred from Co
to Mn is not supported by the XMCD analyses of our samples. At 300 K the average Co
moment is indeed reduced from its bulk value but the expected corresponding increase
of the average Mnmoment is not found. No significant difference was observed between
VG05-088, VG05-89, and VG05-090, even though the stoichiometries are quite different:
VG05-088: Co1.86Mn0.99Ga1, VG05-089: Co1.95Mn0.98Ga1, andVG05-090: Co1.97Mn0.96Ga1.
The reasons for these discrepancies are at present not fully understood. The behavior
cannot be explained by the calculations alone. Even though we theoretically found that
Mn-defects on Co-sites anti-aligns itself with the applied field, one needs a very high Mn
on Co-site defect-concentration of approximate 38 % to explain the missing Mn moment.
One explanation could be that the Heusler alloy is not fully saturated. But as in our case
where amagnetic field incidentwith 45 ◦ to the sample plane, is appliedwith amagnitude
of 0.8 T, the thin film should indeed be saturated.
As mentioned earlier the XMCD-technique is expected to probe approx. 5 nm, which
corresponds to the thinnest part of VG05-088, VG05-089, and VG05-090 (tnom = 7.3 nm),
which in addition to the 1.5nmAl-cap is more than the technique can probe. We therefore
expect the measured thickness dependency to be a result of the coupling with an even-
tually stronger magnetization beneath the probing depth. Structurally and magnetically
characterizations have been performed on VG05-088 and VG05-089. A comparison and a
discussion of the results are given in section 3.3.4.
The conclusion of the comparison with magnetization measurements, Auger spec-
troscopy, and XRD measurements, is that we expect Mn to diffuse towards the surface
into the 1.5 nm Al cap layer, or/and As-bonding from the substrates to destroy the local
magnetic moments on Mn. More measurements are needed to determine the dynamics
of the local magnetic moments.
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Chapter 3
Growth and characterization of
ferromagnetic thin films
This chapter describes the techniques used for synthesis of Co2MnGa thin films and
it presents the characterization techniques and measurements. The optimized growth
recipe based on the measurements is described in Appendix C.
The main purpose of growth was to develop a good spin injector on a semiconductor.
A direct way to measure this quality is by optical methods and is described in chapter 4.
As this technique is very time consuming, we have had to establish additional character-
ization techniques with faster feedback to the growth procedure. First of all we needed
to be sure that we actually grew the correct material. This was mainly done with feed-
back from stoichiometry measurements, crystal structure measurements, and magnetic
properties. The methods are described in section 3.2. To get a good understanding of the
parameters involved in the growth, we made a study with focus on the following five
parameters:
1. Growth temperature
2. Annealing procedure
3. Stoichiometry
4. Strain - choice of bufferlayer and substrate
5. Film thickness
The results are given in section 3.3. Furthermore investigations onmagnetic and electrical
properties were done and can be seen in section 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. Measurements
of bulk spin polarization was done to estimate the effective spin-loss during the injection
process. The method and the results are described in section 3.6.
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3.1 Growth technique
We started out by following the recipe of Dong et al.[64]. They describe aMolecular Beam
Epitaxy (MBE) technique where epitaxial growth of the full Heusler alloy Ni2MnGa is
done pseudomorphically by use of a relaxed NiGa interlayer on GaAs(001). We adapted
the technique and used CoGa as an interlayer. The interlayer has two purposes:
1. to prevent interdiffusion between the Heusler alloy and the semiconductor,
2. to reduce the effect of the lattice mismatch between the semiconductor and the
Heusler alloy
Not only GaAs (001) has been investigated. Several different substrates-materials and
preparation of substrates have been tried. Table 3.1 is meant as a guide to the reader
on which substrates have been used in the characterization process. Furthermore thin
films have been grown on As-capped, MBE-grown p-i-n substrates with a QuantumWell
(QW) in the intrinsic region designed for spinLEDs. These substrates will be described in
section 5.1.
Substrate description produced by: MBE-name
Epi-ready GaAs (100) WT
Epi-ready n-doped GaAs (100) WT
Epi-ready n-doped InAs (100) WT
Si (001) Topsil
As-capped MBE-grown GaAs on Epi-ready GaAs (100) NBI NBI#8
As-capped MBE-grown δ-doped GaAs on Epi-ready GaAs (100) NBI NBI#7, NBI#10,
NBI#21
As-capped MBE-grown In0.28Ga0.72As on Epi-ready GaAs (100) NBI NBI#41
Table 3.1: WT stands for Wafer Technologies, UK. Topsil is located in DK. NBI stands for Niels
Bohr Institute, Copenhagen University, DK.
3.1.1 Growth chamber
The MBE growth chamber was delivered by VG Special Systems ltd. in 1990, and was
originally used for fabrication of high temperature superconductors.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the deposition chamber.
The base pressure is about 10−10mbar. The chamber has four sources in the growth
chamber, two Effusion Cells (EC) and two Electron Beam (EB) sources:
Source Material
EB#1 Co
EB#2 Au or Al
EC#1 Mn
EC#2 Ga
Table 3.2: List of the sources and materials located in the deposition chamber.
They are designed for co-evaporation processes. The sample can be investigated
during growth by use of Reflected High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) system
fromOxford Applied Research Ltd. (type RH-200), and a QuadropoleMass Spectrometer
(QMS) from Balzers (type Prisma) whichmonitors the masses and relative concentrations
of atoms and molecules in the chamber. A primitive thermal source has been installed in
the loadlock to enable evaporation of other materials than the four located in the sources
in the growth chamber.
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3.2 Characterization methods
3.2.1 Stoichiometry
Three different techniques have been used for characterizing the stoichiometry of our
thin films. Our first approach was Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS), which is
based on detection of intensity and energy of x-rays generated in the sample by a focused
electron beam. The technique is non-destructive, which in thin film characterization
and device development is a major benefit. One drawback by this method is the large
sampling depth 1-2 µm, compared to the thin film thickness 10-100nm. It was not possible
by this or any of the following methods to measure the amount of Ga in Heusler thin
films grown on GaAs, due to the existing Ga in the substrate. Our solution to the
problem was to assume identical stoichiometry-properties on thin films grown on Si
and then compare Co and Mn relations with thin films grown on GaAs to validate the
assumption. This was indeed observed (see Appendix D). The measured amount of
Co and Mn in both GaAs and Si corresponded nicely. After a year of search for other
available chemical mapping techniques we found that Risø National Laboratory offers
analysis by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The
technique is based ondissolving theHeusler thin films in acid. The solution is injected and
vaporized at a controlled rate into a low-pressure inductively-driven plasma. The atomic
spectral lines emitted from the plasma are resolved and detected and the concentration
of atoms is determined to within 10−5 mol/g. Further description of the method can be
found in Appendix D. Also this technique is limited to thin films grown on substrates
with elements other than Co, Mn, or Ga such as Si. In principle it should be possible,
but due to difficulties in dissolving only the thin film and not the substrate, we chose
Si as substrate, with the same argument as used in the EDS-approach. A comparison
between EDS and ICP-OES showed a systematic difference, see Appendix D.4). Table
D.4 shows some typical differences between the two types of characterization. From
measurements on bulk standards delivered by Goodfellow, we found that measurements
done by ICP-OES correspondvery nicely to the expected values for bulk samples towithin
±2 % . The reasons for the failure of the EDS-method to determine the stoichiometry
of Co2MnGa are at present unknown. Since ICP-OES is a destructive characterization
method, we did try to correct the EDSmeasurements by using the ICP-OESmeasurements
as a reference. This was not possible as reproducibility of EDS-results was too poor.
Other techniques have been tried and excluded: Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy
(RBS) due to the difference between the energy of the backscattered He+ on Co and
Mn being too small, 1.535 MeV and 1.506 MeV respectively, for the setup to resolve.
Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) was also not efficient due to its limiting sampling
depth. The stoichiometry characterization throughout this thesis is based on ICP-OES
measurements. To make sure the stoichiometry did not drift during growth ICP-OES
samples were regularly grown either during same growth or just after growth of device
wafers. As an example ICP-OES determines the stoichiometry of a 0.1 mg thin-film
sample (VG-05-062) to be Co(1.96 ±0.02) Mn(1.00 ±0.01) Ga(1.00 ±0.01).
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3.2.2 Crystal structure
By observing in-situ RHEED patterns during growth, an initial determination of crystal
quality was obtained. For further investigations we used X-ray diffraction techniques.
Mainly two different setups have been used:
1. APhilipsX-rayDiffractometerPW1050 in theBragg-Brentanogeometrywithgraphite
monochromator, θ − 2θ step scanning. XRD patterns were recorded with Cu K α
radiation. The setup is installed at Department of Physics, DTU, and has been used
for fast characterization.
2. For high resolutionmeasurement, the 3-axis BW2 synchrotron beamline at Hasylab,
Hamburg, has been used for both θ − 2θ-scans and ω-scans also called rocking
curves. Figure 3.2 showsa schematic drawingof thediffractometerwith thedifferent
available sample- and detector-movement options.
Figure 3.2: A schematic drawing of the diffractometer. Adapted from [84].
θ− 2θ-scans reveals x-ray reflection due to Bragg’s law, see Equation 3.1, which basically
is the condition for constructive interference of an electromagnetic wave with an angle of
incidence θ to a crystal with lattice planes distanced by the parameter d.
mλ = 2d sinθ (3.1)
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m is an integer and λ is the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. In k-space equation
(3.1) has the following form:
m = d
k
2pi
. (3.2)
Figure 3.3 shows Bragg diffraction schematically.
Figure 3.3: Schematical example on Bragg diffraction.
Practical θ − 2θ scans are performed by keeping the source fixed and rotating the
sample-angle ω by θ and the sensor-angle δ by 2θ. The scan gives information on the
distance between the crystal planes perpendicular to the normal of the thin film surface,
by interpreting the value of θ corresponding to local maxima of reflection.
ω-scans or rocking-curves are performed by keeping δfixed on a specific Bragg diffrac-
tion peak δ = 2θB and then rotating ω through θB. ω-scans reveal information on the
homogeneity of the crystal. The width of the rocking curve is a measure of the range of
orientation present in the irradiated area of the crystal.
At the BW2-line at Hasylab, Hamburg, it is possible to correct for any misalignment
during sample-mounting by changing the sample angles ϕ and ω see Figure 3.2. The
alignment procedure is described by Oliver Bunk in [85]. The setup at Department of
Physics, DTU does not have the option to change ω independent from δ, which simply
means omega-scans are impossible to do and further more makes sample mounting very
crucial since any misalignment will remain during the measurements.
To identify obtained reflections, positions and amplitudes from θ − 2θ scans are
compared with powder diffraction data in [86].
From the Full Width Half Maxima (FWHM in radians) of the reflections, an estimate
on the crystallite size can be given from following relation [87]:
FWHM =
λ
D cosθ
, (3.3)
where λ is the wavelength and D is the crystallite size. In high intensity x-rays sources
such as the BW2 beamline another thickness dependent effect appears namely thickness
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oscillations or Kiessig fringes [88, 89]. The phenomenon is caused by the interference
of waves reflected from top and bottom interfaces. The relation between the oscillation
period ∆kmeasured in k-space [Å
−1
], and the film thickness t is given by the relation
∆k =
2pi
t
. (3.4)
Furthermore information on the interface can be found with high intensity x-rays by a
technique based on the interference of the diffraction of the filmwith the crystal truncation
rods [90]. This analysis is yet to be done due to lack of time.
3.2.3 Magnetic properties
Magnetic properties of the grown thin films gives, together with stoichiometry and struc-
tural information, a very good feed back to growth parameters. We have obtained infor-
mation on the magnetic properties by several very efficient techniques: Magneto Optical
Kerr Effect (MOKE), Vibrating SampleMagnetometry (VSM),Magnetic ForceMicroscopy
(MFM), and X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD). Each of them has its own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. In the brackets after the method, the location of the setup is
mentioned. Only a small part of the characterization is actually made at Department of
Physics, Technical University of Denmark. Most of the characterization is made through
setups installed at our collaborators. MOKE (Department of Physics Technical University
of Denmark, and Toshiba Research Laboratories Cambridge) has generally been used for
magnetic anisotropy measurements due to the easiness of aligning the sample in a given
direction. VSM (Department of Physics, and Department of Micro and Nanotechnology,
Technical University of Denmark) has generally been used for measuring saturation mo-
ments. MFM (Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen University) has been used to see domain
structures at room temperature. XMCD (Daresbury Synchrotron via York University) has
been used to measure local moments on the individual atom sites in the crystal lattice.
3.3 Results on growth parameter investigation
In the following a study of the five growthparameterswill be presented. When comparing
magnetic properties of different films with different stoichiometries with bulk magneti-
zation values it is important to know the exact film thickness. A nominal film thickness
tnom is determined after each growth. Information on the relation between the nominal
and real film thickness treal have been estimated from ICP-OES mass determinations, as-
suming bulk densities, and confirmed by thickness oscillations from high intensity X-ray
diffraction measurements. Figure 3.4 shows treal/tnom as a function of film thickness.
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Figure 3.4: Ratio treal/tnom vs. actual thickness measured by ICP-OES and XRD technique.
treal = 0.74tnom/(1 + 0.0025tnom).
The shown data includes films with different growth parameters. This could be the
explanation for the large dispersion. By focussing on the 4 latest ICP-analysis, which
are done on films with treal =20-60 nm a linear trend is found and confirmed with
thickness measurements done by high intensity XRD-measurements. This dependence
treal = 0.74tnom/(1 + 0.0025tnom) will be used to estimate the real thickness of films, which
has not been measured by XRD-techniques.
3.3.1 Growth temperatures
An intuitive model for growth temperature dependence on Heusler thin films can be
described by a low temperature region where the thin film has many structural defects,
such as dislocations and anti-sites, and a high temperature region where the crystal
has only a few defects but due to diffusion the interface between substrate and film
is smeared out. With spintronic devices in mind a clean interface is very important
due to magnetic scattering events. The optimum growth temperature is in our opinion
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the highest temperature without any confirmed interface diffusion layer. From Auger
Electron Spectroscopy (AES) data we find that Tgrowth = 450 ◦C is too high indeed, due
to massive inter-diffusion between the substrate and the thin film. Further details can be
found inAppendix E. An approach to experimentally verify themodel described above is
by measuring the saturation magnetizationMs on films grown at different temperatures,
but with other growth conditions as constant as possible.
Figure 3.5: Magnetization vs. growth temperatures. The real film thickness have been estimated
from tnom by the linear dependence shown in Figure 3.4. All samples are grown onGaAs-substrates.
The effect is not clearly seen. The reason for this is probably the magnetization
dependence on stoichiometry. From the estimates shown in Table 3.3, VG05-079 has more
than 20% extra Co, which explains the very high saturationmagnetization. The rest of the
samples shown in the graph deviates less than 6 % from the 2:1:1 stoichiometry relation.
By comparing XRD-scans in Figure 3.6 the growth temperature effect is clearest seen
by a shift of the Heusler (400) and (200) reflections.
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Figure 3.6: XRD spectra for different growth temperatures. The very sharp peaks at 2θ = 28.5 ◦,
59 ◦, and 63 ◦ are artifacts from the substrate.
By calculating the out-of-plane lattice parameter from the position of the reflections
(Equation 3.1) as done in Figure 3.7 an interesting dependence is seen.
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Figure 3.7: Out-of-plane lattice parameter vs. growth temperatures.
At low growth temperatures the measured out-of-plane lattice parameter is found
to be very close to the expected value for a Co2MnGa strained on the GaAs lattice. By
assuming a constant volume of the unit cell the expected out-of-plane lattice parameter
is given by a = (5.77)3/(5.652) Å = 6.02 Å. At TGrowth = 200 ◦C it seems like the lattice
parameter have found its minimum very close to the bulk value 5.77 Å. VG05-079 is
neglected due its 23 % extra amount of Co. At TGrowth = 300 ◦C the lattice parameter
is around the expected bulk lattice parameter. It seems like high content of Co either
increases the relaxed lattice parameter or enhance the ability to grow pseudomorphic
(same in-plane lattice parameter) on GaAs. The explanation for this behavior is at the
moment unknown. To enlighten this topic an in-plane lattice parameter study is needed.
This have not yet been done.
From the above we must conclude that we have not obtained real significant data on
the optimal growth temperature. The used techniques are indeed capable of providing
such information, but due to difficulties in reproducibility of films with same stoichiom-
etry, the approach seems to fail. This is the reason for us choosing the same growth
temperature as reported by other Heusler-growth groups: NiMnSb [62, 63], Ni2MnGa
[64], Co2MnGe[24] and Co2MnSi[71, 72]. The most used technique described in the
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literature for finding the highest growth temperature without inter-diffusion reactions
is Transmission Electron Microscopy pictures (TEM). Most films have been grown at a
temperature between Tgrowth =200 ◦C-300 ◦C.
3.3.2 Annealing temperatures
A way to minimize the formation of a diffusion layer and on the same time obtain a low
defect density could be to grow the thin film in the low temperature region and then
relax the structural defects by short time annealing the thin film in vacuum. Figure 3.8
shows three samples from the same growth but with different annealing temperatures.
The samplewas cappedwith≈ 4nmAu. The annealing time is 10minutes for all samples.
Figure 3.8: XRD spectra vs. annealing temperatures.
From the structural measurements it seems that short time annealing only has lim-
ited effect when the temperature is below 350 ◦C. At 450 ◦C several new reflections are
observed. Figure 3.9 shows synchrotron measurements. From rocking curves it is found
that only the reflection at k = 2.666 Å
−1
(θ = 38.2 ◦) has epitaxial behavior, while the rest
of the defect-reflections are powder-peaks.
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Figure 3.9: Synchrotron measurements: VG05-083 annealed at 450 ◦C for 10 minutes.
Table 3.4 summarizes the structural results. From the thickness oscillations the film
thickness can be estimated to ≈ 21 nm. Some efforts have been made to determine the
composition of the new phases seen in the 450 ◦C annealed samples. From powder
diffraction data [86], we have come up with a hypothesis, which due to priorities has yet
to be validated. The hypothesis is: When annealing the thin films capped with Au, two
processes happen:
1. A segregation and recrystallization of some of the Au(200) into Au (111)
2. A segregation of polycrystalline CoGa3 a=6.235 Å and c=6.454 Å
The ”new” reflections and angles are indicated in Figure 3.9. The last column in table 3.4
shows the difference between the position of powder diffraction data and the measure-
ments. From studies on epitaxial grown Fe thin films on GaAs and InP, we know that As
is very reactive. This is not observed in this study due to either the methods we are using,
which means that eventual As-phases are very thin or amorphous, or As-diffusion is not
an issue in this alloy.
Magnetic behavior depends to some extent on the annealing temperature. The mag-
netic saturation moment does not seem to change while the coercive field does. Figure
3.10 shows hysteresis curves of the annealed samples.
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62 Growth and characterization of ferromagnetic thin films
Figure 3.10: Magnetic moment vs. annealing temperature
A increased squareness with annealing temperature is observed. This behavior im-
plies that by annealing the homogeneity of the film is improved as expected. The influence
of inter-diffusion observed by XRD for Tgrowth = 450 ◦C is absent in the VSM measure-
ments.
3.3.3 Stoichiometry
We have mainly focused on the Co/Mn ratio. Two approaches have been chosen to
investigate how stoichiometry influences on structure and magnetic properties:
1. Large change in Co-Mn ratio (0-30 %) by changing the material flux and comparing
samples from different growths, see Figure 3.11
2. Small changes in Co/Mn ratio (0-10 %) by using the flux-gradient in non-rotated
samples, and comparing samples from same growth, see Figure 3.13
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Figure 3.11: Magnetic saturation moment vs. Co/Mn Stoichiometry variations. The thicknesses
written in the graph are nominal thicknesses 3.4.
Accurate mass measurements from ICP-OES make it possible to scale the magnetic
saturationmoments, between sampleswithdifferent stoichiometry and therefore different
densities. A linear trend is clearly seen for Co/Mn > 2. Ratios where Co/Mn < 1.96 have
not been made. First of all it is observed that the size of the magnetic saturation moment
is around 10% less than bulk samples. Furthermore it is seen that themagnetic saturation
moment is increasing with increasing Co/Mn ratio. To understand this, three models
have been plotted as lines. One is a simple bulk Co2MnGa added upwith bulk hexagonal
Co (185 Am2/kg), where it is assumed that the excess amount of Co is segregated out of
the Heusler lattice. The two other models are adopted from the DFT-calculations. One
assumingCoonMnsites andoneassumingCoonGa sites. From the slopes thebulkmodel
seems to be the best one to explain Co/Mn dependence. To obtain the right slope with
the bulk model, Co must have a saturation moment about 60 % of the saturation moment
of hexagonal Co (185 Am2/kg), which makes sense since the segregated Co will have
a limited crystallographic order. Co-atoms on Ga-sites combined with Co-segregation
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could also be an explanation.
To compensate for the difficulties in growing CoMnGa-alloys with the correct 2:1:1
stoichiometry we came up with the idea to use the natural stoichiometry gradient when
not rotating the sample during growth. Figure 3.12 shows a drawing of the sample seen
from the sources.
Figure 3.12: Drawing of the sample holder seen from the sources. When not rotating the sample
a change of ±10 % in Co-concentration over 35 mm is observed.
From ICP-OES measurements it was found that the Co-concentration changes ±10 %
over 35 mm. Figure 3.13 shows the magnetic saturation moments measured in Co-rich
and Co-poor ends of a 35mm long sample grown on Si, GaAs and latticematched InGaAs
(a=5.77 Å).
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Figure 3.13: Magnetic saturation moment vs. Stoichiometry variations. The film has a nominal
thickness tnom = 58nm, which corresponds to a real thickness of approximately treal = 37 nm. The
horizontal line illustrates the expected magnetic moment calculated from bulk properties.
An effect is clearly seen in Si and InGaAs samples. From XRD measurements on
films grown on Si-substrates and lattice matched InGaAs presented later in section 3.3.5,
we know that these films do not grow entirely epitaxially. In the case of Si the film is
nanocrystalline. In the case of lattice matched InGaAs grown on a GaAs substrate some
parts are indeed grown epitaxially, which is seen by XRD, but at the cross hatch disloca-
tions caused by the relaxation of InGaAs [91, 92] the films must also be polycrystalline.
This makes segregation easier and could be an explanation for the significant difference
in the magnetic saturation moment msat, with a difference in Co-content on 10 %. In this
section only the magnetic changes on films grown on GaAs-substrate will be considered.
For GaAs samples the effect is much smaller. The effect is within the same amplitude as
the reproducibility of the measurements. Even though the magnetic saturation moment
does not seem to change very much the hysteresis curves indeed do.
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(a) Co- (b) Co+
Figure 3.14: Magnetic hysteresis curves for each end of a film on GaAs with a difference in
stoichiometric of 10 %. The film has a nominal thickness tnom = 58 nm.
Figure 3.14 shows a film which is grown on a GaAs-substrate MBE-overgrown with
1µm GaAs and capped with amorphous As to achieve a high quality GaAs surface,
with only a small concentration of dislocations. Just before CoMnGa-growth the As was
desorbed in-situ through the procedure described in Appendix C, which results in a 2× 4
Ga-rich reconstruction of the GaAs surface. This was confirmed by RHEED patterns.
Figure 3.15 shows the hysteresis curve for a film with same thickness, and a close to 2:1:1
stoichiometry. Contrary to VG05-074, the As-cap was desorbed at a lower temperature
450 ◦C, which prevents the reconstruction of the surface.
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Figure 3.15: Magnetic hysteresis curves for VG05-073. The film has a nominal thickness
tnom = 53 nm.
The differences between the shape (squareness) of the three hysteresis curves are
remarkable, considering the only difference being stoichiometry with ±5 % and As des-
orption process. XRD measurements of sample VG05-074 are shown in Figure 3.16
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Figure 3.16: XRD spectra vs. stoichiometry gradient sample. Sample 1 is Co-rich sample 2 is
very close to the right stoichiometry and sample 3 is Co-poor. The very sharp peaks at 2θ = 28.5 ◦,
59 ◦, and 63 ◦ are artifacts from the substrate.
Table 3.5 shows the observed crystal parameters obtained from the θ − 2θ-scans.
VG05-074 Reflection FWHM Thickness lattice parameter Guess Angle Difference
Setup [Degrees] [radians] [nm] [Å] [Degrees] [Degrees]
Co+ - hasylab 31.586 - - 5.66 GaAs(200) 31.623 -0.037
Co+ - DTU 31.685 - - 5.64 GaAs(200) 31.623 0.062
Co+ - hasylab 30.892 - - 5.78 Co2MnGa(200) 30.92 -0.028
Co+ - DTU 30.980 - - 5.77 Co2MnGa(200) 30.92 0.060
Co+ - hasylab 33.250 0.0171 9.4 2.69 Mn(100) 33.51 -0.26
Co+ - DTU 33.510 0.0159 10.1 2.67 Mn(100) 33.51 0
Co+ - hasylab 44.268 0.0067 24.8 - Co2MnGa(220) 44.37 -0.102
Co+ - hasylab 64.155 0.0092 19.9 5.80 Co2MnGa(400) 64.551 -0.396
Co+ - DTU 64.380 0.0124 14.7 5.78 Co2MnGa(400) 64.551 -0.171
Co2MnGa - DTU 64.262 0.0096 19.0 5.79 Co2MnGa(400) 64.551 -0.289
Co- - DTU 64.214 0.0104 17.5 5.80 Co2MnGa(400) 64.551 -0.337
Co+ - hasylab 65.958 - - 5.66 GaAs(400) 66.042 -0.084
Co+ - DTU 66.115 - - 5.65 GaAs(400) 66.042 0.073
Co+ - hasylab 70.236 0.0239 7.9 2.68 Mn(200) 70.42 -0.184
Co+ - DTU 70.420 0.0212 8.9 2.67 Mn(200) 70.42 0
Table 3.5: XRD-parameters for sample VG-05-074.
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A new phase with reflections at 2θ = 33.5 ◦ and 2θ = 70.4 ◦ appears in the Co-rich end
of the sample. Again a hypothesis has been made yet to be validated. The reflections fit
reasonablywellwith tetragonalMn (100) and (200) reflection. This can be explained by the
excess Co and makes it more energetically favorable to bind Ga, than the Heusler phase
and by this process leave Mn in clusters. The crystallite size estimated from the FWHM
value obtained with high resolution measurement is very large t = 9.4 nm compared to
the crystallite size of the Heusler film t = 19.9 nm. If this hypothesis is correct some
reflections from some CoGa alloy should be observed. Cubic CoGa has a (100 θ = 31.1 ◦)
and a (200 θ = 64.8 ◦) reflection very close to Co2MnGa (200 2θ = 30.9 ◦) and (400
2θ = 64.5 ◦), which means that the hypothesis cannot be validated by use of XRD only.
CoGa is in general nonmagnetic at room temperature [93], which does not correspond
to themeasurements shown in Figure 3.11. Wedonot completely understand the obtained
data, but since this was a study to optimize growth parameters we conclude that the
reflections at 30.9 ◦ and 70.2 ◦ are a sign of a film with too much Co.
From the measurements above it seems like the Co-content has a great influence on
the hysteresis curve shape and the saturation magnetization.
3.3.4 Thickness
Bymovinga shutter very close to sampleduringgrowth, sampleswith same stoichiometry
but varied thickness have been made. A picture of the shutter can be seen in Figure 3.17.
Figure 3.17: Picture of the modified sample holder. By use of the wobble stick in the deposition
chamber the shutter can be pushed or pulled in-situ.
Two of such samples have been magnetically and structurally characterized, (VG05-
088 andVG05-089), and one has beenmagnetically characterized (VG06-002). The sample
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parameters can be seen in Table 3.3. Table 3.6 shows the obtained parameters fromMOKE,
VSM and XRD measurements on VG05-088 and VG05-089. Figure 3.18 shows the XRD-
measurements.
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Figure 3.18: Synchrotron XRD-measurements on thin films with different thickness and stoi-
chiometry.
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We suspect the film to evolve from a strained film with in-plane lattice parameters
matched with GaAs a = 5.65 Å into a relaxed film with bulk lattice constant a = 5.77 Å.
Since we by normal θ − 2θ-scans probe the out-of-plane lattice parameter we suspect to
see a lattice parameter close to a = 6.02 Å (assuming that the crystal lattice keeps a fixed
volume) for very thin films and a = 5.77 Å for thicker films, where a relaxation of the
strain has been established by dislocation in an intermediate region between the substrate
and relaxed film. Dislocations are expected up through the film.
This trend is only seen to some extent in the measurements above as an increase,
relative to the film thickness, in the FWHM value in the thinnest part of VG05-088. The
reason for not observing the relaxation process should rather be found in the quality of
the substrate crystal. VG05-088 and VG05-089 are part of the XMCD study and were
grown on epi-ready GaAs substrates treated with the oxide-removing process described
in Appendix C.
Films grown on As-capped high quality GaAs-substrates show to some extent the
expected pseudomorphic growth. Figure 3.19 illustrates this.
Figure 3.19: XRD-measurements VG05-93, tnom = 34 nm. The very sharp peaks at 2θ = 28.5 ◦,
59 ◦, and 63 ◦ are artifacts from the substrate.
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The Heusler lattice parameter is measured to a = 5.84 Å. This number can be under-
stood if the Heusler crystal is not strained in both in-plane directions, but only in one of
them. The expected out-of-plane lattice parameter should then be a = 5.772/(5.65) Å =
5.89 Å. Themagnetic behavior of the sample shown in Figure 3.19 is yet to be determined.
By use of high intensity x-ray source incident from a shallow angle, the in-plane lattice
parameter can be determined. Due to limited time on the synchrotron facility, this has
only been done on VG05-083 annealed at T = 450 ◦C (denoted B), and only in one of the
two major in-plane directions ((0 1¯ 1) and (0 1¯ 1¯)). The measurements seemed to reveal a
relaxed Co2MnGa lattice parameter of a = 5.76 Å. The in-plane XRD-measurements are
shown in Figure 3.20
Figure 3.20: In-plane XRD-measurements on VG05-083, annealed at 450 ◦C for 10 minutes,
treal = 21 nm.
Very recently, new 2D data on same sample VG05-083 but annealed at 350 ◦C for
10 minutes (denoted Aa) have been obtained. The measurements revealed that the thin
film indeed has the same in-plane lattice constant as GaAs, but also a very wide peak
corresponding to a higher lattice constant as seen with VG05-083B (see Figure 3.20). The
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data is shown in Figure 3.21
(a) GaAs(020) Bragg point at (250,100) (b) GaAs(202) Bragg point at (250,100)
Figure 3.21: 2D XRD-measurements on VG05-083, annealed at 350 ◦C for 10 minutes, treal =
21 nm.
The scan shown in Figure 3.20 would correspond to a vertical line through the GaAs
(020) Bragg point, shown in Figure 3.21 (a). The reason that we conclude that the thin film
is lattice matched to the substrate in this particular film is the clear oscillations observed
in the horizontal line through the GaAs (020) Bragg point. From the oscillation period
the film thickness has been estimated to 24 nm which corresponds nicely to a previously
estimated thickness on same film 21 nm (see Table 3.4). Figure 3.21 illustrates a 2D picture
with the GaAs (202) Bragg point at (250,100). The figure shows that the out-of-plane
lattice constant of the thin film is longer than the GaAs lattice parameter. We expect the
wide peak to be due to disorder-scattering, but as mentioned earlier the measurements
are obtained very recently and yet to be analyzed further.
From measurements on VG05-083, which were grown at 40 ◦C and subsequently
annealed at 350 ◦C for 10 minutes, the thin film seems to be strained by the substrate up
till a thickness of at least 21 nm. From out-of-planemeasurements it seems like the critical
thickness is ≤ 20 nm.
To conclude on the general structural dynamics of thin film growth, more in-plane
measurements are needed on samples grown with different growth parameters. Espe-
cially the influence of growth temperature and usage of bufferlayer would be interesting
to study.
Figure 3.22 shows a plot of the magnetic saturation magnetization and the coercive
field vs. nominal thickness for three different samples.
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(a) Msat
(b) Hc
Figure 3.22: Magnetic behavior measured on thin films with different thickness, substrate quality
and capping. a) shows the saturationmagnetisationMsat. treal (scaling the x-axis, and denominates
the y-axis)has been estimated by use of the thickness dependence shown in Figure 3.4. b) shows
the coercive fields as a function of treal.
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VG05-089 (1.95:0.98:1) and VG06-002(1.92:0.98:1) are both very close to the correct
stoichiometry 2:1:1. There are two differences in growth conditions. 1) lack of cap layer
on VG06-002 , and 2) VG06-002 is grown on a high quality As-capped GaAs substrate
contrary to VG05-088 and VG05-089. From Figure 3.22 an estimate on the thickness of a
dead magnetic layer due to e.g. oxidation of VG06-002 can be given. The figure shows
the estimated saturation magnetizationMs, where the film thickness has been calculated
from the nominal thickness by use of the linear dependence of thickness shown in Figure
3.4. VG06-002 seems to saturate at a saturation magnetization of 43 % of the bulk value.
This corresponds to 22 nm nonmagnetic thin film. The very slow saturation could be
explained by variations in the depth of the oxidation.
The only difference between VG05-088 (1.86:0.99:1) and VG05-089(1.95:0.98:1) is the
stoichiometry. As also described in section 3.3.3 we find that Co-rich films show a higher
magnetization than the stoichiometric films. Even after an estimated real thickness of
7.6 nm the measured saturation magnetization VG05-088 shows approximate 57 % of the
bulk value. This corresponds to 3.3 nm nonmagnetic thin film. The origin of such a lack
should be found from either:
• The assumption of bulk magnetic moment is wrong, or
• Chemical reactions and diffusion at the ferromagnetic thin film/Al interface, or
• Chemical reactions and diffusion at the ferromagnetic thin film/semiconductor in-
terface
Based on depth profiling Auger-data, see Appendix E, we have found that Mn tends
to diffuse towards the surface into Al. Comparison of magnetization measurements
of VG05-088 and VG05-089 with the local magnetic moments measured by XMCD (see
section 2.8) are summarized in Table 3.7.
Sample: treal XMCD VSM
[nm] mMn+2mCombulk
Co2MnGa
Mbulk
VG05-088: 5.3 0.24 0.13
VG05-088: 7.6 0.36 0.34
VG05-088: 9.7 0.31 0.45
VG05-089: 5.3 0.19 0.15
VG05-089: 7.6 0.46 0.61
VG05-089: 9.7 0.23 0.70
Table 3.7: Comparison of XMCDmeasurements of the local magnetic moments from Co and Mn,
compared with VSM saturation magnetization measurement. The measurements are performed
at 300 K. mbulk = 3.71 µB has been chosen to 90 % of the theoretically expected low temperature
value. Mbulk is chosen to 711 KA/m, Webster et al. [5]. Stoichiometries: VG05-088 is estimated
to be Co1.86Mn0.99Ga1 and VG05-089 is estimated to be Co1.95Mn0.98Ga1.
A fairly good agreement for both samples is observed for the thinnest films, while
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the magnetization measurements are higher for the thickest films. This behavior can be
explained if oxide has penetrated the 1.5 nmAl-cap and oxidized the top Co2MnGa layer.
But the XMCD measurements showed no evidence of oxidation, on the contrary
the Mn L3 peaks were very clean in appearance. Another explanation could be an
impurity layer caused by diffusion and chemical reactions, which not include oxygen.
We approximate this layer to be between 3nm and 10nm, due to the fact that mMn + 2mCo
(XMCD) does not seem to increase from treal = 7.6 nm to treal = 9.7 nm, implying that
a coupling with the non-diffused Heusler layer is constant. Furthermore we expect the
layer to act strongly on Mn compared to Co, due to the relative larger decrease in Mn
moment, compared to Co moment. This is in good agreement with Auger spectroscopy
measurements (see section E), where measurements have shown that Mn tends to diffuse
towards the surface, even though the structure is capped with approximately 2 nm Al.
Furthermore As-bonding at the substrate interface is known to significantly change the
local magnetic moments in e.g. Fe/GaAs structures [94, 95].
More measurements are needed in particular on samples with other cap layers and
complementing experimental techniques should be applied to the same samples used for
the XMCD study, as it has been done with VG05-088 and VG05-089:
• the crystal structure should be checked by XRD
• the magnetic properties should be checked by magnetometry
Furthermore it would be interesting to compare the XMCD results with the nature
and the density of defects, analyzed using NMR (e.g. looking for Mn- and Co-antisites).
3.3.5 Strain
The strain in the film can be varied by using different substrates materials (and the possi-
bility of a bufferlayer). One must bear in mind that diffusion processes also are substrate
dependent. To compare the influence of strain, samples were made during the same
growth but on four substrates with different lattice constants.
substrate lattice parameter [Å] mismatched to Co2MnGa [%]
GaAs 5.65 -2.1
InAs 6.06 +5.0
Si 5.43 -5.9
In28.8 %Ga70.2 %As 5.80 (intended to be 5.77) +0.5
Table 3.8: Substrate information.
Figure 3.23 shows the magnetic saturation moment from two different growths on
four and two different substrates, respectively.
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Figure 3.23: Magnetic saturation moment vs. substrate and growth temperature. NBI#10:
As-capped MBE-grown δ-doped GaAs on Epi-ready GaAs (100).
The growth has been made at different growth temperatures to give an idea of the
diffusion process involved. The magnetic saturation moment seems to be much less
on films grown at 300 K on substrates with In, suggesting that diffusion processes are
enhanced when In is involved at the interface. The effect is clearly seen. No films with a
good stoichiometry grown on CoGa have been characterized. The films grown on CoGa-
buffer layers were made at the beginning of the growth and characterization study which
means that the stoichiometry was not optimal.
Figure 3.24 shows XRD-measurements on films from same MBE-growth but on Si,
GaAs, InAs, and InGaAs lattice matched to a = 5.77 Å.
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Figure 3.24: XRD-measurements on films from MBE growth on Si, GaAs, InAs, and lattice
matched InGaAs.
To summarize the results only a few reflections are observed in the case of Si. The
reflection corresponds to Co2MnGa (220) reflections, which is the strongest reflection in
powder diffraction measurements. We suspect the film on Si to be polycrystalline. The
same is the case with InAs. The observed reflections are clearer. Peaks are observed for
(200), (220) and (400) reflections. The ratio between the amplitudes of the (220) and (400)
reflections are measured to be (220)/(400) = 24 compared to 8 measured on a powder-
sample [96].
The data on GaAs shows a relaxed out-of-plane lattice parameter a = 5.77 Å. In
the case of InGaAs we observe a shorter lattice parameter a = 5.71 Å as compared to
bulk. From XRD measurements on a reference sample with the As-cap desorbed, the
out-of-plane lattice parameter was found to a = 5.80 Å (since the InGaAs is relaxed on
the underlying GaAs substrate we expect same lattice parameter for in- and out-of-plane
directions). The expected out-of-plane parameter, when elongating the Heusler in-plane-
lattice parameters is as observed 5.71 Å. In this case the lattice mismatch is only 0.5 %.
We have not been able to estimate how much the film is ordered compared with how
much it is disordered due to disorder defects in the relaxed InGaAs-layer. To do this in a
correct manner high intensity in- and out-of-plane measurements should be done. But by
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use of the intensity of the (220)-reflection observed, and using this as a measurement on
how ”many” randomly oriented lattice planes exist in the films, we have estimated this
to be 8 % of the material. We have made the estimate on the basis of the relation between
the amplitudes of the (220) and (400) reflections (220)/(400) = 0.7 compared to a powder
diffraction relation of 8 [96].
3.4 Magnetic properties
Mostmagnetic properties have already been described in the previous section. The results
are shortly summarized in the following.
• Films rich on Co seems to have a higher saturation moment than stoichiometric
films. Annealing improves the homogeneity of the films, resulting in increased
squareness in the hysteresis curve.
• Anisotropy is very dependent on the reconstruction of the substrate surface and
the stoichiometry. Near stoichiometric films grown on GaAs surfaces which are
not reconstructed, show no anisotropy while films grown on reconstructed GaAs
surfaces exhibit anisotropy. Films deficient in Co seems to have a very strongly
defined anisotropy with [011] as the easy axis.
• Oxidation reduces the magnetization of the thin films.
• The coercive field depends linearly on the film thickness.
• FilmsgrownonSi-substrates have thehighest saturationmoment compared toGaAs
and InGaAs-substrates, implying that some interface diffusion occur for GaAs and
InGaAs or that polycrystalline films segregates Co easier than single crystalline
films.
Only a few low temperature magnetization measurements have been carried out.
Figure 3.25 shows SQUID-magnetometer measurements on VG04-015 at different tem-
peratures, and with the applied field in both parallel (easy axis) and perpendicular (hard
axis) direction to the sample plane.
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Figure 3.25: SQUID magnetometer measurements of magnetic moment at 6 K-300 K, on VG04-
015(Co2.37Mn1.6Ga1(tnom=250 nm)/GaAs (100), the thickness are nominal).
Only a small change in the magnetic moment is observed from 6 K to 50 K. The
alignment of thin films perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, have shown to be a
bit difficult in the SQUID setup. We expect this to be the reason for the negative slope in the
case of perpendicular applied field shown with diamonds. Still the conclusion is that in-
plane magnetization is indeed the easy axis compared with out-of-plane magnetization.
The measurements are in good agrement with VSM measurements (where alignment is
easier controlled) on VG04-065, with a more moderate Co-concentration. The data is seen
in Figure 3.26
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Figure 3.26: Vibrating Sample Magnetometer measurements of magnetic moment at 300 K,
on VG04-065(Co2.17Mn1.15Ga1(tnom=130 nm)/CoGa(tnom=4 nm)/GaAs (100), the thickness are
nominal).
To saturate the samples with an applied magnetic field perpendicular to the sample
plane, a magnitude of 1-2 T is needed.
Figure 3.27 shows MFM pictures of VG06-002b and c.
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(a) VG06-002b: Topography scan (AFM) (b) VG06-002b: Magnetic domain scan
(MFM)
(c) VG06-002c: Topography scan (AFM) (d) VG06-002c: Magnetic domain scan
(MFM)
Figure 3.27: AFM/MFM scans of VG06-002b(tnom=62.8 nm) and VG06-002c(tnom=31.4 nm).
The lift height is 20 nm.
The observed magnetic domain sizes are in average approximately 300 nm in sam-
ple VG06-002b, and 200 nm in sample VG06-002c which are quite long compared to
the thicknesses of the films treal=40 nm and 20 nm respectively. From the topography
measurements the roughness of the surfaces are observed to ±3 nm for VG06-002b and
±1.5 nm for VG06-002c. Some nano sized structures are clearly seen on the topography
graph for VG06-002b. The origin of these approximately 25 nm sized structures are at the
moment not known. We expect it to be the signature of an oxidized surface layer, and the
reason that it is not observed for sample VG06-002c is the differences in resolution.
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Very recently AFM/MFMmeasurements on aAu capped thin film have been obtained.
The pictures are shown in Figure 3.28.
(a) Topography scan (AFM) (b) Magnetic domain scan (MFM)
Figure 3.28: AFM/MFM scans of VG04-071(tnom=20 nm) capped with 3 nm Au. The stoichiom-
etry is estimated to Co1.91Mn1.1Ga. The lift height is 40 nm.
Figure 3.28 (a) depicts the roughness of the film (±10 nm). Figure 3.28(b) exhibit a
muchmore orderedmagnetic behavior than observed in the case of VG06-002. We expect
the nice ordered magnetic structure to be due to the Au cap preventing oxidization of the
thin film. Further measurements on Au capped samples are needed to validate this.
3.5 Electrical properties
The electrical propertieswere investigated by conventionalHall-bar and transmission line
measurements. The processing details used for fabricating Hall bars and TLM samples
may be seen in Appendix F. The main idea of Hall-bar measurements was to compare
the resistivity with bulk values e.g. to get information on a critical minimum thickness.
The methods and the results are given in section 3.5.1. The purpose of the transmission
line measurements was to measure the barrier resistance between the thin film and the
substrate, and study this when changing growth parameters such as substrate barrier-
type or thin film growth temperature. The methods and the results can be seen in section
3.5.2.
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3.5.1 Hall bar measurements
The electrical properties of the thin films have been characterized by normal Hall bar
techniques. Further description can be found in Appendix G. High applied magnetic
field (12 T) measurements were done at Toshiba Research Laboratories, Cambridge. The
purpose of the measurements was to obtain information on the general electrical proper-
ties such as resistivity and Hall behavior but also information on the critical thickness for
conduction. A picture of a typical Hall bar is seen in Figure 3.29
Figure 3.29: Picture of a typical Hall bar. The mesa is 50µm wide and 670 µm long.
Three different samples have been characterized. Each sample has been grown with
4-5 different thickness. The details are seen in table 3.9.
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Sample name Tgrowth Growth rate [nm/s] Buffer layer Substrate Stoichiometry Piece tnom[nm] Comment
VG-05-070 300 0.00958 none GaAs Co2.06Mn0.95Ga1 A 23.2 Lost during process-
ing
B 11.6 Measured
C 5.8 Measured
D 2.9 Not measured
VG04-069 300 0.0118 none n-GaAs Co1.91Mn1.10Ga1 A 25 Measured
B 15 Measured
C 10 Measured
D 15 Measured
Vg04-030 300 0.06 CoGa 5nm n-GaAs Co1.96Mn0.84Ga1 A 128 Measured
B 64 Measured
C 32 Measured
D 16 Measured
E 8 Measured
Table 3.9: hall bar Sample details.
The general measurement procedure for all samples are described by:
1. Temperature dependence [1.8 K;300 K]
2. Rxx and Rxy vs. applied perpendicular magnetic field [-8 T;8 T]
3. Rxx and Rxy vs. applied parallel magnetic field [-1 T;1 T]
Experimental details can by found in Appendix G. Figure 3.30 shows room temperature
resistivity vs. film thickness. There seems to be a critical thickness around a nominal
thickness of 10 nm. At larger thickness the resistivity seems to saturate at 350 µΩcm.
Resistivity measurements on a bulk sample delivered by Goodfellow with correct stoi-
chiometry show ρ = 120 ± 30 µΩcm, while measurements on other Heusler thin films
show ρ ≈ 90..160 µΩcm [65, 67]. The enhanced resistivity in thin films could be due to
structural defects induced by the strain from the substrate, contamination of the surface,
or impurity defects.
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Figure 3.30: Resistivity vs. nominal film thickness at room temperature
When applying a magnetic field, perpendicular to the film plane the resistance de-
pendence is highly nonlinear. In Figure 3.31 the Magneto Resistance (MR) Rxx and the
Hall-resistance Rxy vs. magnetic field applied perpendicular to the film plane at low
temperature T=1.8 K are shown. The thickness of the film is estimated to be 10.7 nm from
a nominal thickness of 15 nm. The actual thickness of the conducting thin film is difficult
to determine due to a natural oxide on the surface of the thin films.
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Figure 3.31: Sample VG04-069b, tnom=15 nm, T = 1.8 K: A) Magneto resistance vs. Applied
magnetic field perpendicular to the film plane. B)Hall resistance vs. Applied magnetic field
perpendicular to the film plane.
Figure 3.31 A) shows a clear decrease in magneto resistance for |B| > 2 T. This corre-
sponds to a negative MR ratio MR = (R(B) − R(0))/R(B). At B =9 T the MR is approxi-
mately -0.6 %. The same dependence has been reported by Lund et al. [65] in Ni2MnGe,
Ni2MnGa, and Ni2MnAl thin films. They interpret that the effect is not related to spin
effect but common to all Heusler systems. Negative MR ratios has also been observed in
NiMnSb, and PtMnSb [97] but also in other systems such as CrO2 [98, 99] and Fe3O4 [100].
The origin of this effect is unclear. At lower fields |B| < 2 T the MR ratio is positive. The
process observed is similar to the in-plane AMR effect. The change in resistance is due to
the hysteretic shift from an out-of-plane magnetization to an in-plane magnetization.
Figure 3.31 B) shows the Hall effect described by ρHall = µ0(R0B⊥ + RSM⊥) [101].
Here R0 = 1/(ne) is the ordinary Hall coefficient, and n is the carrier density. RS is the
anomalous Hall coefficient. Again |B| = 2 T determines a shift where the Hall effect goes
frombeing dominated by themagnetization (M⊥) to the appliedmagnetic field B⊥. Figure
3.32 shows the temperature dependence on the resistivity and the sheet carrier density
calculated from the ordinary Hall-constant. At low temperature a modest mobility of
order 1cm2/Vs results.
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Figure 3.32: Sample VG04-069b, tnom=15 nm: A) Sheet carrier density vs. temperature. B)
Normalized resistivity vs. temperature R(290 K)=390 µΩcm.
The temperature dependence on resistivity is small. From RT to 40 K the dependence
seemsmetallic from the fact that the resistance decreases for decreasing temperature. The
resistivity below 40 K is increasing slightly with decreasing temperature suggesting some
magnetic ordering effect such as e.g. Kondo-effect [102, 103].
By applying a magnetic field in the film plane, parallel and perpendicular to the
current , a small Anisotropic Magneto Resistance (AMR) ratio has been measured to
approximately 0.062 % (here defined as AMR = (R‖ − R⊥)/R⊥). The measurements are
shown in Figure 3.33.
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Figure 3.33: Sample VG04-030a, tnom=128 nm, T = 300 K: The green curve corresponds to a
magnetic field in the film plane, parallel to the current direction, while the red curve corresponds
to a magnetic field in the film plane, perpendicular to the current direction. The small AMR-ratio
is measured to be 0.062 %.
3.5.2 Transmission line measurements (TLM)
TLM devices have been used to determine typical contact resistances and conductance of
mesas with different kinds of interface between the ferromagnetic thin-films and GaAs.
The layout is sketched in Figure 3.34, which shows a top view of the mesa of approximate
size 570 × 50 µm2.
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(a) The numbers shown are the lengths of the bare GaAs channel parts in µm
(b) Picture of a bonded TLM sample, made with an optical microscope
Figure 3.34: Top view of TLM mesa.
The principal purpose of the TLM is to separate the resistances of the contact islands
and the bareGaAs channel. This is done by sending a current from e.g. A to J andmeasure
the voltage drops between B and C, C and D, D and E, E and F, F and G, and G and H and
plot the corresponding resistances versus the length of the bare GaAs (these lengths are
given in µm in the sketch). The resistances consist of the series combination of a contact
island and a piece of bare channel. Each of these contributions can in turn be considered
parallel combinations of resistances corresponding to the various materials and various
doping levels and/or quantum wells in the GaAs. Thus a quantitative comparison is not
trivial. Rather a qualitative agreement can be taken as an indication that the sample is
uniform and that the lithographic processing is of good quality.
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Asa single exampleFigure 3.35 showsaTLMplot for adevice,where the ferromagnetic
contacts consist of 35 nmCo2MnGa on GaAs with a large near surface doping (δ-doping).
Figure 3.35: Linear fit to TLM data for a selected sample. Derived resistances are given on the
figure.
In addition to the standard TLM fit, important information on the electrical contact
perpendicular to the film plane may be obtained. A two probe measurement at e.g.
B and L will give the interface resistance Au-FM plus some FM resistance, while two
probe measurements like B and C involves the interface between FM and GaAs twice.
A measuring arrangement where current is injected at A and taken out at C, while the
potential is measured between B and C, allows the characterization of a single GaAs-FM
interface, although to some (unknown) extent, the GaAs is included.
The two and three probe measurements have been performed on a large number of
devices. A list of the measured values can be seen in Appendix G. The main conclusions
are as follows:
1. The low current interface resistance in δ-dopedGaAs-FM is typically 0.02-0.1Ωmm2
for Fe and Co contacts but is 2 orders of magnitude higher for the Heusler contacts
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(Co2MnGa). Correspondingly the IV-characteristics measured in a 3 probe configu-
ration are nearly ohmic for Fe and Co, while some asymmetry is found for Heusler
contacts (of order 10-30 % for 50 µA (J= 2A/cm2)). In comparison contact resistances
between a metal like Al and δ-doped GaAs have been reported to be as low as 10−4
Ωmm2 [104] and in selected wafers even lower.
2. Anumber of TLMdeviceswere fabricatedusingGaAswaferswith InGaAsquantum
wells 100 to 300 nm below the surface. The wafers were mainly intended for spin-
LEDs and had doping profiles corresponding to Schottky barriers at the surface. In
these devices a large spread in interface resistances is found, but both for Fe and the
Heusler alloy the low current value is of order 1 to several 100Ωmm2. Two devices
with Heusler contacts were picked for measuring IV-characteristics. The data are
shown in Figure 3.36.
Figure 3.36: Room temperature IV characteristics for TLM devices with Heusler alloy on wafers
with quantum well and Schottky barrier.
Asmay be expected the characteristics are muchmore asymmetric than for δ-doped
GaAs, but the rectifying behavior looks more like arising from the p-n junction
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around the quantum well than what would be expected for the Schottky barrier.
Thus the current may to a large extent spread to the p-layer below the quantum
well.
3. In all properly processed samples the resistance between Au and FM is found to be
insignificant, as expected for metal to metal contacts.
3.6 Spin polarization measurements
Point Contact Andreev Reflection (PCAR) has been used as a method to measure the spin
polarization P. The theory is described in section 1.3.1. PCAR related measurements can
be seen inAppendixH. The sectionwill endwith a discussion of themeasurements. Mea-
surements shown here are made on VG04-015: Co2.4Mn1.6Ga(250 nm)/CoGa(5 nm)/GaAs
film.
In order to find the spin polarization of the samples, a numerical fit of the data is done
by using the model described by Equation 1.29 (see section 1.3.1). In order to check the
technique, normal metal films were made of Au and Cu.
(a) Au (b) Cu
Figure 3.37: PCAR measurements on a) Au(300 nm)/Ti(30 nm)/GaAs(substrate), and b)
Cu(120 nm) /NiCr(5 nm)/GaAs(substrate), T < 2 K. The blue line is the data and the red
cross are the fit using Equation 1.29 as the model.
The measurements on Au could not be fitted ( Figure 3.37 a) due to the strange
structures around V = 1.5 mV − 4.5 mV. But still a factor of approximately two is seen
between GN at V > |5 mV| and G(0) as predicted in Equation (1.27). By using Equation
(1.27) the spin polarization of the Au-film is found to be P ≈ 0 %. Measurements on
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Cu could be fitted. The fitting parameters seem realistic. The two superconducting gap
parameters are very close, implying that the proximity effect in this system is low. This
time the factor of two is missing. The reason is the nonzero interface parameter Z. The
fitted temperature seems quite high. The measurements were done below 2 K and still
the fitting temperature is 3.37 K. This was a problem which appeared constntly during
the measurements. After finishing the measurements on Co2MnGa, the error was found
and corrected by changing how the sample was thermally anchored to the surroundings.
Next step was to measure a ferromagnetic filmwith a generally known spin polarization.
We chose Co. Figure 3.38 show measurements on a 250 nm Co-film.
(a) First achieved contact (b) Second achieved contact
Figure 3.38: Two different measurements on a Co(250 nm)/GaAs(substrate) at T = 4 K. The left
data were taken first.
The two measurements in Figure 3.38 are made during the same cool down. The
data to the left was taken first. None of the fitting parameters change much except the
resistance at V >> 4, RN, and the resistance in series with the contact. The reason could
be that we, due to plastic deformation of the needle, are out of the Sharvin limit (Sharvin
limit: the radius of the point contact is less than the mean free path [105]) and therefore
measures more than just interface-effects. The spin polarization measured (P=44-46 %) is
in good agreement with earlier measurements [45, 48].
Measurements on a Heusler film is seen in Figure 3.39.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.39: Two measurements on VG04-015 Co2.4Mn1.6Ga(250 nm)/CoGa(5 nm)/GaAs. Both
measurements are done at T = 4 K.
The spin polarization is fitted to P = 49.7 % and P = 49.4 %.
3.6.1 Discussion on PCAR results
Looking at the statistics of general PCAR-measurements∼50% is often the result [45]. The
reason is probably that the technique does not measure the bulk spin polarization P, but
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some surface-polarization instead, whichmost likely can have a reduced value. However,
the measured magnitude is in good agreement with the calculations done in Chapter 2.
The bulk spin polarization was calculated to 63 %, and from theoretical stoichiometry
variations we saw that especially Co and Mn defects could rapidly decrease the spin
polarization.
The quantity we really want to know is the spin polarizationmeasured at the interface
with the semiconductor. Thebest technique to actuallydo this are spinLED-measurements
in either Faraday or Hanle geometry as described later, with reference measurements on
injector materials with a known spin polarization such as e.g. Fe or Co.
3.7 Other considered devices
Several devices have been considered and tried out at different levels. The first choice
of device was the Tedrow-Meservey SC-I-F junction to reveal information on the spin
polarization P at the interface with an insulator and to practice growth of Heusler hetero-
junctions. The recipe is seen in Appendix I. None of the devices seemed towork properly.
Some of the measurements can be seen in Figure 3.40:
(a) (b)
Figure 3.40: Measurements on Al/AlOx/Co2MnGa at T = 400 mK.
Clearly magnetic and bias dependencies are seen. But the data cannot be explained
by the model described in section 1.3.1. The measurements look more like the expected
dependency of a point contact, even though some of the expected features are seen in
Figure 3.40 b). We explain the results by poor quality of the oxide layer. In this type
of junction the oxide layer needs to be of high quality without any pin-holes. This is
normally done by following procedure:
1. Growth of an epitaxial thin film of Al (2-4 nm)
2. 2-3 repetitions of 1 nm Al growth followed by complete oxidation
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3. Growth of ferromagnetic thin film
To ensure a good single crystal Heusler film, we chose to begin with Heusler-growth and
end up with Al deposition. The chosen Heusler thickness was 100 nm. We suspect the
surface of a 100 nm Heusler film to be rather rough, which clearly decreases the quality
of the AlxOy layer. Tedrow-Meservey reports [41] a low yield of reasonably good tunnel
junctions on less than 5 % when producing devices as described above.
After realizing this we have tried to make devices with Co2MnGa grown on AlxOy.
The recipe can be seen in Appendix I. We have not yet obtained any data on these devices.
Thenext considereddevicewas ”Non-localmeasurements of spin injection a` la Jedema
et al. [106]”. The measured effect in this type of device is a traditional GMR-effect, but
measured with voltage-probes in a controlled distance, away from the path of the spin
polarized current. This is an approach to measure not only the spin injection but also
the spin lifetime in the selected spin transport layer. The lithography process relies on a
well-controlled sub-micrometer technique, such as SEM-lithography. The development
of the device was stopped even before test measurements were made due to very time
consumingoptimizationof processing. A furtherdescriptionof theproblems encountered
can be seen in Appendix J.
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Chapter 4
Spin Light Emitting Diodes
(spinLEDs): Experimental
Our goalwas to explore spinLEDs as a tool to investigate the spin injection fromCo2MnGa
thin films, and furthermore optimize the spin injection by varying growth parameters.
This chapter describes the fabrication of spinLEDs, and the experimental set-up used for
characterizing spinLEDs. Furthermorewewanted to analyze the spinLEDs in bothHanle
and Faraday geometry, but due to lack of time only Hanle geometry has been used. We
are still working on the Faraday setup.
4.1 Device structure
Three different p-i-n structures with incorporated QWs in the intrinsic region have been
designed and tested with Au, Fe and Co2MnGa thin films as injectors. Contrary to other
publishedwork based on GaAs/AlGaAs QWs [21, 35, 107, 108, 109] or bulk GaAs intrinsic
region [20, 36] , our structures are based on InGaAs/GaAs QWs like [110, 111]. We chose
the InxGa1−xAs/GaAs QWs for the following reasons:
1. The system is highly useful for g-factor engineering applications. g=-0.44..-15 for
x=0..1.
2. InGaAs forms a strained layer on GaAs, which forms optimum growth conditions
for self-assembled InAs quantum dots (QDs), for future spin light emitting diodes
based on QDs. The radiative life time is expected to be shorter than in QWs, due
to the 3D carrier confinement. Recently Itskos et al. has reported studies on QD
SpinLEDs [23].
3. If the D’yakonov-Perel’ mechanism is dominant, the lower mobility in InGaAs
compared to GaAs should result in a longer spin lifetime.
There are several challenges in designing an efficient p-i-n heterostructure for detection
of spin injection. The first challenge is to establish a Schottky barrier with reasonable
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height and width, to ensure that injection by tunneling dominates (see section 1.3.2). The
second challenge is to make sure the electrons move to the quantumwell experiencing as
few spin scattering events as possible.
The structures are described in detail in Appendix K. For comparison the growth
parameters are shown in Table 4.1.
Layer Material Thickness [nm] Dopant Density [cm−3] Comment
C2294
0 GaAs (100) 4E5 Substrate
1 GaAs 500 Be 1.00E18 Nominal doping level
2 GaAs 500
3 InGaAs 5 20 % In
4 GaAs 200
5 GaAs 100 Si 1.00E18
6 AlGaAs 15 Si 1.00E18 x=0.33 alloying Schottky barrier
7 AlGaAs 15 Si 3.33E18 x=0.33 alloying Schottky barrier
8 GaAs 1 Nominal GaAs interrupt before As cap
9 As Cap
C2398
0 GaAs (100) 4E5 Be 1E18 Substrate
1 GaAs 500 Be 1.00E18 Nominal doping level
2 GaAs 100
3 InGaAs 10 20 % In
4 GaAs 100
5 InGaAs 5 20 % In
6 GaAs 50
7 GaAs 50 Si 1.00E18
8 AlGaAs 15 Si 1.00E18 x=0.33 alloying Schottky barrier
9 AlGaAs 15 Si 5.00E18 x=0.33 alloying Schottky barrier
10 GaAs 1 Nominal GaAs interrupt before As cap
11 As Cap
NBI 9
0 GaAs (100) 4E5 Zn 1E19 Substrate
1 GaAs 1000 Be 1E18 Nominal doping level
2 GaAs 150
3 InGaAs 10 17.8 % In
4 GaAs 40
5 GaAs 200 Si 1.00E17
6 GaAs 15 Si 1.00E17-5.00E18 Schottky barrier graded doping
7 GaAs 15 Si 5.00E18 Schottky barrier
8 As ∼2E3 Cap
Table 4.1: List of growth parameters for the three different spinLED-substrates.
Two structures (C2294 and C2398) have been designed and grown at the Cavendish
Laboratory Cambridge, and one (NBI#9) has been designed and grown at Niels Bohr
Institute (NBI) Copenhagen. All structures were in situ capped with amorphous As to
prevent surface oxidation during transport between growth chambers. The main differ-
ence between the heterostructures is the design of the schottky barrier. The Cavendish
wafers are based on a highly doped AlGaAs barrier while the NBI structure is based on
a graded doping of GaAs. Band diagram calculations in case of C2294 and NBI#9 are
shown in Figure 4.1
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(a) C2294 (b) NBI#9
Figure 4.1: Band diagram calculations in case of C2294 and NBI#9. The inserts show calculated
recombination energies.
Estimates of the radiative lifetime τ in the QW have been made by time resolved
photoluminescence spectroscopy measured on reference samples (c2475 and NBI#119)
without barrier and doping profiles. Reference samples without barrier and doping
profiles were used in order to maximize the photoluminescence signal. Figure 4.2 shows
the time-resolved photoluminescence measurements.
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Figure 4.2: Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements at T=5 K. The samples are reference
samples, without barrier and doping in the cladding layers, as the only difference to the spinLED
structures.
Very similar results obtained at low temperature have been reported by Haiping et
al. [112]. Neither the temperature dependence nor the magnetic field dependence of the
radiative lifetimes have been measured due to lack of time.
4.2 Device fabrication
We focused on a quick and reproducible processingmethod. Figure 4.3 shows the process
schematically:
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Figure 4.3: Device processing drawn schematically. The semiconductor mesa is 500µm on each
side and the contact mesa is 240µm on each side.
Figure 4.3 (a) illustrates the p-i-n structure after growth. After As-desorption as
described in Appendix C a Ga-rich surface is obtained. 10 nm of Co2MnGa capped
with 2 nm Au is grown (Figure 4.3 (b)). Resist is spun on (Figure 4.3 (c)) and a mesa
(500 µm × 500 µm) is defined with UV-lithography techniques (Figure 4.3 (d)). The mesa
etch ismadewith a low voltage ion gun. The etch rate is approximately 1.8 nm/s. The etch
is stopped when the p-doped layer is reached (Figure 4.3 (e)). After removing the excess
resist (Figure 4.3 (f)), early devices were bonded after this process step. Later devices
were processed further by defining a new mesa 240 µm on each side in resist on top of
the first mesa (Figure 4.3 g). Again an etch is performed. This time the etch is stopped
just after the Co2MnGa layer (Figure 4.3 h). The reason for the second mesa is to increase
the amount of surface emitted light. By this approach we expect most of the detected
light to be emitted from the edge of the second mesa. The amount of detected light did
increase after this process step. The bonding procedure was performed at the Cavendish
cleanroom. The P-contact was established by a piece of In/Zn foil annealed at 180 ◦C for
10 minutes. To contact the thin Au layer on the top of the 240 µmmesa a small amount of
silver epoxy was placed in a corner of the mesa using of a probe-tip baked at 150 ◦C for
45 minutes. By normal bonding techniques Au-wires was bonded to the silver epoxy and
the In/Zn foil to establish electrical contacts to top and bottom of the device. A typical
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IV-curve can be seen in figures 4.4 and 4.5.
Figure 4.4: Typical IV-curves of the spinLED devices at 4.5 K: Two point measurements of the
devices.
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Figure 4.5: NBI#9:IV curve of VG05-042 (Co2MnGa on NBI#9) at 300 K and 4 K: By two
point probe technique the I-V dependence has been measured on two P-contacts (◦). By 3-points
measurements the p-contacts have been neglected, revealing the IV-dependence of the n-contact in
series with the Schottky-diode and the p-i-n-diode (+).
4.3 Electrical setup
The p-i-n devices are operated by biasing the P-region positively. In semiconductor terms
the p-i-n device is forward biased, while the Schottky diode at the interface is reversed
biased. The device is probed by 2 or 3 wires. Four point probe techniques have not been
possible due to limited free area on the top contact. I-V measurements of two typical
P-contacts in series are shown by (◦) in Figure 4.5. The complete structure opens up
at voltages around 4-6 V. Due to the unknown contribution from the n-contact and the
Schottky-barrier, we do not know what bias this corresponds to over the p-i-n diode
itself. From the data shown in Figure 4.5 it is seen that the the main diode-contribution
comes from the p-contact. By 3-points measurements the p-contacts have been neglected,
revealing the IV-dependence of the n-contact in serieswith the Schottky-diode and the p-i-
n-diode. The structure opens up around 1V and 1.5V for T=300 K and T=4 K, respectively.
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4.4 Optical setup
Two different techniques have been used. A ”manual” setup where the intensity of right
and left circularly polarized light is measured individually by manually rotating a linear
polarizer ±45 ◦ relative to the fast axis of a quarter-wave plate. The emitted light is
detected normal to the sample plane.
Figure 4.6 schematically shows the setup.
Figure 4.6: Schematic representation of the ”manual” setup
The other ”automatic” setup is automatically able to shift between detection of right
and left circular polarized light by use of a variable wave retarder adding or subtracting
a phase shift of 90◦ followed by a linear polarizer with fixed vertical polarization angle.
See Appendix L for more information about the calibration of the variable wave retarder.
The setup can schematically be seen in Figure 4.7. In Appendix L.2 Jones calculus have
been used to verify the setups for measuring circular polarized light. By use of a lock-in
amplifier locked to the frequencyof thewave retarder( f1 = 2Hz,maximumfrequency) the
difference between right and left circular polarized light can bemeasured as one quantity.
The integration time was chosen to 3 s. Half of the magnitude of the total intensity was
measured by use of another lock-in amplifier locked to a chopper-frequency ( f2 = 200Hz).
The integration time was chosen to 3 s.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of automated setup, with the variable retarder plate.
Inboth setups the intensities aremeasuredwith either aThorlabsDET-110Si-photodetector
(0.6 A/W at λ =900 nm) or a Bruker Optics Equinox 55 Fourier Transform Infrared Spec-
trometer(FTIR) based on a Michelson-Morley interferometer system. The latter device is
able to spectrally resolve the emitted light.
4.5 Magnetic setup
The magnetic field was applied with a water-cooled electromagnet. The maximum ap-
pliedmagnetic field was 0.82 T. Themagnetic poles were positioned approximately 15 cm
apart to enable enough space for the cryostat and a Hanle angle ϕ = 60 ◦. If a Hanle angle
of ϕ = 45 ◦ was to be used, the maximummagnetic field would be approximate 0.5 T. The
default sweep rate was around 0.01 T/s.
4.6 Cryogenic setup
The samples were cooled using a continuous flow cryostat (nitrogen or helium, Oxford
Instruments). The sample was attached to a cold finger. To ensure optimum cooling the
chip carriers were equipped with a copper cylinder providing a thermal link between
sample and cold finger. However, the samples were exposed to 300 K radiation through
the window.
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Data acquisition was made by a routine written in Labview. Figure 4.8 shows pictures
of the setup.
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Figure 4.8: Pictures of the setup used for Hanle geometry measurements.
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Chapter 5
SpinLED measurements
In the following chapter the obtained spinLED results will be presented. Fe SpinLEDs
have been used as reference to compare with Co2MnGa spinLEDS.
Table 5.1 shows an overview of the characterized samples together with an estimate
of the stoichiometry.
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Table 5.1: Overview of the measured samples shown in this chapter.
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5.1 Electroluminescence spectra
The expected emission energy of the InxGa1−xAs/GaAs QW has been calculated by use
of a 1d Poisson/Scro¨dinger solver made by G. Snider [113]. Further details can be found
in Appendix M. The calculations were reproduced by a web-solution offered by the Ioffe
institute [114]. Figure 5.1 shows the emitted light as a function of energy for all three
spinLED structures. The lines show the calculated e1-hh1 (lowest energy) recombinations.
(a) Energy spectra of light emitted from NBI#9.
At T=4.5 K peaks are observed E=1.329 eV and
E=1.259 eV.
(b) Energy spectra of light emitted from C2294. At
T=4 K, the main peak is observed at E=1.370 eV
(c) Energy spectra of light emitted from C2398. At
T=4 K, the main peak is observed at E=1.396 eV
(d) C2294-spectra, J=3 Acm−2: Temperature varia-
tion from 5 K to 300 K
Figure 5.1: Detected intensity of the far-infrared emitted light as a function of energy for the
spinLED structures. The lines show the calculate energy of e1-hh1 recombinations.
The emission peaks are narrower at lower temperatures as a result of suppression
of electron-phonon scattering. Below 80 K the emission arises mainly from the e1-hh1
recombination. Lorentz andGaussfits havebeenmade for the low temperature spectra. In
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all cases the line width is best described by some intermediate distribution. A theoretical
study of the line shape is given by T. Ohtoshi in [115]. The faster decay than described
by a Lorentzian is due to so-called non-Markovian relaxation processes. The FWHM of
C2398 and NBI#9 are 6meV, while C2294 is 20 meV.
The small peak at E=1.259 eV in NBI#9, seems to appear from the noise level at biases
above 5.0V. We expect this to be due to a defect band with energies just below the InGaAs
bandgap. Similar behavior is reported by Haiping et al. [112, 116], with approximate the
same energy difference. Haiping et al. explain the splitting by Indium segregation in the
QW.
The reason for the ratherwide linewidth of C2294 is not fully understood. The same is the
case for the rather large shoulder observed around 1.3 eV. Indium segregation could be the
case even though the observed energy difference between the shoulder peak and themain
peak seems a bit too large (approximate a factor of two). The observed behavior could also
be explained by inhomogeneities in the QW thickness. Measurements on other pieces of
the wafer show some deviation in the observedmain peak position, and themagnitude of
the shoulder peak, indicating that the wafer is not homogeneous. The observed shoulder
seem to increase when decreasing the temperature. Figure 5.1 illustrates this.
Only one peak is observed in the energy spectra of C2398, even though there are two
QWs in the structure. From comparison with the calculations we expect the emitted light
to come from the 5 nm QW. We have no explanation to why we do not see emitted light
other than at that bias it seems like all recombination happens in the 5 nm QW. We do
expect to see emitted light from the 10 nm QW at higher biases. We realized this after the
measurements were finished, and therefore it has not been done.
The small differences in calculated and measured energies can be explained by un-
certainty in thickness and doping-concentration. For example calculations of e1-hh1 in a
10 nm In0.195Ga0.805As QWwould give the energy observed in case of NBI#9 and, a 5 nm
In0.18Ga0.82As QWwould give the energy observed in case of C2398.
5.2 Spin injection with Fe as injector material
Our first attempt to inject electron spins weremadewith Fe as an injector. As a reference a
devicewasmadewith Au as an injector. The electroluminescence spectra for both devices
for each helicity of circularly polarized light are shown in Figure 5.2.
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(a) M53: Au(4 nm):Fe(5 nm):C2294 (b) Au(4 nm):C2294
Figure 5.2: Electroluminescence spectra for spinLEDs with Fe and Au as injectors. The temper-
ature is T=15 K, the current density is J=3 Acm−2, and the Hanle angle is ϕ = 60 ◦.
The B-field variation of PEL, the difference between right and left circularly polarized
light for the Fe-device is shown in Figure 5.3
Figure 5.3: M53 on C2294: Optical polarization P vs. applied magnetic field B. The temperature
is T=15 K, the current density is J=3Acm−2, and the Hanle angle is ϕ = 60 ◦. The solid line is a
Hanle curve fit.
The Au-reference device showed zero spin injection as expected while the Fe-device
exhibit an electroluminescence Hanle behavior. A description of the model used in the
fitting procedure is given in Appendix N. From Equation 1.16 with α = 1, g∗ = −1.8
(linear interpolation from bulk measurements [54]), Hanle angle ϕ = 60 ◦, Ts given by
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the Hanle-fit and the radiative lifetime τ given by the time-resolved photoluminescence
measurements to 264ps, a total spin injection is found to P0 = PEL/(cosϕ sinϕ)τ/Ts =
146 %. The reason for this unrealistic value must be found among:
1. The approach which uses the radiative lifetime measured on an undoped reference
sample is not suitable, or
2. The assumption that the bulk value g∗ = −1.8 can be used for strained QWs is
incorrect, or
3. Themeasurements are dominated by confounding effects such asMCDor Zeemann
splitting.
We are convinced that the reason is due to a combination of 1 and 2, with 2 as the
main reason. A discussion of this will be given later. For now let us consider which
information we can subtract from the measurements: If the Hanle signal is saturated,
we have the same information as found in the Faraday-geometry measurements i.e. the
steady state spin polarization in the well P = P0Ts/τ, which in QWs at low temperatures
is given by P = PEL/(cosϕ sinϕ), due to the selection rules described in 1.2.3. To keep
the same formalism throughout this chapter we will use the average value measured for
| B |= 0.8 T to determine the steady state polarization P. This is an approximation since
it is difficult to determine if PEL is saturated. Furthermore we will write the fitted Hanle
width in the graphs. In the discussion 5.4 we will compare the Hanle width and estimate
the spin injection P0.
At 6 K the Hanle curve saturates at a magnitude of PEL = 4.1 %, given a steady state
spin polarization P = 9.5%.
This particular Fe device M53 also showed spin injection at room temperature. Figure
5.4 illustrates the results.
Figure 5.4: M53 on C2294: Optical polarization P vs. applied magnetic field B.
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The reason for the fewr points in these measurements is that in order to use the right
value of αwe need tomeasure the circular polarization of a known recombination process
either e-hh or e-lh. As a result of this the full electroluminescence spectra was measured
for both helicities and for each value of the applied magnetic field. The Hanle curve
seems to saturate with a magnitude of PEL = 1 %, giving a steady state spin polarization
P = 2.3 %.
Later results on other devices from the same growth showed injection of comparable
efficiency. At 15 K the Hanle curve saturates with a magnitude of PEL = 2.8 %, given a
steady state spin polarization P = 6.5 %. Figure 5.5 illustrates this.
Figure 5.5: M53 on C2294, J=3Acm−2: Optical polarization PEL vs. applied magnetic field B at
T=15 K. The solid line is a fit to the Hanle curve.
From the fits of the above measurements at low temperatures, a horizontal offset
is observed. This can be explained by Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) through
hyperfine field interactions between the electron and nuclear spin as described in section
1.2.3. The offset is 0.1 T and 0.06 T at T = 6 K and T = 15 K, respectively. The relaxation of
nuclear spins can be much slower (minutes) compared to electron spin relaxations (ps).
To observe nuclear polarization the magnetic field sweep should be slow compared to
the nuclear spin relaxation. In our experiments we have not studied the dependence of
sweep direction, but we did see the expected offset-dependence on the magnetic sweep
rate. In both low temperature sweeps the rate was 0.002 T/s (5 times slower than the
default rate).
Bias dependence investigations were done on VG05-048 grown on C2398 at T = 77 K.
The dependence can be seen in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: VG05-048 on C2398: Bias dependence and IV-curve at T=77 K.
The applied magnetic field was kept on the maximum applied field B=0.82 T during
the bias sweep. At high bias the spin polarization seems to saturate at PEL = 1 % resulting
in a steady state polarization of P = 2.3 %. Since we do not have photoluminescence
measurementswe are not able to really clarify the origin of themeasured spin polarization
at high biases. By looking at the magnitudes of the known confounding effects such as
MCD and Zeeman-splitting and their magnitude, one finds that at 0.8 T the Zeeman-
splitting is negligible. MCD-effects from a Co90Fe10(2 nm)/Ni80Fe20(8 nm) heterostructure
have been reported to less than ≈0.4 % at B=0.5 T by Motsnyi et al. [36]. Strand et al. [37]
report similar results, less than 1 % at B=2.1 T for a 5 nm Fe film. From these results we
can estimate the MCD effect in our 5 nm Fe film at B=0.8 T to be less than 0.6 % in worst
case. We expect the majority of the emitted light to come from the edge of the contact
mesa due to the etch of a second mesa on top of the semiconductor mesa (see Figure 5.7),
and therefor not exhibit MCD-effects. The intensity of the emitted light as a function of
position on the sample has been measured by a CCD camera on one sample (VG05-075
on NBI#9). It clearly shows more intensity along the Heusler mesa.
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Figure 5.7: VG05-075 on NBI#9), The applied bias is 2 V and the integration time: 1000 ms.
The large polarization PEL at high biases cannot be explained by the MCD-effect only
even though all emitted light goes through the Fe film. An interesting explanation could
be hot-electron spin injection. To investigate this it would be essential to measure the spin
lifetime as a function of bias. Hot electron spins are expected to have a shorter lifetime due
to spin scattering events and loss of coherence during thermalization processes [34, 117].
This study is yet to be done.
Further details on the Fe-spinLEDs can be found in [118, 119].
5.3 Spin injection with Co2MnGa as injector material
Our first attempt to inject spins by Co2MnGa were done on samples including a CoGa-
buffer layer. As described in section 3.1 the buffer layer was made to prevent diffusion
of Mn into the semiconductor structure and to relax some of the strains introduced from
the substrate. Injection was observed. Figure 5.8 shows the measurements and the
corresponding fit. The inset shows in-plane MOKE measurements.
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Figure 5.8: VG04-002 on C2294, J=0.8Acm−2, T=5 K: Optical polarization PEL vs. applied
magnetic field B. The solid line is a fit to the Hanle curve.
The steady state spin polarization in the QW was found to be P ≈ 2.3 % at 5 K. The
temperature dependence reveals a fast decreasing trend as compared to Fe-devices as
described in [119]. This is not really understood. In this particular sample the spin
injection disappears around T ≈ 20 K.
As described inAppendix E, Auger spectroscopy showedno evidence ofMn-diffusion
and we decided to try without growth of buffer-layer. Figure 5.9 shows PEL as a function
of applied magnetic field.
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Figure 5.9: VG04-013 on C2294, J=2.6Acm−2, T1=5 K and T2=10 K: Optical polarization PEL
vs. applied magnetic field B.
VG04-013 showed a magnitude of the steady state polarization of P ≈ 3.5 %. In both
measurements the magnetic field is swept upwards with the same sweep rate 0.002 Ts−1
(default sweep rate 0.01 T−1 ). The measurements exhibit a sharp shift, and a very drastic
temperature dependence. At T=5 K the shift is observed at 0.14 T, while at T=10 K the
shift has changed to zero. The observation of a much sharper shift than expected from
Bloch theory, has also been made by Strand et al. [35]. They explain the observation
by DNP through hyperfine field interactions between the electron spin and the nucleus.
They do not observe a horizontal shift at low temperatures. We do not fully understand
this behavior. Since the relaxation times of the nucleus spin can be very long (minutes),
it would have been interesting to investigate this sample at even lower sweep rates and
in both sweep directions to get more information on the cause of the horizontal offset.
Figure 5.10 shows PEL from another Co2MnGa sample without a CoGa buffer layer.
In this case an offset in the helicity dependent EL signal is observed.
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Figure 5.10: VG05-064d1 on C2398, J=0.8Acm−2, T=5 K: Optical polarization P vs. applied
magnetic field B. The solid line is a fit to the Hanle curve.
The measurements are very noisy due to the low intensity of emitted light at that
current density J = 0.8 Acm−2. The steady state spin polarization is found to P = 5.3 %
at 5 K. Measurements on a sample from the same growth (VG05-064) but on another
processed device showed the same injection efficiency but with a much wider Hanle
curve and without the switching around zero applied magnetic field. Figure 5.11 shows
two Hanle curves at different current densities (bias).
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Figure 5.11: VG05-064d3 on C2398, J=2.8 Acm−2&8.3Acm−2, T=5 K: Optical polarization PEL
vs. applied magnetic field B. The solid line is a fit to the Hanle curve a J=2.8 Acm−2.
The effect is clearly seen. The bias dependence seems very interesting because of its
ability to control the spin injection and thereby the spin polarization in the well. We
decided to study this effect more carefully. By sweeping the bias at B = ±0.8 T, the bias
influence on PEL and thereby on the steady state spin polarization P can be found. The
results are shown in Figure 5.12 and show similar trends as seen in the Fe-sample.
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Figure 5.12: VG05-064d3 on C2398: Optical polarization PEL vs. current density J. T=5 K .
The reason that we use the current density J instead of the applied bias is to make
the comparison between samples easier. The bias is measured with two point technique,
which includes the contribution from n and p-contacts. From a single three point mea-
surement we know that the main contribution is coming from the p-contact (see Figure
4.5).
It is clear that the spin polarization in the QW decreases with increasing bias. Our
explanation is that the injected electrons are in the tunneling regime at low bias and out
of the tunneling regime for higher biases. If we had accurate measurements of the p-i-n
junction itself, comparisons with the expected height of the Schottky barrier would have
been possible. But this has not been done due to the simple processing technique. For
J < 1.5 Acm−2, the signal to noise ratio is very poor due to the intensity of the emitted
light. At current densities above J ≈ 10 Acm−2, the steady state polarization saturates at
P ≈ 1.2 %. Since we expect only very little tunneling to happen resulting in very little
efficient spin injection to follow, this value could be an artifact arising from confounding
effects mainly Magnetooptical Circular Dichroism (MCD) in the ferromagnetic film. As
was the case of theFedevice the spinpolarizationmagnitude is larger thanexpected for the
MCD-effect even though noMCD-reference measurements have been done on Co2MnGa
thin films. Again hot electron spin injection could be an interesting explanation, but
again more measurements should be done. Another point in this measurement is that
the voltage dependence seems to saturate around 5.2V. The reason for this is due to Joule
heating of the device. This was the measurement that made us decide to thermally link
the device to the cold finger using a small Cu-cylinder. The magnitude of the heating is a
matter of a few K, which should not change PEL drastically. The temperature of the cold
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finger was measured to increase 0.2 K.
In this particular growth we also had a piece of the NBI#9 wafer. Figure 5.13 shows
the results. Compared to C2398-wafer the current density at which maximum spin
polarization is observed is much smaller (J = 2.8 Acm−2 vs. J = 0.2 Acm−2). This could be
explained by a higher and/orwider Schottky barrier. Furthermore the optical polarization
and thereby the steady state polarization P ≈ 1.2 % is also small. Since the QW- structures
are very similar in all three wafers we expect the difference to stem from the difference in
barrier design.
Figure 5.13: VG05-064 on NBI#9, J=0.2 Acm−2, T=5 K: Optical polarization PEL vs. applied
magnetic field B. The solid line is a fit to the Hanle curve.
From the bias dependence measurements shown in Figure 5.14, for B = 0.8 T it is also
clear that the ”bias”-window of efficient spin injection (J=0.15..0.8 Acm−2) is also much
smaller compared to the C2398-wafer (J=1.5..10 Acm−2).
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Figure 5.14: VG05-064 on NBI#9, B=0.8 T, T=5 K: Optical polarization PEL vs. current density
J.
The steady state spin polarization at large current densities is measured to P = 0.5 %,
which is less than observed in C2398. The magnitude is comparable to the expected
MCD-effect.
Sample VG05-075 shows similar effects. This device is based on the C2398-wafer. The
steady state spin polarization is measured to P ≈ 1.8 % at T=5 K and J=1.7 Acm−2, which
compared to VG05-064 on the same wafer is a bit low.
Figure 5.15: VG05-075 on C2398, J=1.7 Acm−2, T=4.5 K: Optical polarization PEL vs. applied
magnetic field B.
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Figure 5.16: VG05-075 on C2398, J=1.2 Acm−2, T=4.5 K: Optical polarization PEL vs. applied
magnetic field B. The solid line is a fit to the Hanle curve.
When comparing Figure 5.15 and 5.16, the change in polarization due to voltage bias,
is only seen as a lower signal to noise ratio. The effect is best seen in Figure 5.17, which
shows the current dependence of PEL for B = ±0.8 T
Figure 5.17: VG05-075 on C2398, T=4.5 K: Optical polarization PEL vs. current density J.
The steady state spin polarization measured at current densities J > 10 Acm−2 is
P ≈ 1.1%. This timeno Joule heating is observed, neither in the temperaturemeasurement
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nor in the IV-dependence.
5.4 Discussion and comparison
In this section a discussion and comparison will be given on the basis of the steady state
spin polarization P measurements. Hereafter we will discuss the analysis of the spin
injection efficiency P0.
Table 5.2 shows a summary of the results.
The observed optimum bias, estimated from the current density and the individually
measured IV-curves, is around 4 V-6 V at T = 5 K, which corresponds to approximate
1.5 V-2 V measured over the FM/Schottky/p-i-n structure.
5.4.1 Spin injector: Fe vs. Co2MnGa
The highest measured steady state polarization is observed in the Fe device M53 at T=6 K
with a magnitude of P ≈ 9.5 %. The steady state polarization remains up to room
temperature with a magnitude of P ≈ 2.3 %. The highest steady state spin polarization
measured with Co2MnGa as injector was P ≈ 6.4 % at T = 5 K. No spin polarization was
observed at temperatures above T = 20 K. Since the two samples were grown on wafers
(C2294 vs. C2398) a good comparison is not possible, even though the p-i-n structures
are very similar with respect to barrier and QW. The best comparison of the two injector
materials would be M53 (P ≈ 9.5 %) vs. VG04-013 (P ≈ 3.5 %). PCAR results show bulk
spin polarization P = 50 % in CoMnGa alloys with stoichiometries close to VG04-013. Fe
is known to have a bulk polarization P = 44 %. The reason for the lower spin injection
and thereby lower obtained steady state spin polarization in the QW could be due to
interface scattering. This would correlate nicely with TLM measurements where Fe or
Co grown on δ-doped GaAs typically show resistances of 0.02-0.1 Ωmm2, while it is 2
orders ofmagnitude higher for theCo2MnGa-contacts. The reason for this large difference
could be explained by chemical reactions at the interface of the Co2MnGa/GaAs contact.
This could also be the reason for the faster decease in steady state spin polarization as a
function of temperature observed in Co2MnGa compared to Fe.
A more direct method to get information on the spinLED-ferromagnet contact would
be to do TLM investigations on the spinLED structures or from comparison of four
point measurements of the IV-dependence on the different devices. We did carry out
TLM studies on C2398 and NBI#9 and found interface resistances between 1 to several
100 Ωmm2.
Similar bias dependencies are observed for both injector materials and for all spinLED
structures. The region in which tunneling happens is different but the trends seems to be
the same. One must bear in mind that not only the electron energy is dependent on the
bias but also the radiative life times. Which one of the effects is dominating the picture is
not possible to determine from the information we have at this moment. To look into this
τ should be determined as a function of bias. Strand et al. [35] report very similar bias
dependence to ours.
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Group P Detector Barrier Injector Setup
Strand∗ et al.
2005 [35]
3.1 % (6.7%) at T = 20 K GaAs/Al0.1Ga0.9As QW higly doped
Al0.1Ga0.9As
Schotkky bar-
rier
Fe Hanle
(Faraday)
Adelmann∗
et al. 2005
[107]
27 % at T = 2 K and 10%
at T = 295 K
GaAs/Al0.1Ga0.9As QW higly doped
Al0.1Ga0.9As
Schotkky bar-
rier
Fe Faraday
Dong∗ et al.
2005 [64]
13 % at T = 2 K GaAs/Al0.1Ga0.9As QW higly doped
Al0.1Ga0.9As
Schotkky bar-
rier
Co2MnGe Faraday
Zhu et al.
2001 [110]
2.2 % at T = 25 K In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs QW n-doped GaAs Fe Faraday
Hanbicki et
al. 2002
[109]
13 % at T = 4.5 K GaAs/AlGaAs QW Al0.08Ga0.92As Fe Faraday
Jiang et al.
2005 [21]
57 % at T =100 K and
47 % at T =290 K
GaAs/Al0.08Ga0.92As
QW
MgO Co70Fe30 Faraday
Table 5.3: SpinLED measurements with Fe as an injector and a QW as detector, reported by other
groups. ∗ is from the same group at University of Minnesota.
5.4.2 SpinLED efficiency
Some reported studies on spinLED structures are given in Table 5.3: it is seen from the
steady state polarization, that our structure does not seem to be as efficient as especially
the structure reported by Jiang et al. based on Co70Fe30 as injector, MgO as tunnel bar-
rier, and GaAs/Al0.08Ga0.92As QW as detector. Also the Minnesota group (Strand, Dong,
Adelmann), reports good results on all semiconductor designed barrier and detector
structure. They have focused on a highly doped Al0.1Ga0.9As Schottky barrier and a
GaAs/Al0.1Ga0.9As QW as spin polarization detector. Their observed steady state polar-
izations are approximately a factor of 5 larger than our results. Why is this? To find the
answer, we have to look into the following issues:
1. Spin injector material: The spin injector material should have a spin polarization
as high as possible together with an abrupt and clean interface towards the spin-
LED structure. Chemical reactions and inter diffusion destroys the magnetism and
thereby the polarization of the injected spins.
2. Spin injection: The barrier need to be high and thin for tunneling events to happen
at a reasonable bias, at which electroluminescence is easily observed.
3. Spin detection efficiency: The spin detection efficiency η = Ts/τ, where Ts is the
spin life time and τ is the radiative life time should be as high as possible. To get a
high spin detection, Ts needs to be high and the radiative lifetime needs to be short.
We expect 3) to be the main reasons for rather low observed steady state spin polarization
P, together with 1) in case of Co2MnGa as injector material. The observed radiative
lifetime on our structures is comparable to other measurements on both InGaAs/GaAs
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(τ ≈ 230 − 330ps[112]) and GaAs/AlGaAs (τ ≈ 200ps [120]) QWs. When comparing τ
measured on reference sample to both NBI#9 and C2398, and C2294, the latter two are
the best ones due to the lower τ = 264ps. To investigate the optimum of τ and Ts vs. In
content more wafer and measurements are needed. We expect both τ and Ts to decrease
with increasing In content due to strain. For now it seems to be the case that 20 % In is
better than 18 %.
By comparison of VG05-064 grown on C2398 and NBI#9 we can compare the efficien-
cies of the barriers (case 2). It seems like the highly doped Al0.2Ga0.8As Schottky barrier
is most efficient compared to the highly doped GaAs. This could be due to the difference
in depletion depths.
5.4.3 Measurement configuration
The Hanle configuration is ideal for measuring spinLEDs, compared to Faraday, due the
moderate needed applied magnetic field, and due to the possibility of finding the spin
life time Ts. But in our case it has been a problem, that we have not been able to saturate
the observed PEL even at the maximum field of 0.8 T. The reason for this beside of Ts
being very short could be due to a small effective g factor. The Hanle curve width is
given by ∆B = ~/(gµBTs). As also mentioned in the text the fitted values of Ts shown in
Table 5.3 are all calculated by use of an effective g-factor (-1.8), interpolated from bulk
measured effective g-factors in GaAs (g=-0.44) and In0.53Ga0.47As (g=-3.95). This is only a
very simple approximation, due to the energy confinement in the QW and due to strain.
Malinowski et al. [121] report effective electron g-factors of In0.11Ga0.89As/GaAs between
−0.44.. − 0.6 for QW with widths between 3 nm..20 nm and Kowalski et al. [122] report
g=-0.8 in a 14.3 nm wide In0.21Ga0.79As/GaAs QW with the B-field applied ∼ 30 ◦ to the
growth axis of the QW (As is the case for the majority of Hanle-measurements in this
thesis). Figure 5.18 shows the results:
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(a) Adapted from [121] (b) Adapted from [122]
Figure 5.18: Measurements of the g-factor anisotropy and QW-width.g∗‖ and g
∗⊥ are the effective
g-factors parallel and perpendicular to the QW growth direction respectively. (a) :Results from
time resolved, polarization-sensitive, pump-probe measurements at T = 10 K. (b): Results from
optical detected spin resonance measurements at T = 5 K.
From the two references an estimate of the g-factor can be given as g=-0.63 and g=-0.73
respectively for a 5 nm and 10 nm In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs QWBy using a g-factor ∼2.5-3 times
smaller than the used bulk approximation (g = −1.8) the spin life times Ts are increased,
and more realistic values of the spin injection P0 are obtained (a factor of 2.5-3 less than
written in the P0-column. see Table 5.4).
Sample name Description Temperature Spin injection
T [K] Ts [ps] τ [ps] P0 [%]
M53 Fe:C2294 15 80 264 24.5
M53 Fe:C2294 300 - - -
M53 Fe:C2294 6 47 264 59
VG05-048 Fe:C2398 77 - - -
VG04-002 Co2MnGa:C2294 5 198 264 2.9
VG04-013 Co2MnGa:C2294 5 - - -
VG04-013 Co2MnGa:C2294 10 - - -
VG05-064d1 Co2MnGa:C2398 5 231 264 6.8
VG05-064d3 Co2MnGa:C2398 5 31 264 73.5
VG05-064d3 Co2MnGa:C2398 5 - - -
VG05-064nbi Co2MnGa:NBI#9 5 78 350 6.4
VG05-075 Co2MnGa:C2398 4.5 33 264 16.5
VG05-075 Co2MnGa:C2398 4.5 30 264 22.3
Table 5.4: Re-analysis of spinLED measurements, where Ts and P0 are estimated from the Hanle
fit with a effective g-factor of g = −0.63 and g = −0.73 for NBI#9 and C2294/C2398 respectively.
To validate this approach, reference measurements on Ts or the effective g-factor
should be done.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Outlook
This chapter will summarize the conclusions drawn in the different parts of this the-
sis. This will include material device properties as well as the methodological aspects.
Furthermore the project will be described from an outlook perspective.
6.1 Theoretical calculations
Density Functional Theory (DFT) within the Local Spin-Density Approximation (LSDA)
has been used to investigate the itinerant magnetism of the full Heusler alloy Co2MnGa.
Local magnetic moments have been calculated for a stoichiometric crystal, and correlates
nicely to measurements on bulk samples. Furthermore spin polarization P has been
calculated and compared with PCAR measurements with some success: PCAR exhibit
P = 50 %, while the calculations expects P = 63 %. Furthermore calculations were made
on off-stoichiometric crystals, and stoichiometric crystals with swapping-defects. Both
studies have given trends to look for in the dependence of the local magnetic moment
and the spin polarization on stoichiometry variations and site-swapping. It was found
that disorder involving especially Co on Ga or Mn sites cause a significant decrease of
spin polarization. None of these trends were identified from XMCD studies. From an
estimate based on the calculated defect formation energies it is found that Mn on Co-sites
are likely to exist with a concentration of 2 %, while Ga onMn-sites are likely to exist with
a concentration of 21 %. Mn on Co-sites could explain the P = 50 % observed by PCAR,
but surface contamination of the Heusler alloy is more likely the explanation of ”low”
polarization measured by PCAR measurements.
In an outlook perspective, more measurements on either the local magnetic moments
or the spin polarization are needed to compare with the calculations. SpinLEDs could
be a good candidate as a characterization method for this study. Furthermore NMR
measurements which could determine the identity of the defects and corresponding
concentrations would be a good way of validating the calculation of defect formation
energies.
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6.2 Growth and characterization
We have had great difficulties with the growth process during this project. Our approach
was first to obtain the right stoichiometry, then optimize the crystal structure by changing
growth temperature or annealing process, and finally fine tune the growth parameters
based on feedback from spin injection measurements on spinLEDs. However, several
difficulties have slowed down the progress and a direct feedback from spinLEDs has
never been made.
A recipe for epitaxial growth of the full Heusler alloy Co2MnGa have been devel-
oped (see Appendix C). The reproducibility is approximately within 2 % of the correct
stoichiometry. The technical reason which cause this deviation is the feedback control
of the Co evaporated from an E-beam source. Furthermore epitaxial growth of hetero
structures of Co2MnGa and Al and AlxOy layers has been performed. Devices (GMR or
Tedrow-Meservey) are yet to be made from these grown samples.
A reliable and efficient way of determining the stoichiometry of thin films grown on
GaAs has been found. From EDS measurements we have confirmed same measured
stoichiometry on samples from same growth on Si and GaAs. By using this knowledge
combined with ICP-OES supplemented with reference measurements on bulk Co2MnGa,
we are able to measure the stoichiometry to within 1-2 %. The measured stoichiometry is
non-linearly dependent on the individual Co,Mn, and Ga rates, which made the growth
parameter study very difficult.
The crystal structure study was done by XRD-methods. There are Indications that the
thin films grow pseudomorphically on GaAs up till a critical thickness of at least 20 nm,
but more measurements and analyses are needed to confirm this. The lattice parameter
has been observed to be very dependent on the stoichiometry. This would normally be
feasible as a feedback to the growth parameters, but in our case this has been difficult
to do, due to difficulties in making systematical changes in the growth. We explain this
by the eutecticum being very shallow, which results in the growth of off-stoichiometric
alloys. Furthermore the 2 × 4 Ga-rich reconstruction of the GaAs surface is clearly ob-
served as anisotropy in in-plane magnetization, while no anisotropy is observed for near
stoichiometry thin films on an ordinary GaAs surface. Different substrates Si, InAs,
In0.28Ga0.72As, and GaAs have been used to establish different strains in the thin films.
A dependence is clearly observed, but whether it is due to strain or diffusion/chemical
reaction on the surface is still to be determined with e.g. TEM-studies. Furthermore InP
should be added to the list of substrates, due to its small lattice mismatch (1.7 %).
From high temperature annealing/growth and XRD/VSM/AES-techniques, the forma-
tion and detection of interphase diffusion layers have been studied without great success.
Some new phases were observed by XRD. By AES measurements on samples annealed
at 450◦ for 10 minutes, showed that Mn tends to diffuse both towards the surface and
into the substrate. A more direct way of studying interphase properties would be by
TEM-techniques, but due to costs and lack of time, this technique has not been pursued.
From an outlook perspective this should indeed be done.
The magnetic properties from nearly stoichiometric films grown on GaAs exhibited
saturation magnetizations lower than measured in bulk samples. From XMCDmeasure-
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ments, it seems that especially theMndoes not carry the samemoment as the theoretically
predicted and as in bulk measurements. We explain the missing Mn moment by two rea-
sons: 1) Mn diffusion: From AES we expect Mn to diffuse towards the surface. This
implies that XMCD really probed some diffusion layer rather than the pure Co2MnGa
alloy. However, to verify thismoremeasurements are needed, and complementing exper-
imental techniques should be performed. The thin films exhibit small in plane coercive
fields typically 1-10 mT. On the contrary a magnetic field of 1-2 T is needed to saturate
the thin films in the out of plane direction. From AFM scans a surface roughness has
been measured to 3 nm for a 50 nm film, and 1.5 nm for a 25 nm film. Both thin films
were not capped and therefore oxidized. MFM-scans reveals domain sizes of 200-300 nm
respectively for 25 nm and 30 nm thin films without capping. AFM/MFMmeasurements
of a capped sample to prevent oxidation and following change in surface magnetism is
yet to be done.
Future measurement should include magnetization measurements at high tempera-
tures T > 600 K to determine the Curie temperature of the Heusler thin films and in case
of other magnetic phases reveal their presence.
The electrical characterizations reveal resistivities around ρ = 350 µΩcm, and a critical
thickness around tnom = 10 nm, which corresponds to a real thickness treal = 7 nm at 300 K.
The resistivity of a a bulk sample was measured to approximately a factor of 3 less
ρ = 120µΩcm. In comparison with measurements on other Heusler thin films our value
also seems to be high. We expect surface contamination and strain in the film to be the
main reasons for this. It would be interesting to cap the hall bars to prevent contamination
in future samples. Generally, the near stoichiometric films have a very weak temperature
dropping slightlywhen cooled.In good agreementwith other reported studies onHeusler
alloys thin films negative MR has been observed. Furthermore a small AMR has been
measured to 0.062%. Sheet carrier densities have beenmeasured to 1.5-3.6·1016 cm−2 with
a decreasing tendency with increasing temperature. From TLM measurements the low
current interface resistance in δ-doped GaAs-Ferromagnet is found to typically 0.02-0.1
Ωmm2 for Fe and Co contacts but is 2 orders of magnitude higher for the Co2MnGa
contacts. Correspondingly the IV-characteristics measured in a 3 probe configuration are
nearly ohmic for Fe and Co, while some asymmetry is found for Heusler contacts (of
order 10-30% for 50 µA (J=2 A/cm2)). In comparison contact resistances between a metal
like Al and δ-doped GaAs have been reported to be as low as 10−4 Ωmm2. A number
of TLM devices were fabricated using GaAs wafers with InGaAs quantum wells 100 to
300 nm below the surface. The wafers were mainly intended for spin-LEDs and had
doping profiles corresponding to Schottky barriers at the surface. In these devices a large
spread in interface resistances is found, but both for Fe and the Heusler alloy the low
current value is of order 1 to several 100 Ωmm2.
Measurements to characterize the thin film spin polarization were tried with both
PCAR and Tedrow-Meservey spectroscopy. The latter with no success. We explain the
difficulties by poor quality tunneling barriers. We are still working on this approach now
where synthesis have been improved compared to the first Tedrow-Meservey samples.
The PCAR measurements showed good agreement with other reported studies on Au,
Cu, and Co. Measurements on Co2MnGa revealed P=50 %. As already mentioned this
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is less than the theoretical expected value P = 63 %. We expect surface contamination
of the Heusler alloy cause the ”low” polarization. In an outlook perspective PCAR
measurements should be made on capped samples to prevent contamination.
6.3 SpinLEDs
Surely spin injection is observed. The highest measured steady state polarization is
observed in the Fe device M53 at T=6 K with a magnitude of P ≈ 9.5 %. The steady state
polarization remains up to room temperature with a magnitude of P ≈ 2.3 %. The highest
steady state spin polarization measured with Co2MnGa as injector was P ≈ 6.4 % at T =
5 K. No spin polarization has been observed at temperatures above T = 20 K. We explain
the lower steady state polarization in the QW by: 1) Interface scattering, which correlate
nicely with TLM measurements where Fe or Co grown on δ-doped GaAs typically show
resistances of 0.02-0.1 Ωmm2, while it is 2 orders of magnitude higher for the Co2MnGa-
contacts. We explain the reason for this large difference by diffusion/chemical reactions
at the interface of the Co2MnGa/GaAs contact. We expect this to cause considerable
scattering and also be the reason for the faster decrease in steady state spin polarization
as a function of temperature observed in Co2MnGa compared to Fe.
Similar bias dependencies are observed for both Fe andCo2MnGamaterials and for all
spinLED structures. The region in which tunneling happens is different but the trends are
the same. The large steday state spin polarization at high biases on P ≈ 1.2 % cannot be
explained by the Magneto-optical Circular Dichroism effect especially because we know
that most of the emitted light is from the contact mesa edge which does not shine through
the injector material Co2MnGa or Fe. An interesting explanation could be hot-electron
spin injection. To investigate this it would be essential to measure the spin lifetime as a
function of bias. Hot electron spins are expected to have a shorter life time due to spin
scattering events and loss of coherence during thermalization process.
The observed radiative lifetime on our structures are τ ≈ 230−330 ps and comparable
to other measurements on both InGaAs/GaAs and GaAs/AlGaAs QWs. When comparing
τ measured on reference samples to both NBI#9 and c2398, and c2294, the latter two
are the best ones in respect to a efficient spinLED due to the lower τ = 264 ps. From
comparison of the used spinLED structures we conclude that 20 % In is better than 18 %
to achieve an efficient spin detection.
By comparison of samples from same growth on c2398 and NBI#9 we can compare
the efficiencies of the barriers. We conclude that the highly doped Al0.2Ga0.8As Schottky
barrier is most efficient compared to the highly doped GaAs. We explain this by the
difference in depletion depths.
In an outlook perspective, higher magnetic fields should be applied to saturate the
Hanle signal. Furthermore Faraday measurements should be done to confirm the Hanle
measurements. It is a drawback by the Hanle technique that τ is approximated from
measurements on a un-doped reference wafer.
In good agreementwith other studieswe have found that interpolating bulk electronic
g-factors in the QW, results in unrealistic high spin injection efficiencies (P0 >100 %).
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From Malinowski et al. [121] and Kowalski et al. [122] we estimate the effective elec-
tronic g-factor in the QW to g=-0.63 and g=-0.73 respectively for a 5 nm and 10 nm
In0.2Ga0.8As/GaAs QW. By use of these factors the fitted spin life times Ts are increased,
andmore realistic values of the spin injection P0 are obtained P0 <30% in general but with
two outliers on 73.5 % and 59 %. We expect that the reason for these unrealistic values
should be found in the fitting of the Hanle curve. Due to the very linear dependence or
noisy good valid fitting parameters are difficult to determine.
Several additional issues in the spinLED characterization are still to be studied and
verified compared to the above described hypothesis.
1. Magnetization switching andHanle fitting of the lowmagnetic field dependence. To
achieve as few fitting parameters as possible, magnetic hysteresis behavior should
be measured on the spinLED itself by focused MOKE,
2. Dynamic nuclear polarization dependence on sweep direction and rate should by
studied in more details,
3. The effective g-factor should be measured, by zeeman splitting measurements on
the spinLED structure itself.
It is our opinion that in order to optimize the device, another sample design is needed,
with the possibility of four electrical probes to enable four point measurement techniques
and thereby the possibility to reveal more information from the IV-dependence on the
tunnel barrier height. Furthermore spinLED based on QDs, should be grown as an
approach to develop a spin detector with a short recombination time.
6.4 Overall achievements
We have succeeded in growing the full Heusler alloy Co2MnGa epitaxially on GaAs.
We have developed a methodology to optimize the thin films. The techniques include
theoretical calculations, stoichiometric analyses, structure studies, and characterization
of electrical and magnetic properties as well as specific techniques to measure the degree
of spin polarization achieved.
Spin injection into a semiconductor has been observed, but with a lower efficiency
than seen on a Fe reference sample. The main problem areas by use of Co2MnGa as spin
injector and in spintronics in general are:
1. The bulk spin polarization is estimated to P = 63 % and measured to P = 50 %,
which is not significant higher than other well known materials (Fe, Co, Ni, FeNi).
2. There are indications of increased surface scattering, due to diffusion and chemical
reactions near surfaces and interfaces.
3. It has proven difficult to control stoichiometry.
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Heusler alloys are very interesting alloys, both theoretically and experimentally. If
Heusler alloys are to succeed in spintronics we speculate that the Heusler candidate
should exhibit high crystal quality and no diffusion of any kind from or towards surface
and substrate.
In an outlook perspective, future optimization of growth should be done to reduce
disorder and chemical reactions near the substrate interface. Furthermore a screening of
other Heusler alloys with higher predicted spin polarization, but still lattice matched to
appropriate semiconductor should be done.
Nomenclature
Physical notation
α Factor deterined by the selection rules. αbulk = 1 and αbulk = 2
αCB Conduction band spin splitting due to lack of inversion symmetry
β Spin polarization of conduction electrons in a FM
χ Static susceptibility
∆B The Hanle curve half-width
∆ Superconducting gap
η The longitudinal spin relaxation prior to recombination (or the spin detection
efficiency)
γ Electron gyromagnetic ratio (γ = µBg∗/~)
γ Spin polarization of F/SC interface
Tˆ kinetic energy operator
Uˆ Electron-electron interaction operator
Vˆ External potential operator
~ Reduced Planck’s constant h/(2pi) (1.0546−34 m2kg/s)
Ω Larmor frequency
B Magnetic field
E Electric field
I Nucleus spin
k Momentum
M Magnetization
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m Magnetic moment
S intrinsic angular momentum (Spin)
µ Chemical potential
µB Bohr magneton (9.2740 · 10−24 JT−1)
µi Nuclear spin magnetic moment
µz Electron spin magnetic moment
ν Potential
pi 3.1416
Ψ Wave function
ρ resistivity
σ Conductivity
τ Radiative recombination lifetime
τc Correlation time(interaction time)
τp momentum scattering time
τs Spin scattering time
τs f Spin flip time
υF Fermi velocity
εg Semiconductor band gap
ϕ The Hanle angle
A Andreev reflection probability
a, c Lattice constants
B Normal reflection probability
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Appendix A
Calculations of changes in
stoichiometry and swaps of Mn/Ga
A.1 Variation of Mn/Ga-Stoichiometry
Composition GGA change in lattice parameter a
Co2Mn1.1Ga0.9 -0.12 %
Co2Mn0.9Ga1.1 +0.14 %
Table A.1: GGA estimates a = 5.75 Å for Co2Mn1Ga1.
Figure A.1 shows the change in spin polarization and total magnetic moment, Figure A.2
shows the change in local magnetic moment.
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Figure A.1: Calculation of spin polarization and total magnetic moment vs. Mn-Ga ratio
Only a small change in both spin polarization and magnetic moment is seen.
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Figure A.2: Co and Mn magnetic moments vs. Mn-Ga ratio
Table A.2 shows the local magnetic moments on each atom-site in the crystal, calcu-
lated in the case of Co2.0Mn0.9Ga1.1 .
Sublattice Ga Mn Co Total
Atom Ga (1.0) Mn (0) Mn (0.9) Ga (0.1) Co(2)
Magnetic moment [µB] -0.08 2.93 2.95 -0.06 0.6 3.77
Table A.2: Local and total magnetic moment for Co2.0Mn0.9Ga1.1
A.1.1 Variation of Mn-Ga swaps
The influence of Mn-Ga swaps on spin polarization and total magnetic moment is seen in
Figure A.3, while influence on the local magnetic moment of Mn and Ga is seen in Figure
A.4
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Figure A.3: Calculation of spin polarization and total magnetic moment vs. Mn-Ga swaps.
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Figure A.4: Co and Mn magnetic moments vs. Mn-Ga swaps.
Again the changes are only small.
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Appendix B
X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(XMCD) measurements on
Co-Mn-Ga thin films grown on GaAs
B.1 XMCD collaboration
Three batches of samples were grown specifically for analyses of the average magnetic
moments of the Co and the Mn atoms in the thin films of Co2mnGa/GaAs(100) by mea-
surements of the X-Ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD). This work was made in
a collaboration involving DTU, the Univ. of York. UK, the Daresbury Synchrotron Ra-
diation Source (SRS), Warrington, UK, and Toshiba Research Europe, Ltd., Cambridge
Research Lab., Cambridge, UK. The XMCD measurements were carried out in Dec. 2004
and in April and Oct. 2005 by a group at the Spintronics Laboratory, Department of
Electronics, University of York: J.S. Claydon, Y.B. Xu and S. Hassan, in collaboration with
a group at the Daresbury SRS: N.J. Farley, N.D. Telling and G. van der Laan.
B.2 Method
The samples were measured at room temperature. The XMCD technique is element
specific as it is based on X-ray absorption spectroscopy of electron core states of the atoms
(the L2,3 absorption edges are used). The samples are placed with the sample plane at
an angle of 45 ◦(see Figure B.1) to the incident X-ray synchrotron beam which is aligned
with an applied magnetic field of approximately 0.8 T.
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Figure B.1: Schematically representation of the XMCD setup. In the sketched configuration the
sample is placed with the sample plane at an angle of 45 degrees to the incident X-ray synchrotron
beam which is aligned with an applied magnetic field of approx. 0.8 T.
During the measurement the field is reversed and the difference between the absorp-
tion lines for the two field directions may be used to calculate the average local moments
(both orbital and spin parts).
The method is only probing the magnetic moments in the sample down to about 5 nm.
Therefore rather thin film samples were used (from 2 to 20 nm nominal thickness).
Three batches of Co2MnGa/GaAs samples were grown under varying conditions (19
samples in total). At first two samples were grown with a nominal thickness of 20 nm
(VG05-077). This pair of samples were grown at T(substrate) = 300 C and at a total of
rate of about 2.4 nm/min. These samples were not capped. The XMCD analyses showed
signs of oxidation of the Mn. The next two batches were capped with Al after growth:
VG05-041 with Fe + Al and VG05-040 with 1.0 nm of Al (in all 8 samples with different
CoMnGa thicknesses) and when this Al cap thickness was found to be insufficient (i.e.
some of the Mn was still found to be oxidized) the batches VG05-088, VG05-089, and
VG05-090 were capped with 1.5-1.7 nm of Al (all in all 9 samples with different CoMnGa
thicknesses).
Bulk Mn is anti-ferromagnetic. Bulk Co is ferromagnetic with ml =0.153 µB and ms =
1.55 µB, Chen et al. [82]. The distribution of magnetic moments within the Co2MnGa
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structure is at low temperature expected to be: Co: 0.65 µB, Mn: 2.91 µB, and Ga: -0.09 µB.
From temperature dependent measurements on bulk Co2MnGa, Webster et al. [5],
we expect the local magnetic moments values to decrease with a factor of approximately
10 % at 300 K. i.e. magnetic moment is expected to move from Co to Mn.
The spin and orbital moments have been calculated using the XMCD sum rules as
described in Chen et. al. [82], (see the Table below). The moments are proportional to the
number of 3d holes per atom which are estimated to be: nh = 2.2 for Co and nh = 4.5 for
Mn, Schmalhorst et al. [83].
B.3 Results
Examples of raw data are shown in figure B.2 and B.3.
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Figure B.2: XMCDdata for Co at 300K (courtesy J. Claydon et al). Samples VG05-088+089+090
(tnom = 10.2 nm).
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Figure B.3: XMCD data for Mn at 300 K (courtesy J. Claydon et al). Samples VG05-
088+089+090 (tnom = 10.2 nm).
Figure B.4 shows an overview of the measured values from samples VG05-088, VG05-
089, and VG05-090.
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Figure B.4: XMCD data for Mn at 300 K (courtesy J. Claydon et al). Samples VG05-
088+089+090. All thicknesses are nominal.
Tables B.1 and B.2 summarize the sample parameters and estimates of the stoichiom-
etry.
B.4 Conclusions
In order to validate the calculations, a systematic study of the local spin and orbital
moments on samples with different thickness and stoichiometry was done. The obtained
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results did not exhibit the expected systematic change.
All analyses of the XMCD data on the Co2MnGa thin films show magnetic moments on
the Mn atoms which are much smaller than expected. On average the Mn moments are
4-5 times smaller than expected in a well ordered Co2MnGa crystal at low temperature:
At 300 K the measured average value ofmtot for Mn falls between 0.25 µB and 0.85 µB, the
theoretical value is 2.91 µB and measured bulk value is 3.01 µB, Webster et al. [5].
The measured Comoments values at 300 K lie between 0.1 µB and 0.45 µB and thereby
on average fall below the expected theoretical value of 0.65µb, and the experimental
bulk value 0.52 µB with a factor of 2. All in all the XMCD data indicate that at 300 K
the grown Co2MnGa thin films do not exhibit the expected magnetic properties of a
Heusler alloy: the hypothesis that a large magnetic moment is transferred from Co to
Mn is not supported by the XMCD analyses of our samples. At 300 K the average Co
moment is indeed reduced from its bulk value but the expected corresponding increase
of the average Mnmoment is not found. No significant difference was observed between
VG05-088, VG05-89, and VG05-090, even though the stoichiometries are quite different:
VG05-088: Co1.86Mn0.99Ga1, VG05-089: Co1.95Mn0.98Ga1, andVG05-090: Co1.97Mn0.96Ga1.
The reasons for these discrepancies are at present not fully understood. The behavior
cannot be explained by the calculations only. Even though we theoretically found that
Mn-defects on Co-sites anti-align itself with the applied field, one needs a very high Mn
on Co-site defect-concentration of approximate 38 % to explain the missing Mn moment.
One explanation could be that the Heusler alloy is not fully saturated. But as in our
case where a magnetic field incident with 45 ◦ to the sample plane, is applied with a
magnitude of 0.8 T, the thin film should indeed be saturated. As mentioned earlier the
XMCD-technique is expected to probe approx. 5 nm, which corresponds to the thinnest
part of VG05-088 - VG05-090 (tnom = 7.3 nm), which in addition to the 1.5 nm Al-cap
is more than the technique can probe. Therefore we expect the measured thickness
dependency to be a result of the coupling with an eventually stronger magnetization
beneath the probing depth. Structurally and magnetically characterizations have been
performed on VG05-088 and VG05-089. The data are presented in section 3.3.4. Table
B.3 summarizes the results by comparing the relation between the measured magnetic
moment/magnetization with the theoretically expected value at 300 K.
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Sample: treal XMCD VSM
[nm] mMn+2mCombulk
MCo2MnGa
Mbulk
VG05-088: 5.3 0.24 0.13
VG05-088: 7.6 0.36 0.34
VG05-088: 9.7 0.31 0.45
VG05-089: 5.3 0.19 0.15
VG05-089: 7.6 0.46 0.61
VG05-089: 9.7 0.23 0.70
Table B.3: Comparison of XMCDmeasurements of the local magnetic moments from Co andMn,
compared with VSM saturation magnetization measurement. The measurements are performed
at 300 K. mbulk = 3.71µB has been chosen to 90 % of the theoretically expected low temperature
value. Mbulk is chosen to 711KA/m, Webster et al. [5]. Stoichiometries: VG05-088 is estimated
to be Co1.86Mn0.99Ga1 and VG05-089 is estimated to be Co1.95Mn0.98Ga1.
A fairly good agreement for both samples are observed for the thinnest films, while the
the magnetization measurements are higher for the thickest films. This behavior can be
explained if oxide has penetrated the 1.5 nmAl-cap and oxidized the top Co2MnGa layer.
But the XMCDmeasurements showed no evidence of oxidation. On the contrary the Mn
L3 peaks were very clean in appearance. Another explanation could be an impurity layer
caused by diffusion and chemical reactions, which does not include oxygen. We estimate
this layer to be between 3 nm and 10 nm, due to the fact thatmMn+2mCo (XMCD) does not
seem to increase from treal = 7.6 nm to treal = 9.7 nm, implying that the coupling with the
non-diffusedHeusler layer is constant. Furthermorewe expect the layer to act strongly on
Mn compared to Co, due to the relative larger decrease in Mn moment, compared to Co
moment. This is in good agreement with Auger spectroscopy measurements (see section
E), where measurements have shown that Mn tends to diffuse towards the surface, even
though the structure is capped with approximately 2 nm Al. Furthermore As-bonding at
the substrate interface is known to significantly change the local magnetic moments in
e.g. Fe/GaAs structures [94, 95].
To conclude on the dynamics of the local magnetic moments more measurements are
needed in particular on samples with other cap layers and complementing experimental
techniques should be applied to the same samples that are used for the XMCD study, as
it has been done with VG05-088 and VG05-089:
• the crystal structure should be checked by XRD
• the magnetic properties should be checked by magnetometry
Furthermore it would be interesting to compare the XMCD results with the type and
density of defects, analyzed using NMR (e.g. looking for Mn- and Co-antisites).
Appendix C
Recipe for samples in series after
VG-CoMnGa-05-072(July 05)
Recipe as of 270705 after ICP-16 round (July 15, 2005): Use nominal rates: Co/Mn/Ga =
0.0113/0.0160/0.0188 nm/s (all measured by FTM3 using Ga-parameters).
Co from e-beam source no. 1 with feed-back: 0.0100 nm/s on FTM1 with TF =
1.34 and Co-parameters, corresponding to 0.0113 nm/s on FTM3 with TF = 1.95 and
Ga-parameters).
Mn from DCA-effusion cell no. 1: 0.0080 nm/s (on FTM3 with TF = 1.163 and Mn-
parameters, corresponding to 0.0160 nm/s on FTM3 with TF = 1.95 and Ga-parameters).
Ga from VG-effusion cell no.2: 0.0188 nm/s with TF = 1.95 and Ga-parameters.
Total rate on FTM3 with TF = 1.95 and Ga-parameters: 0.0461 nm/s.
1. Mount samples on cleaned (glass bead blasted) stainless steel (SS) holder: For
example two GaAs samples grown at HC with As-cap and one Si-sample. At least
one of the GaAs samples should be mounted with In-bonding to promote better
thermal contact. All three samples should be secured by clips. Document sample
mounting on the data sheet is made for this purpose.
2. Introduce the sample holder into LL, pump LL down and wait until p(LL) is below
1 x 10-7 before introducing sample holder into growth chamber.
3. Introduce the sample holder into growth chamber, rotate sample holder slowly
while looking through the view port to visual inspect for correct position of sample
holder in growth chamber station. Position station in correct growth position = the
level marked RHEED. When the Mn and Ga-sources are active the sample should
be kept closer to the sample shutter = in a position 30 mm below the RHEED
position (otherwise some material will be deposited on the sample holder, seen as
”shadows” on some of the samples, eg VG-CoMnGa-04-068). This LOW position is
used whenever there is no deposition taking place.
4. Ramp up slowly the Mn and Ga effusion cell temperatures: Mn-cell (DCA-cell =
effusion cell no. 1) to around 1150 C and Ga-cell (VG-cell = effusion cell no. 2) to
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985 C (for the rates given above). The Mn cell temperature regulation function far
better if the current limitation on the SORENSEN power supply is set to a level just
above the minimum current needed to maintain the chosen temperature. With the
present state of the Mn DCA effusion cell the 1150 C is maintained with V = 35.3 V
and I = 10.2 A. (this is 20 months after the second repair of the DCA cell within one
year and 6 months after the last Mn charge filling to about 1/3 of the full capacity of
the conical PBN crucible with a Ta lid with 8 MM diameter hole)
5. Check for water flow to the chamber cooling canals and water flow to the two
electron gun sources. Transfer LN2 to Ti sublimationpump cryopanel and to the two
cryopanels inside the growth chamber. Start Ti sublimation pumpwith sublimation
time = 2 minutes and off time = 10 minutes. These times are recommended for
growth conditions the growth chamberpressure is typically 2-4 x 10-7mb. KeepLN2
transfer system running at all times during growth in order to minimise outgassing.
NoteDec. 2005:: after running for 3months the typical pressure level during growth
is 5 x 10-9 mbar (Dec. 2005). The Ti-sublimation pump should only be run once
every 6 hours.
6. Start the Balzers quadropolemass spectrometer using theQUADSTAR422 software.
Use MEASURE programme and the CHANNELTRON detector (with V = 1280 V
bias) and chooseMIDwith ”VERSUSTIME” andprogrammeCoGaMnAs and SAVE
CYCLE DATA with date as data file-name like ”121204a.mdc”. If more than one
data file is used for the same sample use b,c, d etc Carry out desorption of the
As-cap on the GaAs samples. Ramp up sample holder temperature to 250 C over
5 minutes and keep the temperature there for 10 minutes (water desorption) then
run the following sequence (Dec. 2005 after consultation with Jill Claydon, Univ. of
York): 450 C for 60 min, 550 C for 30 min and 570 for 2 min (increase upper limit
on potentiometer to 3.0, and remember to decrease it again after growth). The mass
spectrometer output record shows clearly the progress of the As desorption process.
Ramp down to the growth temperature for the Co2MnGa, typically 200 or 250 C
Wait at least one hour after the end of the As desorption process before growing the
Co2MnGa layer.
For GaAs substrates without As-cap: use 650 C for 30 minutes to remove oxygen.
Check GaAs crystal surface quality by RHEED (20 keV, 30 microamp). Use RHEED
operating instructions. Take pictures.
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(a) VG05-074 on NBI#41 (In0.28Ga0.72As)
(b) VG05-075 on NBI#9 (spinLED structure)
Figure C.1: RHEED(20kV) patterns after desorption.
7. Check Mn and Ga rates with Film Thickness Monitor 3 = FTM3 and crystal 1 = left
hand connector using the following material settings in the Intellemetrics ALLOY-
programme: Mn3 with tooling factors: TF(Mn) = 1.163 and Ga3 with TF(Ga) = 1.95.
Adjust cell temperatures by measuring changes in thickness over 3 to 6 minutes
until rates are 0.0080 nm/s for Mn and 0.0188 nm/s for Ga. These rates shouldmatch
a Co-rate of 0.0100 nm/s (on FTM1) (with TF = 1.34) in order to grow Co2MnGa.
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The total rate on FTM3 has to be 0.0461 nm/s (Ga-parameters).
8. Start LabViewprogramme to record theFTM3 (crystal 1) resonance frequencyversus
time. Use the followingfile-numbering system tonamedatafile in the smallwindow
made for this purpose: c:\users\cdd\vg-CoMnGa-04-xxxxA.txt (it is important
to write ”.txt”). Start LabView programme by clicking once on the ARROW in the
upper panel. If several data files are used for the same sample the other data files
are named B,C,D, etc.
9. Start Co electron gun source (e-gun no. 1) using MANUAL control (and after
checking water flow to the two e-guns). Adjust electron beam visually in the centre
of the Co-filled crucible (keep clear of edges of the crucible) and adjust Co rate
manually to around 0.005 nm/s (around 57 mA).
If you want a CoGa-buffer layer: Prepare growth of CoGa buffer layer with the
following rates: Co-rate = 0.005 nm/s as measured by FTM1 (crystal 1) with Co1
material file (TF(Co)= 1.340) andGa-rate 0.0188 nm/s (measured on FTM3 as above).
Start rotation of sample holder station with 6-7 RPM (important to have a high
rotation rate because we grow fast). It is important NOT to start the sample rotation
until the evaporation rates have been measured because the rotation interferes with
the FTM-measurements (geometry or electrical noise ?). Grow CoGa buffer layer.
The buffer layer is typically grown to a total thickness of 4 nm as measured by
the FTM3 (crystal 1) set for Ga. It is only during the growth that the Co-shutter
is opened. The Ga-shutter is also opened before the growth in order to check the
Ga-rate. During growth the sample shutter is opened.
10. Anneal the CoGa buffer layer by heating sample holder to 250 ◦C or 300 ◦C for at
least 10 minutes before starting growth of the Co2MnGa layer. Keep all 3 sources
running and stable during this period, which should be used to manually increase
the Co-rate to 0.0100 nm/s and check the rates for Mn and Ga again.
Check surface quality of CoGa buffer layer by RHEED. 20 keV and 30 µA. Take
pictures.
11. Load Ga-parameters into FTM3 and start programme CoMnGa into Intellemetrics
programme ALLOY. Still with the Co source under MANUAL control start the
programme RUN = F1. The programme will read the Co and Ga parameters into
the FTM1 and FTM3monitoring algorithms, respectively, and it will ramp up the Co
e-gun source to a power level of around 65 mAwhich corresponds to a rate around
0.0100 nm/s asmeasured by FTM1 (crystal 1) and it will try to keep the Co rate stable
around that rate. When theprogrammehas reached the feed-back stage change from
MANUAL to AUTO mode on the e-gun control (this is after ”EL 0.010” and after
”CE 0.010” when the display shows ”TL 100.0 nm” and the programme has re-set
both the Co (FTM1) and the Ga (FTM3) thickness indications to zero). Check Ga
rate andMn+Ga rates over 3minutes before starting growth (using Ga parameters),
the sum should be around 0.0400 nm/s (note: this sum is always higher than the
nomial value = 0.0160 + 0.0188 = 0.0348 nm/s (Ga-parameters)). Check total rate on
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FTM3 after starting deposition. In some cases it is better to use lower growth rates,
say Z times lower. This may be achieved by multiplying all TF’s with Z (typically 2
to 5).
12. Start sample rotation at 6-7 RPM, and grow Co2MnGa to a total thickness of 10
to 250 nm with the rates indicated above: Co 0.0100 nm/s, Mn: 0.0080 nm/s and
Ga: 0.0188 nm/s. With these nominal rates it should take nominally 90 minutes to
grow 250 nm. Every 30 minutes the growth is interrupted and the Ga and Mn+Ga
rates are measured over 3 minutes. If needed the effusion cell temperatures are
re-adjusted. Both theMn and the Ga cells give rates that tend to decrease with time.
After growth: Again record Ga rate and Mn+Ga rates over 3-6 minutes (using Ga
parameters).
13. Ramp down Co e-gun source manually (slowly over around 2 minutes) and ramp
downMnandGa cells slowly to 600 ◦C.Anneal samples by heating sample station to
350 ◦C for a short time, nominally 2minutes. Cool sample to around 50 ◦C. Decrease
current limit of sample heater power supply to 0.5. Stop LabViewprogramme (press
”green” button).
Check surface quality of the grown thin film by RHEED. 20 keV, 30 µA. Take
pictures.
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(a) VG05-074 on NBI#41 (In0.28Ga0.72As)
(b) VG05-075 on NBI#9 (spinLED structure)
Figure C.2: RHEED(20kV) patterns after growth.
14. Transfer sample holder to LL and then to atmosphere. Be careful to place the
samples in separate small labeled boxes with Co2MnGa layer facing upwards and
(when needed) mark backside of samples with red ink and use yellow Post-It tape
for mounting.
Appendix D
Stoichiometry determination
techniques
D.1 Stoichiometry determination by use of ICP-OES
ICP-OES: Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical Emission Spectroscopy
D.2 Procedure:
1. The stoichiometry is determined for thin films of CoMnGa grown on Si substrates.
The thin film material is dissolved in 1.8 ml of 35 % HNO3 acid. The weight of the
dissolved material is determined to within 10−10 kg (0.1 microgramme). Note: the
Si substrate is not etched by the acid.
2. The solution is injected and vaporized at a controlled rate into a low-pressure
inductively driven Ar plasma.
3. The atomic spectral lines emitted from the plasma are resolved and detected and
the concentration of atoms is determined to within 10−5 mol/g. An example: for a
9.4 x 9.0 mm2 thin-film sample VG05-063 with nominal CoMnGa thickness of 79 nm
the stoichiometry of the dissolved thin film material was found to be: 49.50 at. %
Co 25.29 at. % Mn
25.21 at. % Ga
corresponding to the composition Co(1.96 +/- 0.02) Mn(1.00 +/- 0.01) Ga (1.00 +/-
0.01). The weight of the thin film material was 37.2 microgramme which gives a
film thickness of 53 nm (assuming a mass density of 8.34g/cm3)
4. The method is calibrated against bulk standards of Co, Ga, Mn and Co2MnGa.
Pieces from a bulk sample of Co2MnGa delivered by Goodfellow Ltd. have been
included in all ICP-analyses of CoMnGa thin films (4 to 6 thin films are typically
analysed in every round).
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Two examples of ICP analysis reports are shown here:
15th round (June 2005);
ICP-OES analyses of one bulk Heusler-alloy and six thin films
Goodfellow 17.01.05 N=2 GNS SD %RSD 95%CONF mol/100g STOICH.
Co 47.96% 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.8139 2.000 1.997 2.039
Ga 28.41% 0.07% 0.23% 0.09% 0.4075 1.001 1.000 1.021
Mn 21.93% 0.01% 0.06% 0.02% 0.3992 0.981 0.980 1.000
#05-054 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.477 0.000 0.04% 0.03% 0.00810 2.000 2.408 2.433 14.5
Ga 0.234 0.000 0.06% 0.02% 0.00336 0.831 1.000 1.010 7.1
Mn 0.183 0.001 0.40% 0.10% 0.00333 0.822 0.990 1.000 5.6
Total mass(g) 27.2
#05-058 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.597 0.006 0.95% 0.79% 0.01012 2.000 2.215 2.106 17.3
Ga 0.319 0.003 0.98% 0.43% 0.00457 0.903 1.000 0.951 9.3
Mn 0.264 0.003 1.03% 0.38% 0.00481 0.950 1.052 1.000 7.7
Total mass(g) 34.3
#05-059 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.606 0.000 0.03% 0.000 0.01029 2.000 1.932 2.120 18.1
Ga 0.371 0.001 0.21% 0.001 0.00532 1.035 1.000 1.097 11.1
Mn 0.267 0.000 0.18% 0.001 0.00485 0.944 0.911 1.000 8.0
Total mass(g) 37.2
#05-060 Si N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.423 0.000 0.09% 0.001 0.00718 2.000 2.079 2.142 12.9
Ga 0.241 0.000 0.13% 0.000 0.00345 0.962 1.000 1.030 7.3
Mn 0.184 0.000 0.09% 0.000 0.00335 0.934 0.971 1.000 5.6
Total mass(g) 25.8
#05-060 InAs N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.463 0.001 0.15% 0.001 0.00785 2.000 2.024 2.124 13.6
Ga 0.271 0.001 0.38% 0.001 0.00388 0.988 1.000 1.049 7.9
Mn 0.203 0.000 0.05% 0.000 0.00370 0.942 0.953 1.000 6.0
Total mass(g) 27.5
#05-061 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.499 0.001 0.12% 0.001 0.00847 2.000 1.799 1.813 14.8
Ga 0.328 0.000 0.15% 0.001 0.00471 1.112 1.000 1.008 9.7
Mn 0.257 0.001 0.34% 0.001 0.00467 1.103 0.992 1.000 7.6
Total mass(g) 32.2
Table D.1: ICP analysis report #15
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16th round (July 2005)
ICP-OES analyses of one bulk Heusler-alloy and six thin films
Goodfellow 17.01.05 N=2 GNS SD %RSD 95%CONF mol/100g STOICH.
Co 49.30% 0.10% 0.20% 0.13% 0.8365 2.000 1.991 2.042
Ga 29.29% 0.06% 0.21% 0.09% 0.4201 1.004 1.000 1.026
Mn 22.51% 0.02% 0.08% 0.02% 0.4097 0.980 0.975 1.000
#05-059R N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.599 0.003 0.46% 0.39% 0.01016 2.000 1.910 2.127 14.5
Ga 0.371 0.002 0.43% 0.22% 0.00532 1.047 1.000 1.113 7.1
Mn 0.262 0.002 0.64% 0.23% 0.00478 0.940 0.898 1.000 5.6
Total mass(g) 27.2
#05-062 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.468 0.000 0.10% 0.06% 0.00794 2.000 2.041 2.037 17.3
Ga 0.271 0.000 0.12% 0.04% 0.00389 0.980 1.000 0.998 9.3
Mn 0.214 0.000 0.13% 0.04% 0.00390 0.982 1.002 1.000 7.7
Total mass(g) 34.3
#05-063 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.556 0.001 0.14% 0.001 0.00944 2.000 1.963 1.958 18.1
Ga 0.335 0.001 0.34% 0.002 0.00481 1.019 1.000 0.997 11.1
Mn 0.265 0.000 0.17% 0.001 0.00482 1.022 1.003 1.000 8.0
Total mass(g) 37.2
#05-066 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.442 0.003 0.62% 0.004 0.00750 2.000 1.678 2.051 12.9
Ga 0.312 0.002 0.78% 0.003 0.00447 1.192 1.000 1.222 7.3
Mn 0.201 0.002 1.21% 0.003 0.00366 0.975 0.818 1.000 5.6
Total mass(g) 25.8
#05-067 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.387 0.000 0.09% 0.000 0.00657 2.000 1.839 1.998 13.6
Ga 0.249 0.000 0.20% 0.001 0.00357 1.087 1.000 1.086 7.9
Mn 0.181 0.000 0.08% 0.000 0.00329 1.001 0.921 1.000 6.0
Total mass(g) 27.5
#05-068 N=2 GNS/ppm SD %RSD 95%CONF mmol/kg STOICH. Mass(g)
Co 0.492 0.001 0.22% 0.002 0.00834 2.000 2.065 2.172 14.8
Ga 0.282 0.000 0.05% 0.000 0.00404 0.969 1.000 1.052 9.7
Mn 0.211 0.000 0.03% 0.000 0.00384 0.921 0.951 1.000 7.6
Total mass(g) 32.2
Table D.2: ICP analysis report #16
D.3 Stoichiometry Analysis by Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
EDS-data Comparison between data obtained by analysis of CoMnGa thin films grown
on GaAs and on Si (two different substrates in same growth):
This analytical method is non-destructive and probes by X-ray fluorescence the ma-
terial composition down to a depth of the penetration length of the beam of high energy
electrons used to excite the electronic states of the atoms in the sample under study (typ-
ically 1 micrometer at 10 keV). For thin films the signals from the substrate material are
therefore affecting the analysis. We have corrected for the effect of the GaAs and Si signals
by simply subtracting the Si and As components and by substracting a part of the Ga
signals that corresponds to the As signal (GaAs substrates have been checked, they give
50 %-50 % Ga-As). The following table includes analysis results on samples from four
growth. The results show that to within 3-5 % the stoichiometry of CoMnGa thin films
grown on Si and GaAs substrates are the same.
D.4 Comparisonof stoichiometry analysesofCoMnGa thinfilms
13 thin film samples of 200 nmCoMnGagrownon Si at 200Chave been sent for stoichiom-
etry analysis BOTHbyEDS (EnergyDispersive SpectroscopybasedonX-rayflourescence)
at the IPL institute at DTUANDby ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled Plasma -Optical Emis-
sion Spectroscopy) at Ris National Laboratory, Dept. of Nuclear Chemistry. In addition 4
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Sample name Result of EDS analy-
sis (at. %)
CoMnGa-stoichiometry ratios
(derived from EDS at. % with
correction for substrates)
Relative difference
between EDS stoi-
chiometry on GaAs
and Si substrates
(relative to Si)
Comments
date and nominal
thickness
VG-CoMnGa-04-005 On GaAs with In-bonding:
Co: 45.9 +/- 1.2 % Includes 5 nm CoGa buffer layer
April 7, 2004 Mn: 27.1 +/- 3.0 % On GaAs:
Ga: 23.0 +/- 1.5 % Co/Ga = 2.43 +/-0.08 Co/Ga: - 0.8 %
255 nm As: 4.0 +/- 5 % Mn/Ga = 1.43 +/- 0.07
Mn/Ga: - 4.7 %
On Si with clips:
Si: 26.0
Co: 36.2 +/- 1.8 % On Si:
Mn: 22.1 +/- 4.3 % Co/Ga = 2.45 +/- 0.10
Ga: 14.8 +/- 2.2 % Mn/Ga = 1.50 +/- 0.10
VG-CoMnGa-04-008 On GaAs with In-bonding: Includes 5 nm CoGa buffer layer
Co: 47.0 +/- 1.2 %, On GaAs: Sample sent to Toshiba for PCAR
and MOKE, 270404
April 23, 2004 Mn: 27.5 +/- 2.8 % Co/Ga = 2.02 +/- 0.05 *) NOTE:
Ga: 24.4 +/- 1.4. % Mn/Ga = 1.18 +/- 0.05 Due to the use of Xtal#2 on FTM3
the sample shutter was open
during source calibrations, this
sample is probablymuch thicker
than 255 nm (cf. Si and As sig-
nals in EDS
255 nm *) As: 1.1 +/- 12.5 % Co/Ga: + 0.5 %
Mn/Ga: + 1.7 %
On Si with clips:
Si: 11.1 On Si:
Co: 42.8 +/- 1.3 % Co/Ga = 2.01 +/- 0.05
Mn: 24.8 +/- 3.0 % Mn/Ga = 1.16 +/- 0.05
Ga: 21.3 +/- 1.4 %
VG-CoMnGa-04-010 On GaAs with In-bonding: Includes 5 nm CoGa buffer layer
Co: 43.7 +/- 1.2 %, On GaAs:
April 28, 2004 Mn: 24.3 +/- 2.8 % Co/Ga = 1.87 +/- 0.05 Co/Ga: -1.1 % For comparison:
Ga: 27.7 +/- 1.4. % Mn/Ga = 1.04 +/- 0.05 ICP-analysis:
255 nm As: 4.4 +/- 5 % Mn/Ga: +2.0 % On Si with clips:
Co: 44.23 +/- 0.30 %
On Si: Mn: 34.23 +/- 0.20%
On Si with clips: Co/Ga = 1.89 +/- 0.05 Ga: 21.60 +/- 0.12 %
Co: 35.0 +/- 1.3 % Mn/Ga = 1.02 +/- 0.05 Co/Ga = 2.048 +/- 0.025
Mn: 18.9 +/- 3.0 % Mn/Ga = 1.585 +/- 0.018
Ga: 18.5 +/- 1.4 %
VG-CoMnGa-04-015 On GaAs with In-bonding: Includes 5 nm CoGa buffer layer
Co: 45.3 +/- 2.2 %,
Mn: 21.2 +/- 6.2 % On GaAs:
May 11-12, 2004 Ga: 25.5 +/- 2.4. % Co/Ga = 2.16 +/- 0.13 Co/Ga: +2.9 % For comparison:
As: 4.6 +/- 6.0 % Mn/Ga = 1.01 +/- 0.10
Mn/Ga: +3.1 % ICP-analysis:
255 nm On Si with clips:
On Si with clips: Co: 47.69 +/- 0.30 %
Si: 30.6 On Si: Mn: 32.15 +/- 0.15 %
Co: 35.7 +/- 2.0 % Co/Ga = 2.10 +/- 0.09 Ga: 20.16 +/- 0.10 %
Mn: 16.7 +/- 6.7 % Mn/Ga = 0.98 +/- 0.09 Co/Ga = 2.366 +/- 0.026
Ga: 17.0 +/- 2.3 % Mn/Ga = 1.595 +/- 0.015
Table D.3: EDS results on samples from four growth. The results show that to within 3-5 % the
stoichiometry of CoMnGa thin films grown on Si and GaAs substrates are the same.
D.4 Comparison of stoichiometry analyses of CoMnGa thin films 195
similar sets of EDS + ICP analyses have been made on pieces of bulk reference Co2MnGa
material delivered to DTU and to Toshiba Europe by Goodfellow. The results are shown
in table D.4.
The conclusions from a comparison of the two analytical methods are:
1. The ICP-OES method gives reproducible results within a few percent. If the DTU-
Goodfellow standard is used as reference the absolute stoichiometry for thin films
(weighing of the order of 0.030 mg or more) may be determined to within +/- 2 %
for the three elements.
2. The EDS method gives reproducible results to within +/- 10 results differ signifi-
cantly and systematically both from the expected result for theGoddfellow standard
and from the ICP results. Two different acceleration voltages have been used for
the EDS-analyses 10 and 15 keV. For the two voltage settings 10 keV (15 keV) a
comparison of the EDS to the ICP results and to the Goodfellow standard shows
that:
a on average the Mn/Ga ratio of Co2MnGa by EDS deviates by -36 % (+12 %) for
thin films and -49 % (+31 %) for bulk and
b on average the Co/Ga ratio of Co2MnGa by EDS deviates by -16 % (+22 %) for
thin films and -20 % (+35 %) for bulk.
(the numbers in parenthesis refer to 15 keV results)
The reasons for the failure of the EDS-method to determine the stoichiometry ofCo2MnGa
are at present unknown.
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Appendix E
Depth profiling using Auger-electron
spectroscopy (AES)
Method:
AES performed during depth profiling with Ar-beam by John Larsen (Dept. of Physics,
DTU, B312):
Sputtering parameters
Voltage 2kV
Current 1.8 · 10−6A
Area 3×3mm2
For an estimated relative sputter yield of 3 for Co2MnGa the etching rate is approx. 3.5
ML/min. Sputter yield for other materials (table values):
Au: 4
Al: 2.5
Al2O3: 0.2
Co: 2
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Table E.1: Table of results
199
The AES results are summarized in table E.1. Results for sample VG04-034 and
VG04-036 and plotted in Figure E.1 and E.2 respectively:
Figure E.1: VG04-034: Auger results
200 Depth profiling using Auger-electron spectroscopy (AES)
Figure E.2: VG04-036: Auger results
Figure E.3: VG04-041: Auger results
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E.1 Conclusions
At growth temperatures of 450 ◦C, inter diffusion is observed of Mn towards both surface
and substrate and Co towards the substrate.
Mn:
Mn tends to diffuse to the surface and oxidize. With Au-capping of 3 nm this does not
happen at a substrate temperature of 30 ◦C (or lower) but it does happen at a substrate
temperature of 200 ◦C even with Au-capping (at 200 ◦C Al-capping it is even worse, Mn
diffuses into the Al-O). Mn does not diffuse into substrate.
Al:
Capping with 3 nm Al at low temperature protects the Co2MnGa thin film
Co:
Co shows no appreciable diffusion to the surface.
As:
As does not diffuse into Co2MnGa at 200 ◦C or below.
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Appendix F
Lithography recipes
This appendix shortly describes the lithography process, which has been used to fabricate
the different types of samples.
F.1 UV lithography: Hall bars, TLM-samples, F/I/SC-devices
F.1.1 GaAs etch
1. Resist Microposit 1470, 6000rpm - 1100nm
2. Prebake 5 min. 90 ◦C
3. Exposure ca. 6-8 sec.
4. Develope Microposit 351, 45 sek
5. Post-bake 15 min 120 ◦C
6. Semiconductor etch: Wet-etch (chemicals) or Ion-etching. Etch-time depends on
the semiconductor material and build-in heterostructures
7. Resist strip Acetone
Wet etch
NH3:H2O2:H2O, 8:3:400
Etch-rate:
GaAs: 40 nm/min
Ion etch (B-Chamber)
T=15 ◦C, PAr= 4.4 · 10−4 mBar 20 mA, 500 V
Etch-rate:
GaAs: 58nm/min
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F.1.2 Metal etch
1. Resist Microposit 1470, 6000rpm - 1100nm
2. Prebake 5 min. 90C
3. Exposure ca. 6-8 sec.
4. Post-bake 15 min 120C
5. Develope Microposit 351, 45 sek
6. Thin film etch: Ion-etch (B-chamber). Etching-time depends on material and film
thickness.
7. Resist strip Acetone
Thin film etch
T=15 ◦C, PAr= 4.4 · 10−4 mBar 20 mA, 500 V
Etch-rate:
Co2MnGa: 40nm/min
Fe: 50 nm/min
Au: 40 nm/min
F.1.3 Au or SiO lift-off
1. Resist Microposit 1470, 6000 rpm - 1100 nm
2. Prebake 5 min. 90 ◦C
3. Exposure ca. 6-8 sec.
4. Soak 5 min. Chlorobenzene
5. Develope Microposit 351, 60 sec.
6. Ready for deposistion
7. Lift offwith Acetone
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F.2 SEM lithography recipes: F/N/N and F/S/F
A description of the device can be found in Appendix J
1. Rinse sample in hot acetone, methanol and 2-propanol
2. Sample ashed in 20 seconds
3. Deoxidize 5-10 minutes in 18 % HCl. Rinse in Millipore water.
4. Pre-bake 5 minutes at 185 ◦C
5. Spin 4 % PMMA at 6000 rpm in 60 seconds
6. Hard-bake resist at 185 ◦C for 5 minutes
7. Expose sample in SEM
8. Develop 60 seconds in MIBK:2-propanol (1:3)
9. Post-bake at 115 ◦C for 5-10 minutes 10. Sample ashed in 6seconds
10. Shallow-etching in either H3PO4:H2O2:H2O (1:1:38) 100 nm/min
11. Rinse 30 seconds in millipore water
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Appendix G
Electrical measurements: Details
G.1 Transport measurements (Hall configuration)
The sample ismounted in a perpendicular field geometry, in either an 8T or 12Tmagnet. A
constant current is used (typically 100 nA to 10µA) to bias the device. Mostmeasurements
start with a base temperature measurement (1.5 to 2 K). Both Rxx and Rxy are measured
from -8 T to 8 T or -12 T to +12 T.
The actual data is normally plotted just along the positive axis as there is usually an
offset to the Hall at zero field which can be eliminated. This is due to mixing of resistance
components. Rxx(positive B) = [Rxx(+B)+Rxx(-B)]/2 Rxy(positive B) = [Rxy(+B)-Rxy(-
B)]/2
Any sets of contactswhich have a largeHall voltage at zero field are generally ignored.
The gradients of the Hall effect are determined to get the Hall constants. The extra-
ordinary Hall constant is determined in the range 0 to 0.1 T and the normal Hall constant
in the range 6 to 8 T or 10 to 12 T depending on the sweep range.
Some devices were measured every 50 K up to 300 K.
G.2 Transmission Line Measurements (TLM)
A list of the TLM-results for a large number of devices are seen in 3.5.2.
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Appendix H
PCAR measurements: Details
Setup
The mechanical part of the setup was a commercial Attocube positioning system (see
Figure H.1). It moves the ”sample-table” by controlling piezoelectric ”legs” which push
or pull the ”sample-table” in the x,y, and z directions.
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Figure H.1: Specs: Step size 5nm, cryogenic movements
The sample was mounted on the ”sample table” and electrical contacts to the sample
holder were established with thin cobber wires. The table was initially placed in the
lowest possible position and the x and y-position were centered. The Nb needle was
placed on the lens holder, see Figure H.1, (1 − 2mm) above the center of the sample.
See appendix H.3 for the technical details we used for fabricating the Nb needles. The
attocube positioning system was then mounted in a sealed container. The container was
pumped down below 10−2mbar and flushed with helium gas three times before it was
filled up to an overpressure on 200mbar of heliumgas. This procedurewas done to ensure
as little contamination in the container as possible. The positioning system will in the
best case not work if some water gets into the piezoelectric mechanics before the whole
system is cooled down. In the worse case the system will break down. The container is
thenmounted in either a helium transport dewar (T = 4.2 K) or in a Variable Temperature
Insert (VTI) in an Oxford cryostat (T = 1.6 K). In the VTI a magnetic field up to 14 Tesla
can be applied. The electrical setup for applying a bias and measuring the differential
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conductance together with a description of a procedure to establish a ”good” contact can
be seen in H.2. A ”good” contact has a diameter in the order or lower than the electron
mean free path. This criteria is called the Sharvin limit [105] and ensures that we only
measure the conductance of the contact interface [48]. Normally [45, 48] a ”good” contact
has been initially identified as having a resistance between 1 − 100Ω.
Getting a ”good” contact was indeed quite tricky! The first conducting contact was
often the best. By repeating crashing into the film surface the needle-tip was broaden
and the measurements decreased in quality. The typical needle-tip radius was around
4µm. In [45, 48] the typical needle-tip radius was less than 100µm and between 1− 10µm
respectively. Figure H.2 shows one of the best needles.
Figure H.2: Needle8: a tip radius below 100 nm
When a ”good” contact was established, the voltage bias was changed while mea-
suring the differential conductance. The dc-voltage was swept from around −10 mV to
10 mV, while the ac-voltage amplitude was around 20 µV.
H.1 Electrical setup
The apparatus used for the measurements can be schematically seen in Figure H.3.
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Figure H.3: Sketch of the set-up
The applied ac and dc voltage is made by putting a known larger ac or dc voltage
through R1 and R2, where R1 and R2 are larger than the contact resistance, converting the
voltages to constant currents. The voltage drop over the contact is measured directly, and
the current through the contact is measured as a voltage drop over a known resistance
R3. The typical dc-voltage between the needle and the sample was swept from around
−10 mV to 10 mV, while the ac-voltage amplitude was around 20 µV.
H.2 Procedure to establish a ”good” contact
In order to establish a good point contact, the following procedure was used:
Raise the z-position, with low frequency and amplitude (ex. 700 Hz, 20 V) until the tone
from the attocube change frequency (Put your ear to the cryostat). This means that the
needle touches the sample. Keep notice of the instruments, is the contact conducting?
This procedure seldom makes a conducting contact in the first attempt. This is probably
due to oxide on both the thin film and the needle. Raise the amplitude (maximum is
70 V). Move a bit away and try to approach the sample again. Do this until a ”good”
contact is established.
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H.3 Needle fabrication
Several ways of sharpening a needle tip are described in the literature. In [45] mechanical
polishing is used getting needle tips with a radius below 100 µm. [48] uses first a me-
chanical polishing and afterwards an electrochemical etching in a potassium-hydroxide
solution. The process chosen in this work is an all chemical process. The process is
described in [123, 124]. A very simple electrochemical etching device, see Figure H.4, was
used.
Figure H.4: Picture and drawing of the electrochemical etching device
Niobium was chosen as the needle material. With a high critical temperature T =
9.25 K and the property of being a hard material, Nb is ideal for this purpose. A piece
(1-1.5 cm) of 99.9 % Nb wire with a diameter of 0.25 mm was placed between the end
of the rod in the middle and the small cobber beaker at the bottom of the device. The
beaker contains mercury to establish an electrical contact to the niobium wire. The wire
must not touch the bottom of the beaker, see Figure H.4. The position of the wire piece
can be controlled with the micrometer screw at the top of the device. A wire connects
the mercury beaker in the bottom to the outside of the device through a teflon tube. At
the top of the device a cobber plate electrically connects 6 carbon rods. The ends of
the rods are in a level below the mercury dewar. The carbon rods are connected to the
outside through a wire. The Nb wire piece and the carbon rods are the electrodes in the
electrochemical process. In order to control the position of the etch an insulating liquid
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is gently poured (be careful not to pour directly into the mercury beaker and push the
mercury away) into the device until the liquid is in a level above the mercury beaker. As
an insulating liquid, tetracloroomethane CCl4 is used. Tetracloroomethane is toxic and
can cause cancer, so please follow the by the law decided safety regulations. On top of the
insulating liquid, an electrolyte is nowevenmoregently (to cause as littlemixingof the two
liquids as possible) poured into the device. As an electrolyte a 2-molar natriumhydroxide
2−MNaOH solution was chosen because it is a relatively non dangerous liquid. The two
liquids are not reacting with each other and therefore separated in layers. The etching
will act on the Nb wire at the interface between the two liquids. This is marked with
a dashed line in Figure H.4. When the wire is etch through the lower piece will drop
down into the mercury beaker and the electrochemical process will stop automatically.
The process is divided into two parts. Part 1 is the rough etch cutting the wire into two
potential needles. Part 2 is the refined process where the needle tip is sharpened.
Part 1 An ac-voltage is applied between the mercury beaker and the cobber plate. The
chosen amplitude and frequency was 10 V − rms and 50 Hz. This etch takes 4-6
hours, which is quite slow.
Part 2 By use of the micrometer screw, the needle tip is situated in a way that it just
only breaks the surface of the electrolyte. Now a 50 Hz sinusoidally voltage with
amplitude 4.5 V − rms is applied trough the micrometer screw (E) and the cobber
plate (C) with a duration of 1 s. If the needle is kept out of contact with oxygen, it is
important that the needle potential ends in a negative period to reduce the amount
of oxide in the needle. This procedure is made about 100 times.
We favorite short and sharp needle tips, they are more difficult to deform, when the
needle hits the film surface. FigureH.5, H.6, andH.7 show three different needles. Needle
8 has undergone part 2 while 10a&b have not. A difference is clearly seen.
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Figure H.5: Needle8: a tip radius below 100 nm
Figure H.6: Needle10a: a tip radius around 10 µm
Figure H.7: Needle10b: a tip radius below 10 µm
H.4 PCAR improvements
In this section we will describe the efforts we believe are important in an improvement of
the setup.
• The adding of ac and dc signals should be done using operation amplifiers.
• The establishment of a ”good” contact should be automated, with a feedback to the
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positioning system in order to stop approaching the film as soon as the contact is
made.
• Efforts should be done to avoid oxidation of the needles (and the films if possible).
This could properly be done by keeping the needles in vacuum or in some sort of
solvent such as propanol. The needles which have been used have varied a lot in
quality. This procedure needs to be reproducible and produce good needles every
time. We recommend that needles are etched at the Cavendish in order to have the
needle etching process close to the setup.
• The needle holder and sample holder should be remade in a proper way. The
existing hardware was ”homemade” with the emphasis that it should work as
quickly as possible. The design could be made in a much better way. The video
camera could also be implemented to give the user the advantage of seing when the
needle touches the film.
• The contacts are very sensitive to even small mechanical excitations. A damping
system would increase the life time of a ”good” junction.
H.4.1 PCAR conclusion
In conclusion a mechanical and electrical setup for PCAR-measurements have been es-
tablished. Measurements have been made on the normal metals Au and Cu and show
P = 0 %. Measurements on Co a ferromagnet known in literature show P = 44 % as
expected. Finally measurements have been done on two different thin-films of Co2MnGa
showing P = 55 % and P = 50 %. Some problems with the measurements or the fitting
procedure are still present. The fitted temperature seldom corresponds to the measured
sample temperature. The reason is still unknown but could be associated with:
• The numerical fitting procedure. Recheck with literature. This has been done and
we am quite confident that the problem should be found elsewhere.
• The thermal connection between the sample holder and the sample. The thermome-
ter is mounted next to the chip carrier. Both are fixedwith ”GE varnish” to establish
a good thermal contact. It would be surprising if the problem is to be found here.
• The electrical system
– The adding of ac and dc. One of the instruments needs to be floating. If this is
not the case the setup will not show the correct data.
– The four point measurement. If the film is of low conductance, the placement
of the probes on the film is very important. We know that the conductivity of
the Heusler alloys (which show the highest fitting temperature) is low due to
a carrier density of around 1020 cm−3 (normal metal: 1022 )
– The needle tip is too wide. Either from the beginning or due to plastic defor-
mation during the establishment of a ”good” contact.
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More investigations need to be done to localize the problem.
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Appendix I
Ferromagnet-Insulator-
Superconductor (F/I/S):
Details
The fabrication of the tunnel junctions have followed the method described by Tedrow
and Meservey [38, 39, 40, 41]: a thin aluminium film is used as the superconducting
electrode and the oxide tunnel barrier is a thin layer of AlxOy The F-I-S samples eg.
Co2MnGa/AlxOy/Al are grown in two configurations:
1. GaAs/Co2MnGa/AlxOy/Al/Au and
2. GaAs/Al/AlxOy/Co2MnGa/Au
where growth sequence 2) is the easiest and also the one used by Tedrow and Meservey.
The thickness of the superconducting thin film is chosen to be less than 10 nm in order
to ensure that the thin film remains superconducting in a magnetic field of up to 3 Tesla
applied parallel to the plane of the film.
Configuration 1) (2004)
This approach was chosen as the first approach. The recipe is described in the following:
Co2MnGa/Al2O3/Al/Au
1. Co2MnGa-sample (100 nm × 4.5 mm × 4.5 mm) in VG-chamber DTU
2. In Alcatel-chamber
a Rinse w. Ar-ions. DTU
b Deposition of Al + Oxidation DTU
3. Mesa: hall-bar DTU
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4. SiO UV lithography lift-off DTU
5. Au contacts UV lithography, lift-off HC
6. Al (3-4 nm) + Au(15-20 nm) e-beam lithography, lift off HC
7. Scribe and bond HC/DTU
A calibration of the Al-oxidation process (3b) in the Alcatel chamber is shown in Figure
I.1.
Figure I.1: Test on Al oxidation by use of ”sputtering” in 95 % Ar+5 % O2. The conclusion is
that this technique oxidizes approx. 4 Å Al pr. minute to a thickness of approx. 6 Å AlxOy pr.
minute
Data from two of the measured samples are shown in Figure I.2:
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(a)
(b)
Figure I.2: Measurements on Al/AlOx/Co2MnGa at T = 400mK.
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Configuration 1) (2005)
In this approach the AlxOy oxide barrier was grown by slow oxidation at low oxygen
partial pressure and low substrate temperature in order to achieve a dense epitaxial oxide
barrier [125]. We chose an oxygen partial pressure of 1 − 3 · 10−4 mbar and a substrate
temperature around −40 ◦C. The oxidation time was 20-30 minutes. AlxOy was grown
on top of Co2MnGa by first growing a 1 nm thin Al layer (also at around −40 ◦C) and
then the oxidation process was carried out. This sequence was repeated twice in order to
minimize the density of pinholes in the barrier. During the oxidation processwe observed
a change of the mass of the deposited 1 nm Al-layer by about 40% indicating that it was
oxidized up to around 50 % of the nominal Al2O3 composition. As an example we here
show the growth parameters for the fabrication of sample VG-05-103, see table I.1, which
was grown in the first of the configurations above.
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Table I.1: VG-05-103: growth sequence 2). Grown on 30-11-2005 - 01-12-2005
RHEED patterns between the different steps can be seen in Figure I.3
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(a) After growth of bottomCo2MnGa-layer. Along
(011)-direction.
(b) After growthof bottomCo2MnGa-layer. Along
(001)-direction.
(c) After growth of 1nm Al. Along (011)-direction. (d) After oxidation of Al. Along (011)-direction.
(e) After growth of top Al-layer. Along (011)-
direction.
Figure I.3: VG05-103: RHEED(20 kV) patterns in between the different growth steps.
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Configuration 2) (2005)
By using same oxidation parameters as described in configuration 1 (2005), we have
observed epitaxial growth of the Co2MnGa-AlxOy-Al thin film structures grown onGaAs.
RHEED patterns in between the different steps can be seen in Figure I.4
(a) After growth of bottom Al-layer. Along (011)-
direction.
(b) After oxidation Along (011)-direction.
(c) After growth of top Co2MnGa-layer. Along
(011)-direction.
Figure I.4: VG05-104: RHEED(20kV) patterns in between the different growth steps.
Samemask set has been used for processing all the above described devices. A picture
of a sample is seen in Figure I.5:
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Figure I.5: Microscope picture of a F/I/S sample.
Appendix J
Description of preparation of F/S/F
and F/N/F
SEM lithography were used to define sub-micron mesas between sub-micron ferromag-
netic contacts. The samples was intended to characterize the spin-injection by non-local
techniques as done by Jedema et al. [106]. A sketch of the idea and the different processing
steps can be seen below:
Figure J.1: Sketch of the idea and the different processing steps.
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Step Process Equipment Parameters Necessities
1 Growth of
HN-layer
VG-
chamber:
GaAs-substrate+
10-20nm
Co2MnGa+ 10nm
Al or Cu
2 Etch H-
Mesa
B-chamber 100nm etch UV-lithography
see step 2 sketch
3 Growth
Con-
tacts+Gates
(lift-off)
Alcatel or
chamber on
HCØ
2x100nm Au UV-lithography
see step 3 sketch
4 Etch Ferro-
magnetic
contacts
B-chamber 100nm etch SEM-lithography
see step 4 sketch
5 Rinse+
growth of
N-mesa
(lift-off)
VG 5nm rinse+ 10nmAl
or Cu mesa
Etch-rates in
AlxOy and Al
in B-camber +
SEM-lithography
see step 5 sketch
6 Growth of
Au contact
(lift-off)
Alcatel 5Å In+ 10nm Au SEM-lithography
see step 6a or 6b
sketch
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Figure J.2: SEM information.
After practising quite a bit on the SEMstep 4,we succeeded indefining anddeveloping
the contacts shown in the sketch above (step 4). The used recipe can be seen in Appendix
F.
A picture showing the developed resist is shown below.
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Figure J.3: The SEM parameters were: Dose= 0.2; Resist sensitivity= 300=>; scan rate= 10.
Everything up to this seemed to work alright, even though the alignment was quite
difficult. But when we realized that our Ar beam we use for etching Co2MnGa, etches
the PMMA-resist as well as the Heusler alloy, we were quite disappointed. The picture
below shows the same spot after etch:
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Figure J.4: Sample after etch
As seen on the picture above, the Heusler-alloy is not etched through, but the thin
contacts defined in PMMA resist are completely gone. At this point we decided to stop
the project. There were simply too many parameters to study even before the alignment
hurdle was to be considered. Now a year later we guess that the reason for the poor
effect of the PMMA-resist during etch, is due to heating. The sample was not cooled
down during the Ar beam etch, which results in heating up the resist andmakes it ”flow”
away.
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Appendix K
Semiconductor structures used for
spinLEDs
K.1 C2294
The structure is grown on undoped GaAs [100]. Table K.1 shows the growth parameters.
Layer Material Thickness [nm] Dopant Density [cm−3] Comment
0 GaAs [100] 4E5 Substrate
1 GaAs 500 Be 1.00E18 Nominal doping level
2 GaAs 500
3 InGaAs 5 20% In
4 GaAs 200
5 GaAs 100 Si 1.00E18
6 AlGaAs 15 Si 1.00E18 x=0.33 alloying Schottky barrier
7 AlGaAs 15 Si 3.33E18 x=0.33 alloying Schottky barrier
8 GaAs 1 Nominal GaAs interrupt before As cap
9 As Cap
Table K.1: Growth parameters for C2294.
The structure has a AlGaAs schottky barrier and a GaAs/In0.2Ga0.8As QW. Time re-
solved Photoluminescence spectroscopy showed a radiative recombination lifetime of
electrons τ on 264 ps at T = 5 K (see Figure K.1). Very similar results obtained at low tem-
perature have been reported by Haiping et al. [112]. Neither the temperature dependence
or the magnetic field dependence of the radiative lifetimes have been measured, due to
lack of time.
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Figure K.1: Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements at T=5K. The samples are reference
samples, without barrier and doping in the cladding layers, as the only difference to the spinLED
structures.
Figure K.2 shows calculated conduction and valence band.
Figure K.2: Band diagram calculations in case of C2294. The insert shows calculated recombina-
tion energies.
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The expected emission energy of the 5 nm GaAs/In0.2Ga0.8As QW shown in the figure
has been calculated by use of a 1d Poisson/Scro¨dinger solver. Further details can be found
in M. Figure K.3 shows a spectra of the emitted light.
Figure K.3: Energy spectra of light emitted from C2294. At T=4 K, the main peak is observed at
E=1.370 eV
The reason for the rather wide line of C2294 is not fully understood. The same is
the case for the rather large shoulder observed around 1.3eV. Indium segregation could
be the case even though the observed energy difference between the shoulder peak and
the main peak seem a bit to large (approximate a factor of two). The observed behavior
could also be explained by inhomogeneities in the QW thickness. Measurements on other
pieces of the wafer show some deviation in the observed main peak position, and the
magnitude of the shoulder peak, indicating that the wafer is not homogeneous.
K.2 C2398
C2398 is very similar to C2294 but has two QW with different thickness. This structure
was designed in order to give information about the spin scattering events in the area
between the two QWs. Table K.2 shows the growth parameters.
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Layer Material Thickness [nm] Dopant Density [cm−3] Comment
0 GaAs [100] Be 1.00E18 Nominal doping level Substrate
1 GaAs 500 Be 1.00E18 Nominal doping level
2 GaAs 100
3 InGaAs 10 20% In
4 GaAs 100
5 InGaAs 5 20% In
6 GaAs 50
7 GaAs 50 Si 1.00E18
8 AlGaAs 15 Si 1.00E18 x=0.33 alloying Schottky barrier
9 AlGaAs 15 Si 5.00E18 x=0.33 alloying Schottky barrier
10 GaAs 1 Nominal GaAs interrupt before As cap
11 As Cap
Table K.2: Growth parameters for C2398.
Figure K.4: Band diagram calculations in case of C2398. The inserts show calculated recombina-
tion energies.
Figure K.5 illustrates a spectra of the emitted light.
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Figure K.5: Energy spectra of light emitted from C2398. At T=4 K, the main peak is observed at
E=1.396 eV
Only one peak is observed in the energy spectra of C2398, even though there are two
QWs in the structure. From comparison with the calculations we expect the emitted light
to come from the 5 nm QW. We have no explanation for why we do not see emitted light
other than at that bias all recombination happens in the 5 nm QW. We do expect to see
emitted light from the 10 nmQWat higher biases. We realized this after themeasurements
were finished, and therefore it has not been done.
K.3 NBI#9
This hetero structure is like C2294 and C2398 based on a GaAs/InGaAs QW. Contrary
to the Cavendish wafers this structure has a graded doped barrier. Table K.3 shows the
growth parameters.
Layer Material Thickness [nm] Dopant Density [cm−3] Comment
0 GaAs [100] 4E5 Zn 1E19 Substrate
1 GaAs 1000 Be 1E18 Nominal doping level
2 GaAs 150
3 InGaAs 10 17.8% In
4 GaAs 40
5 GaAs 200 Si 1.00E17
6 GaAs 15 Si 1.00E17-5.00E18 Schottky barrier graded doping
7 GaAs 15 Si 5.00E18 Schottky barrier
8 As Cap
Table K.3: Growth parameters for NBI#9.
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Figure K.6: Band diagram calculations in case of NBI#9. The insert shows calculated recombina-
tion energies.
Figure K.7: Energy spectra of light emitted from NBI#9. At T=4.5 K peaks are observed
E=1.329 eV and E=1.259 eV.
The small peak at E=1.259eV in NBI#9 seems to appear from the noise level at biases
above 5.0V. We expect this to be due to a defect band with energies just below the InGaAs
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bandgap. Similar behavior is reported by Haiping et al. [112, 116], with approximate the
same energy difference. Haiping et al. explain the splitting by Indium segregation in the
QW.
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Appendix L
Optics: Details
L.1 Calibration procedure of the wave retarder component
The calibration of the wave retarder component was made as depicted in Figure L.1.
Figure L.1: Wave retarder calibration setup.
The calibration was done by tuning the wave retarder control unit until the corre-
sponding intensity detected by the photodetector showed zero and maximum signal as
showed in Figure L.2.
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Figure L.2: Calibrated wave retarder signal.
L.2 Jones calculus: Measurement of intensity of right and left
circular polarized light
Figure L.3 schematically shows the two methods used for detection of circular polarized
light.
Figure L.3: A) the ”manual” setup, B) the ”automatic” setup
Jones calculus (by R. C. Jones in 1941.) is a mathematical technique for describing
the amplitudes and phases of light (electric fields) propagating through different optical
components. Each optical component can be described by a 2 × 2 Jones matrix. Table
L.1 shows the Jones matrices for the components involved in the Hanle setup. The
polarization states of light can likewise be described by Jones vector. Table L.2 shows the
normalized Jones vectors of the polarization states involved in the setups see figure L.3
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Optical component Jones Matrix
Linear polarizer aligned 45◦ from the vertical axis 12
(
1 1
1 1
)
Linear polarizer aligned −45◦ from the vertical axis 12
(
1 −1
−1 1
)
Linear polarizer aligned vertical
(
0 0
0 1
)
Quarter-wave plate, fast axis vertical eipi/4
(
1 0
0 −i
)
Quarter-wave plate, with axis rotated +45◦ from vertical axis eipi/4
(
1
2 − i 12 12 + i 12
1
2 + i
1
2
1
2 − i 12
)
Quarter-wave plate, with axis rotated −45◦ from vertical axis eipi/4
(
1
2 + i
1
2
1
2 − i 12
1
2 − i 12 12 + i 12
)
Table L.1: Jones matrices for different optical components
Polarization Jones vector
Linear polarization with vertical polarization axis α. For α = 0 the polarization axis is horizontal
(
0
1
)
Linear polarization with polarization axis α. For α = 0 the polarization axis is vertical
(
sinα
cosα
)
Right circular polarized light 1√
2
(
1
−i
)
Left circular polarized light 1√
2
(
1
i
)
Table L.2: Normalized Jones vectors for different polarization states
The measured intensity is given as |−→E |2. The connection between in and out coming
light and is given by: −→
E out = J · −→E in (L.1)
Consider Figure L.3 (A) with incoming light circular polarized with both right and left
helicity given by the pre-factors r and l:
−→
E in =
l√
2
(
1
i
)
+
r√
2
(
1
−i
)
(L.2)
|−→E in|2 = l2 + r2 (L.3)
The total intensity of the incoming light is given by equation L.3. After propagating
through the quarter-wave plate with fast axis aligned vertical followed by a linear polar-
izer +45◦ to vertical axis, the A-vector is given as:
−→
E +45◦ =
1
2
(
1 1
1 1
)
eipi/4
(
1 0
0 −i
)−→
E in (L.4)
−→
E +45◦ =
l√
2
eipi/4
(
1
1
)
(L.5)
|−→E out|2 = l2 (L.6)
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which is linear light with same intensity as the original left circular polarized light, given
by equation L.6.
If the linear polarizer is shifted to −45◦, the E-vector of the light is given as:
−→
E −45◦ =
1
2
(
1 −1
−1 1
)
eipi/4
(
1 0
0 −i
)−→
E in (L.7)
−→
E −45◦ =
l√
2
eipi/4
(
1
1
)
(L.8)
|−→E out|2 = r2 (L.9)
Ones again the polarization state is linear, but now with same intensity as the original
right circular polarized light given by equation L.9.
Let us now consider figure L.3 B. We are only interested in intensity and polarization
state of the light in the two outer positions of the wave retarder. In those positions the
Jones matrices are given by those of a quarter-wave plate with fast axis rotated ±45◦ from
the vertical axis. With incoming light given by
−→
E in, the Jones calculus takes following
form:
−→
E +45◦ =
(
0 0
0 1
)
eipi/4
(
1
2 − i12 12 + i12
1
2 + i
1
2
1
2 − i12
)−→
E in (L.10)
−→
E +45◦ = r · eipi/4
(
0
1 + i
)
, |−→E +45◦ |2 = r2 (L.11)
−→
E −45◦ =
(
0 0
0 1
)
eipi/4
(
1
2 − i12 − 12 − i12− 12 − i12 − 12 + i12
)−→
E in (L.12)
−→
E −45◦ = l · eipi/4
(
0
1 + i
)
, |−→E −45◦ |2 = l2 (L.13)
Again we measure linear polarized light with same intensity as the original intensity of
right or left circular polarized light.
Appendix M
Band diagram calculations: Details
1D Poisson/Schro¨dinger is a band diagram calculator, written by Greg Snider[113]. The
program uses the method of finite differences to find one-dimensional band diagrams of
a semiconductor structure. The calculations were reproduced by a web-solution offered
by the Ioffe institute [114]. I have mainly used the program default settings. Schottky
boundary conditions have been applied at the surface. The Schottky barrier height is
determined by the barrier of the semiconductor. In the following sections the used
material parameters and input files are shown.
M.1 Material parameters
M.1.1 GaAs
Energy Gap = 1.519eV
Conduction band offset relative to gaas = 0.000 eV
Relative dielectric constant =13.100
Electron effective mass = 0.067
Cond. band degeneracy = 1.000
Heavy hole effective mass = 0.350
Light hole effective mass = 0.090
Donor level = 6.00E-03 eV
Default donor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Acceptor level = 30.00E-03 eV
Default acceptor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Deep donor level = 600.00E-03 eV
Default deep donor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Deep acceptor level = 700.00E-03 eV
Default deep acceptor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Default barrier height = 0.600 eV
Default electron mobility = 8.500E+03 cm2/V-s
Default hole mobility = 4.000E+02 cm2/V-s
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Default electron recombination time = 1.000E-12 s
Default hole recombination time = 1.000E-12 s
Default absorption coefficient = 0.000E+0
M.1.2 Al0.3Ga0.7As
Energy Gap = 1.893 eV
Conduction band offset relative to gaas = 0.232 eV
Relative dielectric constant =12.200
Electron effective mass = 0.092
Cond. band degeneracy = 1.000
Heavy hole effective mass = 0.662
Light hole effective mass = 0.108
Donor level = 30.00E-03 eV
Default donor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Acceptor level = 40.00E-03 eV
Default acceptor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Deep donor level = 000.00E-03 eV
Default deep donor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Deep acceptor level = 000.00E-03 eV
Default deep acceptor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Default barrier height = 0.741 eV
Default electron mobility = 4.000E+03 cm2/V-s
Default hole mobility = 4.000E+02 cm2/V-s
Default electron recombination time = 1.000E-10 s
Default hole recombination time = 1.000E-10 s
Default absorption coefficient = 0.000E+00
M.1.3 In0.2Ga0.8As
Energy Gap = 1.289 eV
Conduction band offset relative to gaas = -.161 eV
Relative dielectric constant =13.384
Electron effective mass = 0.064
Cond. band degeneracy = 1.000
Heavy hole effective mass = 0.462
Light hole effective mass = 0.108
Donor level = 6.82E-03 eV
Default donor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Acceptor level = 10.00E-03 eV
Default acceptor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Deep donor level = 200.00E-03 eV
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Default deep donor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Deep acceptor level = 200.00E-03 eV
Default deep acceptor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Default barrier height = 0.600 eV
Default electron mobility = 4.000E+03 cm2/V-s
Default hole mobility = 4.000E+02 cm2/V-s
Default electron recombination time = 1.000E-10 s
Default hole recombination time = 1.000E-10 s
Default absorption coefficient = 0.000E+00
M.1.4 In0.178Ga0.822As
Energy Gap = 1.315 eV
Conduction band offset relative to gaas = -.143 eV
Relative dielectric constant =13.353
Electron effective mass = 0.064
Cond. band degeneracy = 1.000
Heavy hole effective mass = 0.462
Light hole effective mass = 0.108
Donor level = 6.69E-03 eV
Default donor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Acceptor level = 10.00E-03 eV
Default acceptor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Deep donor level = 200.00E-03 eV
Default deep donor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Deep acceptor level = 200.00E-03 eV
Default deep acceptor concentration = 0.00E+00 cm-3
Default barrier height = 0.600 eV
Default electron mobility = 4.000E+03 cm2/V-s
Default hole mobility = 4.000E+02 cm2/V-s
Default electron recombination time = 1.000E-10 s
Default hole recombination time = 1.000E-10 s
Default absorption coefficient = 0.000E+00
M.2 Input files
M.2.1 c2294
# c2294
surface schottky v1
GaAs t=10
AlGaAs t=150 x=.3 Nd=3.33e18
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AlGaAs t=150 x=.3 Nd=1e18
GaAs t=1000 Nd=1e18
GaAs t=2000
InGaAs GaAs t=50 x=.2 dy=1
GaAs t=5000
GaAs t=5000 Na=5e18
substrate
fullyionized
v1 0.0
schrodingerstart=3210
schrodingerstop=3460
temp=0K
dy=5
M.2.2 c2398
# c2398 Scrodinger for QW1
surface schottky v1
GaAs t=10 AlGaAs t=150 x=.33 Nd=5e18
AlGaAs t=150 x=.33 Nd=1e18
GaAs t=500 Nd=1e18
GaAs t=500
InGaAs GaAs t=50 x=.2 dy=1
GaAs t=1000
InGaAs GaAs t=100 x=.2 dy=1
GaAs t=1000
GaAs t=5000 Na=1e18
substrate
fullyionized
v1 0.0
schrodingerstart=1300
schrodingerstop=1370
temp=0K
dy=5
M.2.3 NBI#9
# NBI9
surface schottky v1
GaAs t=150 Nd=5e18
GaAs t=50 Nd=2.5e18
GaAs t=50 Nd=7.5e17
GaAs t=50 Nd=2.5e17
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GaAs t=2000 Nd=1e17
GaAs t=400
InGaAs GaAs t=100 x=.178 dy=1
GaAs t=1500
GaAs t=10000 Na=1e18
substrate
fullyionized
v1 0.0
schrodingerstart=2600
schrodingerstop=2900
temp=0K
dy=10
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Appendix N
Hanle fitting model
Thefitting procedure is based onEquation 1.17 shownasN.1 in this appendix, which is the
steady-state solution to the Bloch-ThorreyEquationwithS0(0,S∗0y,S
∗
0z)whereS
∗
0y = S0cosψ
and S∗0z = S0sinψ.
Sz = S∗0yη
(B/∆B)2cosϕsinϕ
1 + (B/∆B)2
+ S∗0zη
1 + (B/∆B)2cos2ϕ
1 + (B/∆B)2
(N.1)
∆B = ( g
∗·µB
~ Ts)
−1 is the Hanle curve half-width, corresponding to the condition ΩTs = 1,
η describes the longitudinal spin relaxation prior to recombination or the spin detection
efficiency in the semiconductor η = Tsτ , where Ts is the spin lifetime and τ is the radiative
lifetime, ϕ is the Hanle angle, ψ is the magnetization tilting angle and B is the applied
magnetic field. Figure N.1 illustrates the involved angles.
Figure N.1: Tilting of the magnetization M of the thin ferromagnetic film under application
of the oblique magnetic field B(0,By,Bz) in the oblique Hanle effect experimental configuration.
Adadpted from [36]
The main purpose of the fit is to find ∆B and thereby the spin lifetime Ts, by using
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g = −1.8 for In0.2Ga0.8Mn. To do this we need to know the dependence of S∗0y and S∗0z on
an applied field B. The first step is to calculate the tilting angle as a function of the applied
field.
N.1 B-dependence of the tilting angle ψ
The magnitude of the tilt angle ψ is dependent on the saturation magnetization M and
the external applied magnetic field Hext = B/µ0. The tilt angle is found by minimiz-
ing the total energy density of the film, approximated by the potential energy and the
demagnetization energy
u = −µ0 · (M ·Hext) − µ0 · (M ·Hd)2 , (N.2)
where Hd = −Mz is the demagnetization field andMz is the out-of-plane magnetization.
By using the convention shown in figure 1.8, Equation N.2 is reduced to
u = −M · B sinφ + ψ + µ0 ·M
2
2
· sin2(ψ). (N.3)
The minimum is obtained by following relation:
B
µ0M
=
sinψ cosψ
cosφ cosψ − sinφ sinψ (N.4)
for φ = 60◦ and Bµ0M < 1 the variation can be approximated linear as it can be seen in
figure N.2.
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Figure N.2: Tilting angle of the magnetizationM of the thin ferromagnetic film under application
of the oblique magnetic field B(0,B sinφ,B cosφ).
The saturation magnetization of thin Co2MnGa films is found from extraordinary
hall effect in thin films with an applied magnetic field perpendicular to the film plane to
µ0Ms ≈ 1.7T, which makes it reasonable to model the tilting axis ψ as linear dependent
of B. Furthermore the tilting axis is small (less than approximately 10◦). This allows us to
use themagnitude of the in-plane coercive field Bc to model the switching of themagnetic
spin S0.
S0(B) = tanh(Sq ∗ (B − Bc/ sinφ)) (N.5)
Sq is the squareness of the hysteresis curve, B is the magnetic field applied with an
angle φ to the normal of the film plane.
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